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Sum m ary
Video temporal decomposition is an essential element of a variety of video processing 
applications, from semantic indexing and classification to non-linear browsing, video 
summarization and video retrieval. The decomposition is traditionally conducted using 
shots as the video structural units. However, while shots are video segments tha t can 
be explicitly defined, they lack semantic meaning. On the other hand, scenes, which are 
generally defined as the elementary semantic video units, are expected to generate more 
meaningful video representations and to enhance the performance of video processing 
applications tha t employ temporal decomposition.
However, before replacing shot with scene segmentation the latter need to reach the 
high performance levels of the former. This thesis aims to provide directions towards 
this goal, first by identifying some of the main current limitations of video scene seg­
mentation and next by suggesting ways to overcome them. More specifically, four main 
restraints have been identified. Firstly, the ambiguity in the definition of what a scene 
is, which is an inherent domain characteristic. The general scene definition as the ele­
mentary semantic unit finds various interpretations depending on the video genre, the 
application etc.
Next, the semantic gap between what makes two shots belong to the same scene and 
the available scene descriptors. Indeed, the scenes are formed by links between pairs 
of neighboring shots tha t are similar in content. The shot content similarity cant be 
efficiently modeled by low-level descriptors, which are typically used by the community 
for this purpose.
Additionally, the limited scalability of the existing scene segmentation algorithms. As 
a m atter of fact, it seems to be difficult to generalize and efficiently tune scene segmen­
tation approaches not only for videos of multiple genres but also for a small number 
of videos from the same genre. Finally, the lack of a uni-dimensional evaluation mea­
sure that would efficiently gauge the performance of an automatic scene segmentation 
system.
This thesis includes the development of a novel approach to evaluating video temporal 
decomposition algorithms, which is not only effective in evaluating scene segmentation 
techniques and in helping to optimize their parameters, but also satisfies a number 
of qualitative prerequisites tha t previous measures do not. Furthermore, the novel 
measure is proven to be a metric, which is a property th a t can be used to alleviate 
the effects of the scene definition ambiguity. Subsequently, a scheme tha t fully exploits 
the scene discrimination potential of shot descriptors deriving both from visual and 
audio modality is presented, followed by the introduction of a number of novel shot 
descriptors. These employ high-level features automatically extracted from the visual 
and the auditory channel, which are shown to be able to contribute towards improved 
video segmentation to scenes. Finally, conclusions and future work complete this thesis.
K ey  w ords: scene segmentation, video segmentation, scenes, video temporal decom­
position, video semantics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There was a red-haired man who had no eyes or 
ears. Neither did he have any hair, so he was 
called red-haired theoretically. He couldn’t speak, 
since he didn’t have a mouth. Neither did he have 
a nose. He didn’t even have any arms or legs. He 
had no stomach and he had no back and he had no 
spine and he had no innards whatsoever. He had 
nothing at all! Therefore there’s no knowing whom 
we are even talking about. In fact it’s better that 
we don’t say any more about him.
Daniil Kharms - Blue Notebook No. 10
During the last decades the availability of multimedia data has significantly increased 
mainly due to the use of inexpensive software and digital media devices for video record­
ing and production. As a result, a major interest for the development of efficient video
techniques tha t manipulate video content has evolved. The flourishing video analysis 
field has many objectives including temporal decomposition of the video in structural 
or semantic segments [66], spatio-temporal segmentation of the video into patches with 
common motion patterns or object-based segmentation [93], [63], extraction of objects 
and the tracking of their motion in time [165], the recognition of human faces [159] or 
the detection and tracking of humans [157], the detection of concepts and the semantic 
abstraction of video streams [127], the recognition of actions or events [176] etc.
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Among them video temporal decomposition, i.e. the decomposition of video streams 
into temporal units, is of major importance, since it is an essential preprocessing task 
for a wide range of video manipulation applications, such as video indexing, non-linear 
browsing, classification etc. Video temporal decomposition techniques aim to parti­
tion a video sequence into temporal segments, such as shots and scenes, according to 
semantic or structural criteria. The temporal decomposition into scenes, or scene seg­
mentation, is a very significant sub-class of temporal decomposition, since it generates 
more compact summarization results, can be used to improve the interactive retrieval 
performance, is well fitted for non-linear browsing of a video stream, etc.
It is widely known tha t video streams are composed of a set of images, which are 
shown successively in a tempo tha t is sufficient to invoke the illusion of continuity, and 
are called video frames. Frames can be joined to form more complex video segments, 
referred to as shots. A shot is considered to be the elementary structural unit of 
the video and originates from the standard film producing strategy of montage. It is 
strictly defined as a sequence of images taken without interruption by a single camera 
[12]. The decomposition of video into shots, or shot segmentation, is usually conducted 
through the analysis of frame sequence in order to detect discontinuities of the low-level 
characteristics of the visual signal, which correspond to shot boundaries [18], [33], [56], 
[70].
While a shot transition is typically related to a camera change, a scene transition 
is only declared when the content changes. That is because scenes are defined as 
the elementary semantic segments of videos. This scene definition can find various 
interpretations. The most common is the Logical Story Unit (LSU) [51] tha t defines 
scene as a series of temporally contiguous shots characterized by overlapping links tha t 
connect shots with similar content. LSU is normally used when dealing with video 
streams of general content, while when dealing with film videos the definition of a 
(film) scene as a section of a motion pictures which is unified to time and space [61], 
[138] is often preferred. Finally, techniques tha t focus on decomposing news broadcast 
videos (e.g. [22], [54]) refer to a slightly different elementary semantic unit, which is 
related to the concept of news topic, and is called “story” . An example of video stream 
decomposition to frames, shots and scenes is demonstrated in Figure 1.
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Video Stream - Frame Level
Video Stream - Shot Level
Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 Shot 5 Shot 6 Shot? Shot 8
Video Stream - Scene Level
Scene 3Scene 1 Scene 2
Figure 1.1: Video tem poral decomposition to frames, shots and scenes.
This thesis follows the LSU definition to study the video tem poral decomposition into 
scenes, or the scene segmentation of video stream s of general content (it is noted th a t 
in th is thesis when the term  “scene segm entation” is used it refers to tem poral and 
not spatial or spatio-tem poral scene segmentation). LSU sees shots as the  building 
blocks of scenes. Formally speaking, it is assumed each shot belongs to exactly one 
semantic segment, or th a t no scene boundaries are found in the  middle of a shot. 
As a result, the set of scene/story boundaries is a subset of the  shot boundaries or, 
equivalently, tem poral decomposition may be performed by grouping the video shots 
th a t are computed from a shot segmentation preprocessing step. This is the  reason 
why in the literature scene segmentation and shot grouping are the two term s th a t are 
often used interchangeably.
1.1 M otivation
As already mentioned, video tem poral decomposition is extensively used in various 
video processing tasks. One key-point is the  determ ination of the decomposition level 
preferred for each video processing task, i.e. whether shot or scene segm entation would
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generate more fitting results.
Video tem poral decomposition is employed in numerous applications. One example is 
video sum m arization schemes [137], [116], [163] where a video is abstracted  by a set 
of representative frames. Typically video sum m arization is conducted in two steps; 
initially the video is decomposed into tem poral segments (i.e. shots or scenes) and sub­
sequently from each tem poral segment a num ber of characteristic frames are extracted 
to represent it. In Figure 1.2 two cases of sum m arization of the same video content are 
dem onstrated. This video stream  contains only one scene, th a t includes six shots. The 
sum m arization is conducted through the extraction of three characteristic frames for 
each tem poral segment. It can be deduced th a t when the employed tem poral segments 
are shots most of the representative frames are not informative, since they are repe­
titions of already retrieved frames. On the other hand, sum m arization at scene level 
generates much more compact results.
Figure 1.2: Two summ arization cases of a video, which includes 1 scene and 6 shots. In 
both  cases 3 frames per tem poral segment are extracted. In the  top and bottom  rows 
the tem poral decomposition is conducted in shot and scene level, respectively.
Another application th a t employs tem poral decomposition is indexing and retrieval. 
In [88] we have dem onstrated th a t video scene segmentation can be used to  enhance 
the performance of an interactive video retrieval tool. Such tools parse video stream s 
looking for a specific concept. W henever a positive sample is identified the shots of its 
neighborhood are also retrieved, based on the rationale th a t it is likely to  find further 
concept instances in the shots near to  it. In [88] it was shown th a t replacem ent of
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this fixed-length window retrieval strategy with the retrieval of the  shots th a t belong 
to the same scene would enhance the scheme efficiency. An example is dem onstrated 
in Figure 1.3. In both  top and bottom  row, a video is parsed and represented by one 
characteristic frame of it. The circled frame declares th a t in the shot th a t it represents 
a positive sample of the current concept, which in this case is “com puter screen” , was 
identified. In the top row, in which the three previous and the three next shots were 
retrieved, three additional positive instances were found, while in the bottom  row, in 
which the six shots th a t belong to the same scene were retrieved, six additional positive 
instances were found.
Figure 1.3: Two interactive video retrieval strategies. In the top row the shots are 
retrieved following a fixed-length window strategy while in the bottom  row following a 
scene segmentation based technique. The present concept is “com puter screen” .
Furtherm ore, another task  th a t is enhanced by the use of video scene segm entation is 
non-linear browsing of video content. For example, a user may be interested only in 
the film parts in which a specific actor participates. It is easily understood th a t for 
such a task  scenes are more suited than  shots, since they refer to the  video content, i.e. 
the  video semantics. On the other hand, the browsing at the  shot level would often not 
reveal the full semantic content of the parts th a t the actor participates in. Moreover, 
a scene-based browsing has recently been used as a basis to estim ate role interactions 
in films, aiming to construct what the authors have called “Rolenet” [154].
Recently, scene segmentation techniques have been proposed for organizing am ateur 
video m aterial th a t is recorded from digital media devices, like digital video-cameras and 
mobile phones [31], [32]. In this scenario, due to  the  fact th a t there is no shot editing,
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a new shot is declared each time the recording is activated. Consequently, in this case 
shot segmentation is by default automatically generated while scene segmentation is 
the grouping of all related shots into more meaningful segments.
Finally, scene segmentation has been used for several other tasks like video skimming 
[137], [60], highlight detection [72] and generating summaries of raw material, related 
to Olympic games videos [106].
1.2 Objectives
In the previous section we argued tha t in several applications temporal video decom­
position into scenes is preferred to the shot level. However, before replacing shot 
segmentation with scene segmentation in such tasks the performance of video scene 
segmentation must reach the levels of performance of video shot segmentation meth­
ods. This is far from trivial as shot segmentation and scene segmentation are two 
different problems tha t are currently characterized by considerably different degrees of 
difficulty.
Low-level visual signal is expected to remain more or less constant during a shot. As a 
result, shot segmentation is related to the detection of modifications in the low-level vi­
sual characteristics of the video stream. This task can be easily modeled using a variety 
of mathematical tools, as manifested by the fact tha t state-of-the-art shot segmenta­
tion techniques have reached good performance on a variety of datasets in experiments 
such as the TRECVID benchmarking exercise, which is an annual competition tha t is 
devoted to research in automatic segmentation, indexing, and content-based retrieval 
of digital video. This accuracy, which especially when it comes to detecting abrupt shot 
transitions (cuts) is near to perfect, is deemed by the relevant community to be suffi­
cient for any practical application [124]. As a result, shot segmentation was removed 
from more recent TRECVID events. Recently, the relevant research focuses mostly on 
detecting gradual shot transitions, such as dissolves [139] and wipes [71].
On the other hand, scene segmentation is still an open research issue tha t has several 
challenges to overcome. In this thesis we identify four main limitations and try  to
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resolve them. These are:
• The scene definition ambiguity.
• The semantic gap between the shot grouping into the same scene (which can be 
viewed as a sort of shot similarity) and the available shot descriptors.
• The difficulty to tune algorithm parameters for large video corpora or for corpora 
including videos from multiple genres.
• The poor evaluation strategy.
The scene definition ambiguity is an inherent characteristic tha t is related to the gen­
eral definition of a scene as the elementary semantic unit. As a result, if scripts tha t 
exactly determine scenes are not available (as it is the case in most automatic scene 
segmentation scenarios) the scene annotation is expected to be influenced by the anno­
ta to r’s personal interpretation of what “elementary semantic unit” is, which is difficult 
to be modeled or estimated. Only to make it worse, in some video genres (e.g. movies, 
sitcoms) the director intentionally “blurs” scene transitions in order to generate smooth 
passage from one scene to the next. In such cases, if the perfect disambiguation is not 
possible, it would be desirable at least to be able to limit the performance divergence 
tha t can be caused by different annotations of the same content.
While scene definition ambiguity is an inherent characteristic, this is not the case for 
the other three scene segmentation limitations. The most im portant of them is the one 
related to the assignment of shots into the same scene. The LSU definition, which binds 
the concept of scene with links of non-adjacent shots, implies a sparse shot connectivity 
in the interior of a scene. As a m atter of fact, there is no low-level signal characteristic 
tha t is expected to remain stable during a single scene. Shots during a scene share 
only a common meaning. Consequently, the actual scene structure depends on links 
between pairs of neighboring shots that are only similar in content. It is understood 
tha t shot content similarity can not be efficiently modeled by low-level descriptors but 
only by high-level semantics. However, the state-of-the-art techniques typically involve 
only low-level descriptors.
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Another major difficulty that scene segmentation approaches face, is the strong de­
pendence on preselected parameters, according to the specific video genre or even the 
preprocessing procedure followed. As a result, the proposed techniques can handle only 
limited sets of videos from the same genre and any attem pt to generalize them in a 
larger corpus or in more video genres is expected to fail. Additional evidence about 
the mediocre generalization ability of the developed techniques is given by the large 
number of the literature on scene segmentation techniques, none of which was able to 
enhance scene segmentation performance to satisfactory levels.
Finally, it seems tha t the domain suffers from a lack of an efficient performance measure 
for evaluating scene segmentation results. The most commonly employed measures of 
the literature is Precision-Recall, which are selected to evaluate the scene segmentation 
results in approximately 60% of the related works. However, as it was demonstrated in 
[146], the Precision-Recall measures fail to quantify accurately the relative performance 
of different scene segmentation methods. As a result, a significant number of techniques 
use other evaluation measures, like Coverage-Overflow [146], False Positive-False Neg­
ative, etc., while in more than 5% of the cases no evaluation of the scene segmentation 
results is conducted. It is understood that the lack of an efficient performance measure 
undermines the development of accurate scene segmentation algorithms.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis deals with all of the above shortcomings of existing approaches. More 
specifically, the main contributions are:
• The development of a novel measure that, when used to evaluate the outcome of 
a scene segmentation technique, generates results th a t are robust to scene defi­
nition ambiguity. As a m atter of fact, by the use of this measure is guaranteed 
tha t if a technique is found to significantly outperform another when following 
a specific annotation strategy, it would also be found to outperform the latter if 
another slightly different annotation strategy was adopted. Moreover, this mea­
sure addresses efficiently video scene segmentation evaluation. When compared
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to both Precision-Recall and Coverage-Overflow it was found to agree more with 
human intuitive evaluation, to be less computationally demanding and to con­
verge more quickly to the optimal parameter values, if used for the parameter 
tuning of a scene segmentation technique. Finally, the developed measure was 
proven to satisfy the metric properties, while other literature measures do not.
• The development of techniques tha t overcome the parameter tuning difficulty and 
permit the mixture of results from distinct scene segmentation algorithms into 
meta-segmentation schemes. These include an alignment technique tha t allows 
descriptors from audio modality to be processed identically to visual descriptors 
and a probabilistic framework tha t could be used to produce generalized, pa­
rameter robust versions of most scene segmentation techniques. Their mutual 
use expands existing scene segmentation algorithms not only by allowing addi­
tional descriptors to be employed in the scene segmentation algorithms but also 
by conducting a fully automatic parameter tuning. Such variations were found to 
demonstrate both higher accuracy and scalability than the original algorithms, 
while being able to be easily combined in meta-algorithms tha t use the outcome 
of more than one algorithms (or configurations of the same algorithm th a t employ 
different descriptors) to generate the actual scene segmentation results.
• The development of two novel high-level shot descriptors tha t are designed to 
efficiently communicate the semantic content of shots. These high-level descrip­
tors are based on trained classifiers tha t estimate “Degree of Confidence” values, 
which model the probability that a specific high-level concept is present in a shot. 
In this thesis two types of concepts, generated respectively from the visual and 
audio modality of the video stream, are employed. The concatenated “Degree 
of Confidence” values form one feature vector for each modality. Subsequently, 
these vectors are used as video shot descriptors for scene segmentation. Exten­
sive experimental results have demonstrated tha t these high-level descriptors can 
significantly enhance scene segmentation performance and connect video scene 
segmentation task with semantic indexing domain.
The thesis also includes the following contributions:
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• A  method for statistical analysis of shot and scene duration.
• A “fast” approximate variation of Scene Transition Graph (STG) [164] with com­
parable accuracy and significantly reduced computational complexity.
• A study of speaker diarization potential for efficient video scene segmentation.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The thesis is organized in 5 chapters as described in the sequel.
The state-of-the-art in video scene segmentation is reviewed in Chapter 2. Due to 
the ad-hoc nature of most scene segmentation techniques, the surveyed papers are not 
indexed into a set of compact non-overlapping categories. Instead the cited works 
are organized using levels of differentiation in a way tha t for each differentiation level 
all techniques belong to exactly one class of it. In each section of this chapter the 
most representative works tha t correspond to each class are discussed. On the other 
hand, since scene segmentation techniques generally determine arbitrarily which shot 
descriptor types would be utilized, the shot descriptors tha t are proposed for the scene 
segmentation task are presented separately.
In Chapter 3 a novel scene segmentation performance evaluation measure is proposed. 
After a brief presentation of the inability of Precision-Recall to gauge the outcome of 
scene segmentation algorithms, an analytic theoretic presentation of the novel measure 
is conducted, which includes a proof tha t the measure satisfy the metric properties. 
Next, the use of the novel metric as a countermeasure to scene segmentation ambiguity 
is analyzed, followed by an experimental evaluation scheme. This scheme includes both 
qualitative and quantitative comparisons with Precision-Recall and Coverage-Overflow 
measures. The qualitative comparisons are related to the compliance of the evaluation 
results with human intuition while the quantitative comparisons are based on the com­
putational time tha t the parameter tuning of automatic scene segmentation techniques 
would require if a specific measure is used to evaluate each technique configuration.
In Chapter 4 the generalization of scene segmentation systems is examined. First the 
low scalability of the literature approaches is analyzed, prior to an alignment technique
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tha t allows descriptors from audio modality to be processed identically to visual de­
scriptors. This is followed by the main novelty of this chapter, which is related to the 
introduction of a probabilistic framework tha t could be used to produce generalized, 
parameter robust versions of most scene segmentation techniques. After a statistical 
analysis of shot and scene duration tha t includes an attem pt to model the duration 
distributions, the probabilistic framework is expanded to a fully automatic scene seg­
mentation module tha t takes as an input a distance matrix and without requiring any 
tuning or adjustment generates scene segmentation results. The evaluation section tha t 
gives evidence to the performance enhancement and the scalability increase conclude 
this chapter.
In Chapter 5 two novel high-level video descriptors are introduced and thoroughly 
analyzed. Initially the semantic gap between shot descriptors and shot content, as well 
as the implications of sparse connectivity of shots tha t belong to the same scene are 
discussed from a theoretic point of view. Subsequently, after the introduction of a fast 
STG approximation tha t facilitate the analytic evaluation of the scene segmentation 
potential of the novel descriptors, the actual shot descriptors are presented. Moreover, 
a scene segmentation meta-algorithm tha t uses both low-level and high-level descriptors 
is introduced and proposed as a state-of-the-art technique for video scene segmentation. 
The experimental section of this chapter includes an extensive examination of the novel 
descriptors scene segmentation potential both if they are used independently or along 
with other shot descriptors, as well as the comparison of the proposed meta-algorithm 
with well-known literature approaches.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and directions towards future work are given in Chapter
Chapter 1. Introduction
C hapter 2
State-of-the-art
The term  scene was initially used in the French theater to  denote the precise moment of 
the arrival and departure of characters [92], [138]. Later, as the film industry developed, 
the scene meaning was altered to signify a semantic segment of a film, while scenes were 
expanded to  other genres of videos like news, sitcoms etc. Finally, the autom atic video 
scene segmentation domain was founded in the nineties. Two wors th a t were finalized 
around 1998 established the basis for general video scene segmentation ([164]) and 
news story segmentation ([53]), respectively. Approximately at the  same tim e the first 
m ulti-modal scene segmentation techniques were introduced [57], [74]. Ever since, tens 
of different scene segmentation approaches have been proposed, while every year a 
num ber of novel ones emerge as the field evolves.
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Figure 2.1: The number of novel scene segmentation approaches per year. The pub­
lication number was filtered. For each year the papers th a t were published from the 
s ta rt of the previous year until the end of the next year are taken into account.
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In this thesis we cite 91 works tha t were published between 1998 and 2012 (Appendix 
A) and each proposes a distinct scene segmentation approach. From this corpus we 
have excluded the works tha t we have published as part of this thesis, as well as pub­
lications tha t employ an existing scene segmentation technique, but only as part of a 
preprocessing step, without any significant contribution related to the scene segmenta­
tion task. The cited works are sorted by chronological order, since this sorting reveals 
present or past trends of the field.
Before moving on the content analysis, the increased interest of the community in 
efficient video scene segmentation is outlined, through a plot of the publication year 
histogram (Figure 2.1). In order to alleviate the randomness tha t is inserted through 
the assignment of a publication only to the specific year when it appeared, for each 
year Y  the number of works tha t were published from year F  — 1 to Y +  l  was counted. 
This plot indicates tha t the interest of the community in video scene segmentation has 
been steadily increasing in the last decade.
Video scene segmentation was developed following heuristic rules, rather than generic 
mathematical models. Due to the diversity and multitude of the heuristics tha t can 
be possibly used for scene segmentation, the current state-of-the-art is difficult to be 
indexed into a set of compact non-overlapping categories. In this thesis, we have decided 
to circumvent this problem by organizing the cited works using levels of differentiation 
in a way tha t for each differentiation level all techniques belong to exactly one class of it. 
The system characteristics tha t are used to differentiate scene segmentation techniques 
are (Appendix A):
• Elementary video units tha t are grouped into scenes.
• Video genres tha t the technique can handle.
• Class of the detection approach.
• Employed video modalities.
On the other hand, Appendix A shows tha t scene segmentation techniques generally 
determine arbitrarily which shot descriptor types would be utilized. So, in this case it
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would be impossible to group the scene segmentation algorithms into a small number 
of compact descriptor-combination categories. For this reason, shot descriptors are 
presented separately in this thesis.
In the rest of the chapter, the system characteristics and the shot descriptors th a t are 
typically used in video scene segmentation schemes will be thoroughly examined. But 
first, we will conduct a basic mathematical analysis of video temporal decomposition, 
tha t will make tractable the rest of the thesis.
2.1 M athem atical formulation of video temporal decom ­
position
Mathematically speaking, a video sequence V is a well-ordered set, i.e. a set tha t has a 
binary relation R  tha t is total (for all a and b in V, aRb or bRa), antisymmetric (if aRb 
and bRa, then a = b) and transitive (if aRb and bRc, then aRc). The binary relation 
under which a video sequence is ordered is the temporal position of its elements.
Decomposition techniques are algorithms tha t partition video sequence V  into non­
overlapping convex sub-sets
• u% = y
• Vi n  Vj =  0, Vi 7^  j
• W i iî x i ,X 2 £ Vi then all x, x i < x  < X2 belong also to Vi
The first two principles express set partitions. More specifically, the first principle 
states tha t there are no elements that do not participate in some of the subsets and
the second one expresses tha t the subsets of the partition do not overlap. Finally, the
third principle encapsulates the sufficient and necessary property of 1-D convex sets 
and refers to the fact th a t if two elements belong to one subset then all elements in 
between would also belong to the same subset.
The number of possible video partitions can easily be found to be exponential, in 
relation to the number of its elements. This can be easily proven through induction.
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When k = 1 then only a single partition exists. I f k = n  means tha t 2n~1 partitions 
exist, then when k = n + 1 the last, (n +  l)-th  element will be assigned to the same 
sub-set with the n — th  element or to a new sub-set, leading to 2 * 2n-1 =  2n partitions. 
Consequently, if is the set of partitions of a video with k elements in convex sub-sets, 
then:
lpt1 =  2 * " 1 (2 .1 )
where |.| is the operator tha t counts the number of elements of a set. The exponentiality 
of possible partitions justifies the adoption of the LSU assumption that confines the 
possible scene boundaries between the video shot boundaries. In this way the set of 
possible temporal decompositions into scenes becomes much easier to be explored, while 
the quality of the optimal decomposition stays almost the same.
Finally, it should be noted tha t video temporal decomposition is controlled by a distance 
tha t involves some sort of semantic abstraction (e.g. a shot distance tha t is defined as 
the histogram similarity of a representative frame). In order for a distance d to be a 
metric, three properties must be fulfilled:
• d(x, y) = 0  if and only if x  = y
• d(x,y) = d(y,x) Wx,y
• d(a;, 1/) +  4%/, z) >  4%, z) Va, 2/, z
In this case, since there is a sort of abstraction, two distinct elements can have zero 
distance. As a result, the distances used to control temporal decomposition are not 
metrics.
2.2 Elementary video units for scene segm entation
Scene segmentation can be considered as a two-step process. Firstly, the video is 
decomposed into some type of basic units. Next, the similarity between neighboring 
units is used to join them into a common scene while the discontinuities of the unit
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streams identify the boundaries between adjacent scenes. The specific temporal segment 
tha t corresponds to the elementary video unit is typically a shot, but it can also be 
frame or other, heuristic, temporal segment.
2 .2 .1  S h o ts
The table of Appendix A confirms the wide acceptance of the assumption tha t each 
shot belongs to exactly one scene. This can be explained by the fact that, for most 
video types, it is common practice for directors to change the audiovisual content of the 
video along with the semantic change in order not to confuse the viewer. As a m atter 
of fact, scene changes not only happen in shot boundaries, but often a shot transition 
effect, such as fade or dissolve [139], is interposed to emphasize the transition into a 
new scene [105]. Additionally, another reason for adopting this assumption is the major 
solution space reduction tha t is thus achieved. Indeed, the mean shot duration is 6 — 7 
seconds (Table 4.4) while most videos are coded with a ratio of 25 to 30 frames per 
second. Consequently, the number of shot boundaries is 150 to 200 times less than the 
number of frames. Finally, even in the rare occasions in which a scene alters during a 
shot, the shot duration is on such a scale tha t this scene boundary is usually temporally 
close to a shot boundary.
2 .2 .2  O th er T em p ora l S eg m en ts
In the early days of video scene segmentation, shot grouping with the aim of detecting 
the video scenes was not very common. Several scene segmentation techniques formed 
scenes at the frame level (e.g. [57]) or in time slots of arbitrarily selected duration 
(e.g. [53]). A recent technique tha t performs scene segmentation at the frame level 
was presented in [35]. From each frame a motion-based characteristic is extracted and 
assigned into a motion class. Next, the groups of frames with identical motion class 
are further merged to form scenes, depending on motion histograms. This technique 
can handle videos with recurring motion patterns such as the television broadcasting 
of sport events [35]. However, this frame-based technique is just an exception, as 
Appendix A indicates.
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On the other hand, heuristic temporal segments are often employed in systems tha t 
focus on temporal segmentation of news broadcasts. This is justified by the special 
format of news broadcast videos. Hsu et al. have employed an extended news corpus 
of ABC/CNN TV channels to discover tha t approximately 9% of the story transitions 
do not take place at shot boundaries but instead within a shot [54]. In order to detect 
these the set of candidate scene boundaries is expanded. It no longer includes only 
shot boundaries but also audio pauses, since an audio pause is relevant to the story 
boundaries because it usually implies a topic change [54].
Another class of approaches tha t do not use shots to form video scenes employs exclu­
sively audio-based descriptors [99], [147]. Shots are mainly related to the visual and 
not the audio content of the video [8], [126]. Consequently, audio-based scene segmen­
tation techniques do not need to perform shot segmentation but, instead, they can pass 
directly to the task of estimation of the scene boundaries. The audio descriptors are 
extracted from one-second-long audio segments in [99] and to variable-length segments 
of a single speaker in [147]. An analogous strategy is adopted in [58], except for the fact 
tha t descriptors from the visual modality are also extracted. However, both visual and 
audio descriptors are grouped into clips of 1.5 second, a duration tha t was arbitrarily 
selected.
Finally, [154] presents a technique tha t goes beyond scenes, by grouping them into 
temporally continuous clips of common subject, called video stories. In this work scene 
was considered as the elementary unit and the employed descriptors were generated at 
the scene level.
It should be noted tha t the extraction of frames from a video, which is conducted 
through a decoder [111], is typically outside the scope of scene segmentation techniques. 
Instead, whenever discussing video properties at the frame level, it is assumed th a t the 
decoding can be concluded successfully and a fixed number of frames for each second 
can be extracted and stored. This rationale is followed also in this thesis.
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2.3 Ad-hoc and generally applicable techniques
Scene segmentation techniques can be divided into two classes, the generally applicable 
techniques and the ones tha t focus on a specific video category, such as films, news or 
documentaries. Their properties are subsequently discussed in detail.
2 .3 .1  G en eric  scen e  se g m e n ta tio n
Most of the proposed video scene segmentation techniques do not discriminate between 
video types but can be applied in all sorts of videos (e.g. [62], [123], [114], [156], [50]). 
In order to be able to handle videos from various categories they normally follow the 
all-encompassing scene definition of Logical Story Unit [51]. Moreover, they ignore 
heuristic rules tha t certain video types follow and, in contrast, they try  to abstract the 
video content using globally detectable features.
As a result, they tend to use low-level descriptors, like color histograms is HSV (e.g. 
in [97], [109], [121], [14], [50]), RGB (e.g. in [167],[172]) or L*u*v (e.g. in [51]) color 
space, audio signal characteristics (e.g. in [130], [102], [47], [30]), SIFT [78] and SURF 
[9] based descriptors (e.g. in [23], [132], [160], [7]). On the other hand, the high-level 
descriptors are confined into features tha t are common for all types of videos, such 
as speakers. For example, in [140], [81] the change of the speaker identifies a possi­
ble scene boundary, while in [121], [42], [14] speaker diarization results are one of the 
included shot descriptors. Finally, it should be noted that, opposite to news or film 
scene segmentation techniques, generic scene segmentation techniques are not com­
monly conducted through schemes tha t imply the assignment of shots into a compact 
set of classes, such as Hidden Markov Models (EMM) [107].
2 .3 .2  N e w s  scen e  se g m e n ta tio n
News broadcasts show a number of specific properties, which are uncommon to any 
other type of video. More specifically, being highly structured, news stories commonly 
begin with anchor-person shots [22], while they are separated mostly in terms of audio 
rather than visual content [69]. These sui generis principles have resulted in the growth
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of an independent field that is related to the temporal decomposition of news videos 
[53], [21], [54], [69]. In this thesis we do not focus on news segmentation more than in 
any other type of video. Hence, we will not conduct an exhaustive presentation of news 
story segmentation systems, but, instead some representative examples will be given.
A number of news segmentation techniques follow the assumption tha t a news story 
begins with an anchor-person shot and decompose the video through the detection of 
anchor shots [22], [21], [101], [168]. In [101] these are identified using heuristic rules, 
i.e. tha t anchorperson shots tend to be dispersed throughout a broadcast, th a t they are 
extremely similar to each other and tha t they are generally quite long in comparison 
with other video content to identify them. In [168] another visual-based anchorperson 
detection technique is presented, in which face detection is followed by extending the 
face region to cover the upper body of the person. Finally, color histograms of the 
extracted “body patches” [168] control a clustering process tha t generates a list of 
shots tha t include the anchorperson.
On the other hand, in [54] it was reported tha t the anchorperson assumption is followed 
by some but not all TV networks. Alternatively, a news story transition may take 
place in a non-anchor shot or even inside a single shot. Accordingly, Hsu et al. have 
proposed a news segmentation system tha t does not follow any of the aforementioned 
assumptions [101]. First, the set of candidate story boundaries is estimated, as the 
union of shot boundaries and audio pauses. Subsequently, for each candidate story 
boundary numerous audiovisual characteristics are extracted in their temporal vicinity 
and a Maximum Entropy (ME) [10] model is used to generate the final results.
Audio pauses are also utilized in [69]. The authors assume tha t during a story transi­
tion the background noise and background audio change significantly and consequently 
they detect audio background transitions using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
[104] and eigen-audioframes. The audio signal is also processed in the approach of 
Vinciarelli et al. [147] but in a completely different manner. Initially, the audio signal 
is decomposed into single speaker segments, before performing Social Network Analysis 
(SNA) [151] to identify speakers tha t interact inside a common news story. In [22] and 
[21] a number of audio, visual and temporal features are extracted and used as an input
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in an HMM tha t locates the transitions between stories. Finally, in one of the earliest 
news segmentation techniques [53], text transcripts along with a number of heuristic 
descriptors were used to determine the news story boundaries.
It should be noted tha t it is common in news broadcast story segmentation to separately 
detect certain parts of the broadcast, as commercials ([54], [22], [21], [53]), weather 
forecasts ([168], [22]), finance reports [22] and sports [168]. Such modules are typically 
based in visual video features and text transcripts. More specifically, commercial breaks 
are detected through the presence of black frames ([53], [21], [22]), still frames [21], the 
absence of channel logo [54], higher rate of shot transitions [53] etc. On the other hand, 
weather and finance reports are detected by their significant low-level visual content 
coherence [22]. Finally, in [168] the sporting shots were identified through computing 
the correlation between the words spoken in the shot with the words in a database of 
“sporting words” (i.e. words related only to the sport games).
2 .3 .3  F ilm  scen e  se g m e n ta tio n
Video scene is a concept tha t was originally introduced for narrative videos [20] (i.e. 
one tha t tells a story, such as film, sitcom etc.). Furthermore, there is a major interest 
in film industry in video indexing, summarizing and representation. So, as expected, 
a series of video scene segmentation techniques tha t focus on films were developed 
[1], [138], [133], [29], [41]. Their fundamental principles rest on film characteristics 
like editing (e.g. in [1], [29]), cinematic rules (e.g. in [173], [133], [138]) and actor 
interactions (e.g. in [73], [154]).
In [131] film scenes were distinguished into visual and audio scenes. While visual 
scenes show long-term consistency with respect to chromaticity and lighting, audio 
scenes exhibit long-term consistency with respect to ambient sound. The combination 
of the two types of scenes led to the video scene, which is defined as “computable scene” 
[131]. The computable scene model was also followed in [36].
Opposite to the above, most film scene segmentation schemes employ only the visual 
modality of the video stream. This is supported by a number of cinematic rules tha t 
render film scenes visually distinguishable. The three commonly used rules are [173]:
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• The 180° system: All cameras are positioned only on one side of the 180° line, 
an imaginary line where actions take place.
• Shot/ reverse-shot : Once the 180° line has been established, shots of each end 
point of the line can be interleaved with one another since viewers have learned 
the locations of the characters from the previous shots.
• Establishment/breakdown/reestablishment: The establishing shot indicates the 
overall space, introduces main characters, and establishes the 180° line. The 
breakdown gives more details about the event and is typically conveyed by shot 
/  reverse-shots. The reestablishing shot describes the overall space again.
The 180° system ensures tha t shots of the same scene share a common visual back­
ground. Typically the background is more dominant than the foreground (i.e. more 
frame pixels are related to it than to the foreground objects). So, even the most simple 
low-level visual descriptor could perform an accurate grouping of the shots into the 
same scene. Moreover, the repetitions of similar shots, tha t the last two cinematic 
rules imply, result in the visually detectable connections of shots into the same scene.
The Shot Weave [173], [133] model tha t was developed by Zhou et al. is based on 
the above cinematic rules. The authors proposed the extraction of low-level visual 
descriptors to characterize shot content. They are extracted only from the key-frame 
regions tha t are expected to correspond to background, such as the image corners, 
in order to amplify the visual background ratio in the shot fingerprint. In [20], a 
variation tha t post-processes the ShotWeave outcome to alleviate over-segmentation, 
was proposed. For each pair of adjacent scenes a number of low-level audio features are 
estimated and the weighted Kullback-Leibler divergence [68] determines if the scene 
boundary would be accepted or discarded.
A similar approach was introduced in [138]. A set of film rules and conventions are 
employed in a mainly heuristic scheme. In this work it is also assumed tha t a shot 
gradual transition signifies the presence of a scene boundary. This hypothesis was 
more thoroughly examined and confirmed in [105].
In [26] the authors also design a film scene segmentation system presuming tha t the
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background in a scene does not change significantly. The main contribution of this 
work is the mosaic representation of shots. A mosaic is a panoramic image obtained 
by aligning all images of a video sequence onto a common reference frame [59], [3], 
[27]. In [26], the mosaic estimation is followed by the extraction of heuristic mosaic 
features, which determine the final decomposition outcome. The main drawback of this 
technique is the high computational complexity th a t mosaics are associated with. This 
may be tolerated only in action movies, which are characterized by intense motion, 
since in other film categories key-frame representations show both significantly less 
computational complexity and almost identical accuracy.
Films with a lot of motion are also the aim of the techniques tha t were presented in 
[46] and [41]. In [46], action scenes are identified by a set of descriptors th a t vary 
from motion direction to shot change rate. A recent, more elaborate, approach tha t 
takes into account action scenes was introduced in [41]. Action scenes are assumed to 
be characterized by three important phenomena: intense motion, special sound effects 
used to excite and stimulate the viewer attention, and fast tempo. After the action 
scenes are recognized, the algorithm continues with the rest of the videos, performing 
a background-based scene segmentation tha t employs Kohonen maps [64].
Tempo was initially analyzed by Adams et al. in [1], The authors defined tempo as 
the way tha t a director manipulates time and speed in a film and expressed it with a 
pace function tha t combined motion characteristics and shot duration. Tempo exhibits 
a scene discrimination potential, while it can be used to reduce over-segmentation [29].
Recently, actor-based film decomposition algorithms have been presented. In [73] visual 
and textual features are combined, in order to perform a face-name matching. Next, 
the shot content is represented by a bag-of-roles which is fed into an HMM to generate 
the optimal alignment between movies and script. The works in [116] and [154] adopt 
similar approaches with the difference tha t they further advance towards grouping 
the scenes into semantically correlated groups of adjacent scenes. Such techniques 
convert movie scene segmentation into a movie-script alignment problem, which is more 
objective and accurate in terms of high-level semantic meaning. However, even for films 
the script is not always available. Moreover, as was stated in [154], role-based scene
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segmentation implies role interactions th a t may be conventional in most Hollywood 
movies but can not be found in other types of movies, such as alternative or artistic 
movies. Consequently, they seem to be suitable only for a rather specific video category.
Finally, in [6] an entirely new view of scene segmentation was presented. In it, shots 
are represented by emotions induced in viewers, which are a priori linked to a network 
of audiovisual features. The three modeled emotions tha t are employed are pleasure, 
arousal and dominance. The authors claim tha t for genres such as feature films and 
soap dramas, affective level segmentation may be more meaningful. However, it is still 
rather premature to propose tha t emotional features could be efficiently applied for 
video scene segmentation.
2 .3 .4  O th er  a d -h o c  scen e  se g m e n ta tio n
Other than films and news, ad-hoc scene segmentation techniques have been developed 
for video stream types, such as documentaries and amateur videos. Each of them tries 
to exploit the specific video content of the type to generate rules that would allow a 
more accurate semantic decomposition of videos.
Documentary scene segmentation was initially introduced by Velivelli et al. in [145]. 
The authors report tha t in a documentary scene, similar video frames occur either 
contiguously or with a temporal separation of some dissimilar frames. Furthermore, in 
most cases the audio class label at the beginning of a documentary scene is the same 
as the audio class label at the end of a documentary scene. Hence, the total number of 
frames with identical visual or audio label can be considered as measures of coherence 
for a documentary scene. More focused on documentary video content is the technique 
tha t was introduced in [19]. In it, each shot key-frame is classified to a single concept, 
selected from a class of high-level concepts tha t are related to scenery, such as “lake” 
and “mountain” . Subsequently, neighboring shots with the same semantic concept are 
grouped into the same class, which are finally expanded into scenes.
Documentary video scenes are expected to follow similar filming rules to films or news 
or other video genres related to video streams tha t are filmed by professional teams. It 
is a completely different thing when trying to handle amateur films, like home videos
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and traveling videos. The main characteristics tha t differentiate am ateur videos from 
other video genres is [45]:
• Unrestricted format
• Un-edited content
• Absence of storyline
• Temporally ordered and localized in time information
• Partially available timestamp information
• Few complex cuts
• Frequent poor quality content
• Significant camera motion
• Non-continuous audio information, especially patterns of type “short speech /  
long silence”
However, it was shown in [45] tha t at the scene level amateur videos tend to follow 
semantic representation patterns similar to the other genres. As a result, video scene 
segmentation techniques do not need significant adjustment to perform efficient scene 
segmentation of amateur videos.
Here the focus is on the visual modality. Moreover, to overcome the scene unpredic- 
tiveness tha t is inherent to amateur videos, scene segmentation schemes are typically 
probabilistic. In [45] a Gaussian mixture model and expectation maximization [37] are 
used, in [100] spectral clustering [83] is proposed, while [166] exploits Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique [48].
Recently, the technology progress in video-cameras and mobile phones has allowed the 
use of timestamps for amateur scene segmentation [31], [32]. In the first step of such 
an algorithm, photos tha t have been taken from the same device (i.e. mobile phone, 
smartphone etc.) and in the same time and place with the video, are grouped into 
clusters, based on their timestamp, i.e. the time tha t they are taken. Next, SIFT feature
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points are extracted on both photos and video key-frames and visual word histograms 
are generated. Finally, video scenes are extracted by finding the correlation between 
photos and videos, which is transformed into finding the correspondence between two 
visual word histogram sequences. The latter is a sequence matching problem tha t can 
be solved by dynamic programming.
In [149], the automatic decomposition of TV streams into programs is examined. TV 
programs differ from scenes, since the former include a number of the latter. Further­
more, unlike scene segmentation, program segmentation is basically oriented towards 
definite semantics, namely, the objective boundaries of programs. In this work fea­
tures from multiple modalities were combined in a support vector machine (SVM) [16] 
scheme to generate program segmentation.
Finally, [106] focuses on automatic temporal decomposition of unedited video streams 
that are taken from Olympic games. Two types of “chains” are generated, one based 
on text and the other based on visual features. In the text module, transcripts were 
used to identify named entities and athlete names were used as features tha t discrim­
inate adjacent athletic scenes, while in the visual module a SIFT-based bag-of-words 
approach was employed. The two modules were combined in a probabilistic way to 
segment the final athletic scenes.
2.4 Scene detection approach
The literature includes several different ways to process the extracted shot descriptors 
and intermediate shot clusters in order to estimate scene boundaries. We have clustered 
these into five groups, that each correspond to a family of approaches, and examined 
their basic properties.
2 .4 .1  Seria l
The techniques tha t belong to the serial scene segmentation class (e.g. [57], [62], [171],
[46], [24]) embrace the top-down rationale to detect video scenes. Such techniques are
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initialized with the video stream belonging to a single scene, before all candidate scene 
boundaries being examined successively, in order to further split the video.
Serial techniques may be further divided into two main sub-classes. The former in­
cludes techniques tha t compare shot descriptors from adjacent shots and declare a 
scene boundary whenever these are found to be dissimilar [28], [20], [26], [29], [154]. 
This approach is borrowed from shot segmentation, where frame discontinuities relate 
to shot transitions. However, in video scene segmentation this is not generally correct, 
since audio and visual signal discontinuities may or may not be related to scene tran ­
sitions. For example, in a dialogue scene it is common to switch video shots across the 
participants, according to who is currently speaking. All the intra-scene discontinuities 
apparently do not signify a video scene transition. Consequently, this strategy may be 
preferred only in cases where a set of scene boundaries is post-processed to discard those 
tha t were erroneously detected [29], [20], or when the goal is not scene segmentation 
but “group of scenes” segmentation [154].
The second sub-class includes techniques tha t fit a sliding window over each shot bound­
ary to determine if this is also a scene boundary [75], [138], [148], [23], [132]. In its 
simplest form, the sliding window technique may be a mere expansion of the first 
sub-class. For example, in [81] triples of successive shots are used to identify scene 
boundaries. In [177] the audio continuity in a sequence of shots near the candidate 
scene boundary determines if it will be accepted or discarded. In [132] a window with 
a length tha t is adaptive to average shot length of the current video was employed. 
A window with not constant length is also used in [123]. In this work the window 
lengthens its size if characteristic of shots in a window is similar to each other, and vice 
versa.
In [75], [76], [44] splitting and merging forces guide scene segmentation. These are 
associated with similarities of a shot with its neighboring shots. Splitting force expresses 
the tendency to generate a new scene, while the merging force the tendency of a shot 
to be assigned to the same scene with its neighboring shots. In [75] only a spitting 
force is considered and determined a new scene each time it exceeded a fixed threshold. 
On the other hand, [76] employed both merging and splitting forces and proposed to
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declare a scene boundary whenever the merging force is minimum and the splitting 
force is maximum. In [44] the aforementioned method was expanded by discriminating 
between the splitting and merging forces of a shot in relation to the previous shots 
(left merging and splitting force) and in relation to the next shots (right merging and 
splitting force).
A more elaborate idea was presented by Render et al. in [62]. A short term visual 
memory buffer of frame perception is modeled as having a limited capacity, as preserving 
the order of visual stimulus, and as losing older frames uniformly throughout the buffer 
at the same aggregate rate as new frames are perceived. The authors define how much 
a given shot, G, recalls a prior shot, P, as follows:
jFrecaZZ(P, G) =  ^ m (P , G )(l -  e ^ )e -^ ( l  -  e ^ )  (2.2)
where l ,r  are the corresponding shot durations and m  their temporal distance. Subse­
quently, the video coherence in a shot boundary between shots i and i +  1 is defined 
as the sum of recalls of shots lying at both sides of i. Finally, coherence is thresholded 
to generate the scene boundaries. Coherence-based sliding windows have been rather 
popular in the literature. In [138] a modified version tha t can deal with shot gradual 
transitions is used. In [148] except from the coherence, the distinctness of different 
scenes, which is defined as the mean contextual dissimilarity between the shots of pairs 
of scenes, is taken into account. In [169] coherence is evaluated by summing the sim­
ilarities inside a fixed length window without normalizing their values in relation to 
their temporal distance. Rasheed et al. proposed the backward shot coherence, which 
includes only the previous shots of the current shot [108]. Coherence is a function tha t 
aims to express the scene inherent structure by taking into account the similarities of 
neighboring shots. However, coherence assumes tha t inside a scene the number of shot 
pairs tha t are similar is rather constant or at least high enough, which is not generally 
accurate.
Recently, a novel window scheme tha t employs sequence alignment was introduced 
[24]. Initially shots are assigned into class labels which depend on their low-level visual 
content, before being separated into overlapping label sequences of fixed length. The
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Needleman-Wunsch sequence alignment algorithm [95] is applied to label sequences 
tha t are joined into a shot boundary, in order to evaluate how different is the content 
before and after the boundary. This measure is thresholded to generate the estimated 
scene boundary results.
Finally, in [23] a bag-of-words approach is presented. The authors propose to temporally 
smooth the visual words histogram of a shot with the neighbor visual words histograms 
using a Gaussian kernel. Then the local maxima of the Euclidean distance between 
successive smoothed histograms determine the video scene decomposition.
Overall, serial scene segmentation has been extensively used because it is both straight­
forward and of low computational complexity. On the other hand, the independent 
investigation of each shot boundary, which serial scene segmentation implies, overlooks 
global video characteristics tha t may guide the most accurate tuning of a video scene 
segmentation system and ignores the scene sparse connectivity.
2 .4 .2  L in k -b ased
Opposite to the serial-based approaches, the link-based techniques [51], [113], [155], 
[133], [90] follow a bottom-up rationale to detect video scenes. Initially each shot is a 
scene by-itself, before being grouped to form larger scenes. The grouping is conducted 
by examining the similarity between pairs of neighboring shots and joining them  into 
scenes, which include also the intermediate shots since they comply with the scene 
convexity rule (Section 2.1). After the linking process has terminated, and all pairs of 
linked shots are estimated, the scenes are straightforwardly extracted.
In its simplest form, a link-based algorithm would require a minimal number of similar 
shot pairs (ideally, one shot pair) to form a scene. So, it is common to temporally 
restrict linking, while it has been also proposed to apply a recursive similarity threshold 
to determine whether a link can be established between two shots [51]. An adaptive 
threshold was also used in [79], in order to estimate the optimal threshold for each 
shot based on its content. In [155] a low threshold value tha t is biased towards over­
segmentation is neutralized by allowing links to be established between scenes and 
not only between shots. On the other hand, in [55] a link does not ensure th a t the
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corresponding shots will be grouped into a scene. Instead, a “soft-link” voting scheme 
is used.
A significant parameter of link-based scene detectors is the order in which the shot pairs 
need to be examined, so as to estimate the linked shot pairs both efficiently and with a 
minimum computational cost. In [51] a temporal threshold, counted in number of shots, 
is applied and all pairs of shots less apart than the threshold are checked. In [133], 
[150], [173], [19] a forward and backward range schemes are employed. If a shot pair 
(sf, sj), sj > Si is linked, then sj becomes the current shot. Next, all shot pairs (sj, g&), 
Sk — Sj < F  are checked, where F  is the forward range. If a shot pair is linked, the 
algorithm continues as above, else, it backtracks for B  shots, where B  is the backward 
range. In [173] an additional step to merge scenes tha t consist of only one shot is 
included. In [4] the succession of the link examination is conducted in decreasing order 
to reduce the associated computational cost, while in [89], if after the segmentation 
there exist shots tha t do not lie between linked shot pairs, the scene segmentation 
process is repeated with gradually less strict similarity and temporal parameters until 
all shots are assigned into some scene.
Overall, link-based approaches favor sparsely connected scenes. Furthermore, the final 
scene durations are not fixed or restricted in a value range. Thus, they seem to be 
the optimal solution for videos of sparse content connectivity and significantly vari­
able scene duration. On the other hand, they are sensitive to repetitive patterns and 
descriptor failure to fully discriminate between diverse shot content. So, a link-based 
technique would fail to segment accurately a news broadcast, since the repetitive shot of 
the anchorman is expected to link all shots into a small number of scenes. Furthermore, 
if two temporally close shots tha t do not belong to the same scene are accidentally rep­
resented by similar descriptor values, the actual scene boundaries between them will 
most likely not be detected by a link-based approach.
2 .4 .3  G raph -b ased
Graph-based scene segmentation techniques [164], [100], [97], [11] [115] model video 
decomposition into scenes as a graph partitioning problem. Graph-based approaches
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may be adapted for diverse videos or video genres since they take into account the 
global characteristics of the video in which they are going to be applied. As a result, 
they are mainly included in generally applicable scene segmentation systems.
Originally, a graph was constructed to represent the time evolution of the story. In one 
of most monumental scene segmentation techniques [164], the scene transition graph 
(STG) was introduced. Initially, a time-constrained clustering of shots was conducted. 
After clustering, the scene transition graph (STG) is constructed. The STG nodes 
represent the shot clusters and a directed edge is drawn from a node to another if there 
is a shot represented by the first node tha t immediately precedes any shot represented by 
the second node [121]. Finally, the collection of all “cut-edges” of the STG constitutes 
the set of scene boundaries. The reader is reminded tha t a “cut-edge” is an edge, which 
if removed, results in two disconnected graphs [13].
In the STG approach the graph is only used to parse the structure to generate the scene 
boundaries. In contrast, other graph-based techniques build upon algorithms of graph 
theory like normalized cuts [118]. Typically, in such graph-based scene segmentation, 
the nodes express shots and edges between them the shot similarity or shot distance, 
which is filtered by a temporal function to favor pairs of shots tha t are temporally close.
In [109] the partition is created through normalized cuts. Normalized cuts decom­
pose the graph into two subgraphs, satisfying both the minimization of the association 
between the groups and the maximization of the association within the groups. The 
algorithm iterates for a fixed number of recursions. In each iteration the scene convex­
ity limits the number of valid decompositions into N , where N  is the current number 
of shot boundaries tha t are not declared scene boundaries yet. In [172] a variant th a t 
tunes adaptively the system parameters is introduced, while [114] proposes the number 
of estimated scenes to be tuned as a function of the average tempo.
In [97], [6], [80], [100], [170] the scene segmentation is also conducted through iterative 
graph bipartition. However, the criterion tha t demands scene convexity is not engaged. 
Instead, non-convex clusters are generated, which are subsequently parsed in a scheme 
tha t resembles STG. The compactness of the clusters is controlled by the temporal 
filtering of shot similarity. The recursive partitioning terminates when the similarity
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between all pairs of shots in a subgraph is lower than an adaptive threshold [97].
Finally, in a recent work the graph decomposition using an order-based approach was 
presented [115]. The authors employed dominant set framework [103] in a iterative 
scheme tha t at each iteration extracts the most dominant scene tha t is not extracted yet. 
Thus, this technique can conduct not only full but also partial video scene segmentation, 
i.e. in cases, where only some characteristic video scenes are required.
2 .4 .4  S ta tis t ic a l M o d e lin g
The distribution of scene boundaries in time may be considered as a random variable 
that satisfies certain principles. The emerged statistical scene segmentation alternatives 
[21], [5], [168], [147], [156] depend on the assumptions about the video structure as well 
as the properties of video content similarity.
As it has already been mentioned, Hidden Markov Models are very popular for the 
temporal decomposition of structured videos, such as news broadcasts [21], [22], [147], 
[58]. In both [22] and [21] the shots are first assigned into a news broadcasts seman­
tic classes (e.g. anchor, live reporting, sports, text-scene) using various audiovisual 
descriptors. Next, the combination of those classes with shot content and temporal 
features is modeled through an HMM that generates the scene segmentation results. 
In [147] a fully connected HMM with 5  +  1 states, where 5  states account for stories 
and one state accounts for the anchorman role is employed to estimate the a-posteriori 
probabilities of story sequences given the descriptor sequence. HMMs were also used 
in [73], [116] to align a film script with shot visual representation results, by regarding 
the shot sequence as an observation sequence and the assignment to script sequence 
as a “hidden” state sequence. Finally, in [162] an HMM topology tha t included mid­
level shot states like “dialogue”, “non-dialogue”, “low-action” , “transition” etc. was 
proposed.
Genre independent scene segmentation techniques based on SVMs were presented in
[47] and [156]. Both of them used sliding windows centered in shot boundaries to 
extract audio, visual and temporal features, which were subsequently merged into a 
single feature vector per shot. A radial basis kernel SVM was trained and tested on
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videos from six different genres. While the reported results were satisfactory, these 
SVM approaches encompass all the limitations of serial video scene segmentation and, 
furthermore, are strenuous to implement due to the large video corpus tha t require, so 
tha t enough positive samples are generated.
Zhai et al. introduced a scene segmentation algorithm tha t employs the Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique [168]. Scene boundaries are randomly initialized and 
iteratively updated using three random operations, diffusions (i.e. shifts of the scene 
boundaries between adjacent video scenes), merges and splits. In each step the like­
lihood of the new scene boundary set is compared with the previous one and the 
boundary set is updated correspondingly. Multiple chains are independently executed 
and a voting scheme determines the final outcome. In [129] a parameter tuning tha t 
involves a probabilistic STG variation tha t resembles the technique of [121] was pro­
posed. Finally, in [50] each MCMC chain uses dynamic programming to generate the 
scene detection results.
2 .4 .5  S cen e  A lig n m en t and  S cen e  F u sion
Several scene segmentation algorithms include more than one branch, which are ex­
ecuted independently, generating intermediate scene segmentation results. The final 
step of such algorithms is conducted either through alignment [74], [130], [98], [42], [31] 
or fusion [102], [149], [14], [160], [106] depending on whether the intermediate results 
are scene boundaries or scores expressing the probability tha t a shot boundary is also 
scene boundary.
Alignment techniques typically employ different sets of possible scene boundaries, which 
are temporally ordered to generate the exact scene boundaries. In [31] and [32] dynamic 
programming is used to align timestamps with visual segmentation in am ateur videos. 
However, the most cited work of this class is the one tha t was developed by Sundaram 
et al. [130], [131], in which the concept of computable scene, as combination of audio 
and visual scenes, was introduced. In a primary version [130] a window of fixed length 
was placed in each audio scene boundary and a scene boundary was declared whenever 
a visual scene boundary lied within the window. At the end of this procedure the audio
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scene boundaries left are collected into a list of singleton audio scene changes. In [131] 
the singleton audio scene changes were abandoned and the computable scene concept 
was enriched to include visual boundaries tha t are present when the audio signal does 
not exist and visual boundaries tha t are so prominent tha t do not require the vicinity 
to an audio boundary to be identified. Similar alignment techniques were also applied 
in [36], [98] and [42]. On the other hand, [74] and [106] select to combine the detected 
scenes into scenes of maximum size, by merging those tha t overlap.
Fusion techniques on the other hand propose the combination of intermediate shot 
scores to estimate the confidence value of a shot boundary to belong to the scene 
boundary set. In [145], [149] a linear combination of descriptor scores associated with 
distinct modalities is applied, followed by thresholding to extract the scene boundaries. 
In [102] a probabilistic framework was introduced. Each included feature is mapped 
to a likelihood ratio value, using non-parametric estimates of the corresponding like­
lihoods obtained from a learning dataset of manually segmented video. The overall 
likelihood ratio is calculated as the product of likelihood ratio values evaluated for each 
information source independently.
In [121], [122], [119] we have developed a probabilistic framework to fuse scene seg­
mentation results of different modalities, which includes the estimation of confidence 
scores of shot boundaries, their linear combination and a thresholding to extract the 
final result. This technique, which was also adopted from Bredin et al. [14], is part of 
the work tha t has been conducted for this thesis and will be analyzed in a subsequent 
chapter.
2.5 Unim odal and multi-modal system s
The most common modalities mentioned in video temporal decomposition are visual 
and audio, while supplementary role may be played by textual cues or timestamps. 
The selection of the modalities tha t a system will include depends mainly on the video 
genres tha t it supports and on the descriptor type tha t uses to  represent the video 
content.
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More specifically, films, amateur videos and scene documentaries are considered to be 
suited best for the visual modality while many news broadcast approaches (e.g. [69]) 
propose tha t it is the audio modality tha t is best for news semantic segmentation. 
However, it is repeatedly reported (e.g. in [156], [14], [20], [69], [121]) tha t the use of 
multiple modalities optimizes scene segmentation accuracy in the vast majority of the 
examined videos.
Regarding the descriptors employed, while low-level features can be extracted from any 
modality, some descriptor types are relevant only to a specific modality. Motion de­
scriptors are by default associated with the visual modality. Consequently, a technique 
tha t would utilize motion for scene segmentation is compelled to include the processing 
of the visual signal of videos. On the other hand, traditionally, recognition-based and 
high-level descriptors were based on the audio modality, since speaker diarization was 
preferred over face matching and some high-level audio concepts (e.g. silence, noise, 
segment with speech etc.) are rather easily detectable. This strategy seems to have 
been revised lately, as is demonstrated by the introduction of approaches th a t employ 
visually detected recognition-based (e.g. [154], [73], [116]) and high-level features (e.g. 
[119], [19]). Finally, textual features are either extracted from audio modality through 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts or from the text modality if text cues 
or scripts are available.
Uni-modal schemes are typically “visual-only” techniques (e.g. [51], [97], [1], [167], 
[100]) tha t focus on narrative or amateur videos. Exceptionally, two “audio-only” uni­
modal techniques were identified [147], [99], which both are related to the segmentation 
of news broadcasts.
On the other hand, multi-modal schemes can be classified into two main categories. 
The former comprises approaches tha t engage all modalities neutrally, while the latter 
includes the audio-assisted visual-based and video-assisted audio-based techniques, i.e. 
those tha t are based mostly on one modality and use another as supplementary. A 
typical example of audio-assisted visual-based techniques is [20], in which the over­
segmentation of the visual-only approach is reduced by post-examining the audio con­
tent in the vicinity of each estimated scene boundary.
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Audio-based visual-assisted schemes are more common (e.g. [140], [28], [177], [110], 
[30]). Usually the visual modality is confined to shot segmentation, while audio de­
scriptors fully guide the video scene segmentation, through a shot grouping, process. 
For example, in both [110] and [28] the simultaneous presence of a shot boundary and 
an audio boundary is used to  declare a candidate scene boundary. In [110] the candi­
date scene boundary is accepted depending on the continuity of a number of low-level 
audio signal characteristics in the surrounding shots, while in [28] the scene boundary 
is accepted if the audio class changes (for example, from a speech segment to music) or 
if both a speaker change and a background modification are detected.
2.6 Shot descriptors for video scene segm entation
2 .6 .1  L ow -level v isu a l fea tu res
Low-level visual descriptors are the most common in video scene segmentation systems. 
This is justified by their simple implementation as well as the visual modality domi­
nance in scene segmentation of most video genres. A great diversity of low-level visual 
descriptors has been proposed, from HSV histograms and Gabor filters to SIFT points 
and bag-of-words representations.
Low-level visual descriptors are usually extracted not from all shot frames but from a 
small subset of representative frames, called key-frames. The key-frames are selected 
either with a simple criterion (e.g. the first or the middle shot frame) or by applying 
a sophisticated key-frame extraction technique tha t aims to represent as precisely as 
possible, the shot visual content [94], [43], [77], [38], [51], [178]. A more scarce approach 
is to employ mosaics to summarize the visual stream [26].
After a shot reduction into a compact set of key-frames is accomplished, the low- 
level visual descriptors are extracted. Often these are not more complex than a color 
histogram (e.g. [130], [57], [52], [170], [166]). HSV color space is preferred over RGB 
and L*u*v, since HSV color space can express the brightness, which, if the film scene 
definition is followed (i.e. as a section unified to space and time [61], [138]) is expected
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to be constant across the entire scene. In [113] the authors further disregarded V 
component because of its less robustness to the lighting conditions.
Other common low-level descriptors are edge-based [90], [19], [89], [149], frequency 
domain coefficients [90], [175], [174], [173], [41], and descriptors tha t are computed 
after the quantization of the color space [58], [76], [75], [5], [148]. Recently, SIFT 
and SURF points and bag-of-words representations based on them have become more 
frequent [89], [132], [23], [160], [7]. In [11] a bag-of-words based approach tha t uses 
L*u*v coefficients of small image blocks has been presented.
When used for scene segmentation, if more than one key-frames are extracted per shot 
then the shot similarity is usually defined as the maximum key-frame similarity (e.g. 
in [164], [121], [174]). A less often approach is to estimate shot simlarity as the average 
key-frame similarity [175].
2 .6 .2  L ow -level au d io  fea tu res
Low-level audio descriptors commonly used for video scene segmentation are Mel Fre­
quency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), zero crossing rate (ZCR), energy distribution, 
bandwidth, harmonicity etc. These are either employed as standard shot descriptors 
(e.g. in [30], [102]) or are further processed to estimate some mid-level or high-level 
characteristics of the audio signal (e.g. in [98], [177]).
2 .6 .3  H ig h -lev e l fea tu res
One of the deficiencies of video scene segmentation tha t has been identified in this 
thesis is the neglect of high-level features from the relevant literature. As it has already 
been stated, in order to optimize video scene segmentation, a connection with semantic 
indexing is required and the experiments tha t will be presented in subsequent chapters 
support this hypothesis.
However, in the relevant literature the semantic descriptors involved are related to 
human recognition or diarization and to the detection of some basic audio signal content 
like silent segments, noisy segments, or segments in which a speaker is present. This
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scarce audio signal projection into a few audio classes is the most common type of 
high-level audio processing for video scene segmentation [98], [177], [47], [46], [160].
High-level visual features are even more rarely used. Except the methods tha t were 
developed as part of this thesis, only [19] employs a sort of visually extracted semantic 
information. Even in this case, only a few semantic classes tha t are related to scenery 
documentaries (e.g. “mountain” , “lake” etc.) are used and all other semantic content 
is ignored.
2 .6 .4  M o tio n -b a sed  d escr ip to rs
Shot content characterization through motion descriptors is based on the spatio-temporal 
nature of video sequence. The most simple motion features are based on pairwise com­
parisons of shot frames to extract global motion properties (e.g. in [109], [1], [114], 
[150], [169]). In [108] a more sophisticated approach tha t builds upon global motion 
estimation was employed. Initially a global affine transformation is obtained, the ve­
locities of blocks are reprojected and the goodness of the fit is measured by examining 
the difference between the actual and the reprojected velocities of the blocks. In case 
of global motion, the difference between the two is zero or very small. However, when 
the motion is not solely due to the camera and objects move relative to the camera, 
the motion vectors cannot be approximated by an affine model. Therefore, the mag­
nitude of the error is utilized as a measure of shot motion content. In [21] the motion 
is characterized as “low”, “medium”, “high”, “no motion” . However, the authors do 
not provide details of the method tha t they used to assign the shot motion. Finally, in 
[41] the Lukas Kanade optical flow [82] was used to estimate the motion of the shot. It 
is recalled tha t shot motion descriptors require computations at the frame level, thus 
they can become extremely demanding in terms of computational complexity. That is 
the main reason behind their elimination from many scene segmentation schemes.
2 .6 .5  R eco g n itio n -b a sed  d escr ip to rs
It is highly expected to find in video streams a content tha t is associated with human 
presence, whether it is in the form of human participation in the video action, in the
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form of audio segments that include speech, or in other forms. As a m atter of fact, 
in some video genres, like films or sitcoms, it is possible to discriminate scenes only 
by the actors tha t take part in them. Consequently, it is understood why a number 
of scene segmentation techniques apply a sort of human recognition to contribute to a 
more accurate scene segmentation outcome.
Recognition-based descriptors can be extracted both from the visual and audio modal­
ity. Those tha t come from the visual signal are typically associated with face recognition 
or face detection results (e.g. in [54], [73], [168]). On the other hand, the latter model 
the speakers tha t take part in the video. In the early years this was achieved through 
speaker change detection (e.g. in [36], [140]), which was conducted by analyzing speech 
segments in order to locate speaker change instants. Lately speaker diarization schemes 
have been preferred (e.g. in [42], [121], [147], [14]). Speaker diarization is the process 
of partitioning the audio stream into homogeneous segments, according to the speaker 
identity. In [121] we have developed the speaker histogram as the fraction of time tha t 
a speaker is active in a video shot over the total shot duration. In this thesis, the 
speaker histogram is included among the employed and examined shot descriptors.
2 .6 .6  T ex tu a l d escr ip to rs
Textual descriptors may be extracted from automatic script recognition (e.g. in [149], 
[168], [14]) or from cues tha t are part of the overall video production (e.g. in [53], [106], 
[116]). The first category suffers from errors in the speech recognition phase, while 
the second from the fact tha t only specific video content is combined with “external” 
textual information (e.g. news broadcasts, which include autocues) and even this is 
not always available. Regardless of the source, after the text has been extracted, either 
semantic analysis is conducted [14], [149] or key-words tha t express the scene content 
are retrieved and used as descriptors [106], [168], [116].
2 .6 .7  O th er  d escr ip to rs
The most usual shot feature tha t can not be classified in one of the above classes is 
the film tempo [1] and all of its variations, which are based on the assumption th a t in
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certain video genres, like films, the shot duration pattern is modified to discriminate 
between adjacent scenes. Shot duration may be combined with motion (e.g. in [1], [29]) 
or used as an independent feature (e.g. in [47], [156] [114]). Apart from shot duration, 
other exceptional shot descriptors are the timestamps of amateur videos [31], [32], the 
temporal position of a shot [171] and the affective descriptors tha t are employed in [6].
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter the state-of-the-art in video scene segmentation was discussed. A con­
clusion tha t can be driven from the above analysis is related to the lack of common 
specifications, which most of the techniques would comply with. It seems th a t apart 
from the fact tha t scene segmentation is performed through shot grouping, the design 
of a scene segmentation system depends from more or less intuitive decisions of each 
system developer. This originates from the multitude of strategies tha t have scene 
segmentation potential, which is nevertheless restricted only to a subset of video scene 
segmentation cases. For example, in news broadcasts the story transition is typically 
related to a sort of discontinuity of the audio signal and as a result, a serial approach 
can be used to avoid unnecessary computational cost. In contrast, a serial approach is 
expected to fail in other video genres such as films or documentaries. Link-based tech­
niques can handle videos of sparse content connectivity and significantly variable scene 
duration but are sensitive to repetitive patterns. Both the former and the latter can 
not be pre-estimated for most video genres. Graph-based approaches seem to model 
neatly the scene segmentation task, but require a priori the total number of scenes 
existing in a video, which is typically not available.
Regarding the descriptors, an even greater redundancy is revealed. Among the 91 cited 
works of Appendix A, we have identified more than 110 distinct shot descriptors, pro­
posed for video scene segmentation. The extent of the number indicates tha t there are 
plenty of features tha t can partially gauge shot content, but none tha t can standalone 
guide an efficient scene segmentation algorithm. Moreover, despite the great number of 
descriptors only a very small part of them is connected to high-level video semantics. 
The current video scene segmentation literature seem to depend mostly on low-level
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descriptors, even though scenes are semantically defined temporal units.
In this thesis we claim tha t the main interest of the community shouldn’t be to augment 
the already abundant set of literature scene segmentation techniques but to find ways to 
render them more generally applicable. Moreover, we propose a direction tha t is oppo­
site to the current strategy tha t aims to generate a single algorithm tha t would perform 
accurately video scene segmentation, towards the combination of existing algorithms 
in meta-segmentation schemes. The main idea, derived from the recently expressed 
concept of “the wisdom of the crowds’’, is tha t eventually it would not be certain, still 
unknown, scene segmentation algorithms, which would use certain shot descriptors and 
would be tuned into specific parameter values, that will provide an efficient general so­
lution in video scene segmentation, but instead, meta-algorithms th a t would fuse scene 
segmentation results from various algorithms, tuned in multiple parameter values and 
using a number of different descriptors.
Moreover, we believe tha t high-level shot descriptors, even if they still have not reached 
a high accurate level, can be used to model the scene content. This is justified by the 
fact tha t by default the shots tha t belong to the same scene share a common mean­
ing, which is different by the meaning of their neighboring scenes. Consequently, the 
scene segmentation domain is obliged sooner or later to search for semantic represen­
tations of the shot content. Towards this direction, we propose the connection of scene 
segmentation with semantic indexing domain [127], a connection th a t will allow scene 
segmentation to benefit from the future semantic indexing development.
In this thesis we have developed some techniques to resolve the detected literature short­
comings and tested them on a selection of diverse video datasets th a t models generic 
video content. Before passing to this analysis, a novel efficient scene segmentation 
performance measure is going to be introduced.
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Chapter 3
Differential Edit Distance: A 
metric for scene segm entation  
evaluation
In this section a novel approach to evaluating video temporal decomposition algorithms 
is presented. After a presentation of the poor state-of-the-art evaluation strategy, a 
novel uni-dimensional measure tha t alleviates the detected drawbacks is introduced. 
This measure is named Differential Edit Distance (DED), since it can be seen as a vari­
ation of the well-known edit distance [49]. After defining DED, we further introduce 
an algorithm tha t computes it in less than cubic time. Finally, DED is extensively 
compared with state of the art measures, namely the harmonic means (F-Score) of 
Precision-Recall ( F p r )  and Coverage-Overflow (Fco)- The experiments include com­
parisons of qualitative properties, the time required for optimizing the parameters of 
scene segmentation algorithms with the help of these measures, and a user study gaug­
ing the agreement of these measures with the users’ assessment of the segmentation 
results. The results confirm tha t the proposed measure is a uni-dimensional metric 
that is effective in evaluating scene segmentation techniques and in helping to optimize 
their parameters.
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3.1 State-of-the-art scene segm entation evaluation
Automatic scene segmentation techniques generate a list of scene boundaries, i.e. time- 
points tha t divide the video stream into different scenes. In order to estimate their 
performance, the resulting scene boundary list is contrasted with a manually gener­
ated one (ground truth). Admittedly, the way tha t the comparison is conducted is 
not standard, because the relevant literature misses a commonly accepted ground for 
comparison [146].
The evaluation of segmentation results is commonly based on criteria used for shot 
boundary segmentation, such as Recall-Precision [142] and False Positive-False Nega­
tive. This is confirmed by the relative frequency with which each measure is used in 
scene segmentation publications, shown in Table 3.1. It must be noted tha t in Table
3.1 R P  stands for Recall - Precision, F P  — F N  for False Positive - False Negative, 
CO for Coverage-Overflow, Oth for other measure and N o  for “no evaluation” . The 
shot segmentation related measures are employed in more than 70% of the techniques. 
These are related to counting number of errors, which in the shot segmentation case is 
feasible, because start and end are well defined. However, in scene segmentation the 
accuracy is not determined by the number but by the cumulative magnitude of the 
existing errors.
Evaluation Measure RP FP-FN CO Oth No
Frequency (%) 59.6 11.7 5.3 18.1 5.3
Table 3.1: The relative frequency of evaluation measures used in the 91 scene segmen­
tation publications tha t are cited in this thesis.
The inability of recall and precision measures to express the potential of a scene seg­
mentation method was first reported by Vendrig et al. [146] and is demonstrated in 
Figure 3.1. This figure shows the actual scene boundaries of a video segment in its 
top part, and two possible sets of estimated boundaries in the middle and lower parts. 
The first of the two possible sets of estimated boundaries represents rather accurately 
the true video scenes. However, due to the fact tha t the estimated and actual scene 
boundaries are not perfectly aligned in time, both recall and precision rates are 0%.
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On the contrary, the second of the two possible sets of estim ated boundaries represents 
a considerably worse scene segmentation, bu t due to one of the detected scene bound­
aries being perfectly aligned with the corresponding actual one, it achieves recall and 
precision ratios of 33% and 25% respectively. Thus, Recall-Precision m etrics fail to 
quantify accurately the relative performance of different scene segmentation m ethods.
Actual scene 
boundaries:
Scene boundaries 
estim ated by 
method A:
!
Time r
Scene boundaries 
estim ated by 
method B:
Time r
Time
Figure 3.1: The actual scene boundaries of a video and two experimental approxim a­
tions.
As a result, several additional scene segmentation measures were recently proposed, 
as Coverage-Overflow [146] and Purity  [147], while other techniques employ heuristic 
measures (e.g. [4], [100], [6]) or even leave the evaluation to the reader (e.g. [80]). 
However, as it will become apparent in a subsequent section, still the  proposed measures 
possess undesirable properties th a t hinder them  from being established as efficient 
scene segmentation measures. Hence, there is a need for the development of a new 
performance measure for video scene segmentation.
3.2 Scene S egm en tation  as a L abel A ssign m en t P ro b lem
Video tem poral decomposition is already defined from a m athem atical point of view 
(Section 2.1), as a partition  of video sequence V  into non-overlapping convex sub­
sets. It is rem inded th a t convexity in one-dimensional sets refers to the  fact th a t if 
two elements belong to one subset then all elements in between would also belong to 
the same subset. This definition along w ith the assum ption th a t each shot belongs to
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one scene implies tha t scene segmentation is performed through a two-step temporal 
decomposition process: first the video frames are used to partition the video sequence 
into shots, and then the shots are further grouped to form scenes. In the second step 
of this approach, each shot is assigned to an appropriate scene. We can assume tha t 
this is performed through a labeling process: each shot receives a label tha t identifies 
the scene tha t it belongs to, so tha t they are assigned the same label if and only if they 
belong to the same scene.
For example, a video sequence tha t includes 5 shots may be labeled “a, a, b, b, c” , 
“1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1” , etc. On the other hand, the label sequences “a,b,b,c” and “n, a, b, b, a” 
do not represent possible decompositions of this video into scenes: in the first case one 
shot is not assigned to any scene, while in the second case the decomposition is not a 
convex one.
So, scene segmentation can be generally viewed as a label assignment problem, where 
one is interested in estimating a label sequence tha t corresponds to the grouping of the 
video shots into scenes. This scene segmentation approach is in line with the point of 
view of an expert user, who is charged with the generation of a manual segmentation 
of a video stream (e.g. a video librarian [146]). Such a user would assign labels into 
scenes and would discriminate one scene from another by moving from shot to shot 
while changing the assigned description label only when the scene changes.
3.3 Differential Edit Distance M etric
3 .3 .1  D ifferen tia l E d it D is ta n c e
In any objective scene segmentation evaluation setup, the ground-truth scene segmenta­
tion and the experimentally estimated scene segmentation results provide two different 
partitions of the well-ordered set of shots. The similarity of these partitions may be 
used as a measure of accuracy of the experimentally estimated scene segmentation. We 
propose to express this similarity through a minimum distance approach tha t resem­
bles the Earth Movers’ Distance [158], [40], which expresses the distance between two 
probability distributions as the minimum cost of turning one into the other. In scene
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segmentation case, we define the distance between two partitions of a well-ordered set 
as the minimum number of set elements tha t need to move to another sub-set in order 
to transform the one partition into the other. Using the scene segmentation terminol­
ogy, the distance between two scene segmentation partitions is the minimum number of 
shots tha t need to change scene label in order to transform the experimentally estimated 
partition into the ground tru th  one.
We name this measure Differential Edit Distance (DED) due to the fact tha t when video 
partitioning is modeled as a label assignment problem, then this distance expresses the 
minimum number of labels tha t need to change in order to transform the first label 
sequence into another tha t achieves an identical partitioning with the second. It can 
be seen from this definition that DED resembles the well-known edit distance [49]. The 
edit distance differs from DED in tha t it additionally requires the identical partitioning 
to be expressed with identical labels. In order to give a definition th a t is tailored to 
label assignment, we first introduce Differential Equivalence:
D efin ition  1 Two label sequences are differentially equivalent when for each pair of 
elements in the two sequences the two elements share an identical label in the first 
sequence if  and only if  they share an identical label in the second sequence (the latter 
common label may of course be different from the one that the two elements shared 
according to the first label sequence.)
For example, the label strings "a, a, 6,6, c, c” , “1,1,2,2,3,3” , “2,2,1,1,3,3”, “B, B, 1,1, 
A, A” , “+ , + , —, —, *, *” are all differentially equivalent. Differentially equivalent label 
sequences correspond to identical set partitions.
DED is then defined as the minimum number of label modifications tha t are required 
to transform the first label sequence into a sequence that is differentially equivalent to 
the second one.
3 .3 .2  D ifferen tia l E d it D is ta n c e  M e tr ic ity  and  Im p lica tio n s
It can be proven tha t DED measure is also a metric. Indeed, if d(Ui, Vf) denotes the 
distance between two partitions V\ and V2 then it is obvious tha t d(Vî, Vf) = 0 and
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In order to  prove the triangular inequality we employ the set of elements tha t change 
sub-set in order to transform the former partition into the latter. It can be seen 
tha t this set is not uniquely defined. For example, if the two partitions are Vf =  
{{1,2}, {3,4,5}} and V2 = {{1,2,3,4}, {5}} then we can transform Vf to V2 by moving 
elements {3,4} from the second sub-set to the first or by moving {1,2} from the first 
subset to the second and by moving {5} to a new sub-set. In the former case the set 
of the elements tha t change sub-set is the set {3,4} while in the latter the set {1,2,5}. 
However, we can define X ij to be the set of elements tha t change sub-set in order 
to transform partition Vi to Vj and have minimum cardinality, i.e. # X i j  = d(Vi,Vj) 
(where #  denotes the cardinality of a set). In this case, if X 12 and X 23 are two such 
sets, it is easily understood tha t by changing a sub-set of all elements th a t belong 
to X 1 2 U X 23 the partition Vi can be transformed into the partition V3 . Since the 
distance d(Vi, V3 ) is by definition the minimum number of elements that need to change 
subset, d(Vi, V3 ) < # (% i2 (J-^ss)- Moreover, it is known for any sets X  1 2 ^X 23 tha t 
# (X i2 U ^23) < # ^ 1 2  +  # ^ 23- Consequently,
d(vuVs) < # ( x 12{ j x 23) < (#X12 + # x 23) =  d(yl t V2) +  d(V2,Vs) (3.1)
It is assumed here tha t evaluating scene segmentation methods with a metric measure 
can be advantageous in comparison to using non-metric ones. One of the reasons for 
this is tha t when a metric measure is used for guiding an optimization process (as 
will be clarified in a subsequent section of this chapter), it is intuitively expected to 
result in an error signal of lower bandwidth. Thus, estimation of the measure values 
at fewer points of the parameter space is sufficient for finding a good solution to the 
optimization problem. While the validity of this assumption is not guaranteed, the 
experimental results that are presented later in this chapter indicate tha t the proposed 
metric measure indeed results in most cases in an error signal of lower bandwidth, in 
comparison to non-metric measures, such as the F-Scores of Precision-Recall ( F p r )  and 
Coverage- O verhow (Fco  ) •1
1It is reminded that the F-Score FQltQ2 of two quantities Q i  and Q 2 is F q ltQ2 =  Zn+cfe-
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Furthermore, if one needed to process the samples of this error signal in a more elaborate 
way than what is done in this work, e.g. if one wanted to perform some kind of 
machine learning or dimensionality reduction technique involving these samples, the 
fact tha t they define a metric space allows for the use of techniques such as SVM, PC A 
or isometrical embedding [65], [112], [134], which are designed specifically for use in 
metric spaces. Finally, metric spaces exhibit a number of desirable properties, such as 
continuity of the functions that are defined in them.
However, the most im portant feature tha t is achieved by the use of a metric for scene 
segmentation is the robustness against divergence generated by scene definition am­
biguity. In Chapter 1 we have claimed tha t a level of ambiguity is expected to most 
videos, regardless of their specific characteristics such as their genre, duration etc. This 
becomes clear by some representative samples, which are given in Figure 3.2. In all of 
them, the annotation of the intermediate shots can be considered accurate either if it 
assigns some or all of the intermediate shots to the second scene or if they are assigned 
into a separate scene tha t is constituted only by them. More specifically, in the top one 
an external view of the interview place and a close-up of the book related to the inter­
view topic introduce the main interview scene. This introduction pattern is reversed in 
the middle segment. Two close-up shots of the relevant book precede the outside view 
of the internal scene location. Finally, in the bottom scene a slightly irrelevant shot, 
depicting boxes found in the same location where the action takes place, is set prior to 
the main scene.
The scene definition uncertainty is recognized by the community, which often relies on 
more than one users annotating the same content and on the use of voting schemes to 
combine their output, in order to generate ground tru th  boundaries (e.g. [51], [109], 
[30]). In such schemes, for each shot boundary i and each annotator a, a binary score 
is assigned that signifies if the current annotator believes tha t shot boundary i is also a 
scene boundary. Subsequently, a function is used to sum up the annotator responses to 
generate the actual scene boundaries. This function is more or less selected arbitrarily, 
thus leading to various approaches. In [109], the intersection of the scene boundaries 
set tha t each annotator generates is used; in [51] both the intersection and the union 
set are used to produce two different evaluation results, while [30] employs a majority
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Figure 3.2: Three cases of interpolating introductory shots as a medium to smoothly 
pass from one scene to another.
scheme. Different sum up functions result to  diverse ground tru ths, which all can be 
considered as valid. In such cases, if the perfect disambiguation is not possible, it would 
be desirable at least to be able to limit the performance divergence th a t can be caused 
by them . For example, it is sensible th a t a technique, which is found to significantly 
outperform  another when following a specific annotation strategy, would also be found 
to outperform  the latter if another slightly different annotation strategy was adopted. 
The observed divergence depends on the measure th a t is used for evaluating scene 
segmentation.
We assume th a t a m etric d is used to estim ate the segmentation distance and th a t 
the maximum distance between two valid ground tru th  decompositions is dm. Then, 
if Ve is the autom atically generated segmentation and Vgi, Vg2 two valid ground tru th  
decompositions then:
diYe-, Fgi) < d(Ve, Vg2) + d{Vg2: Vgi) => (d(Vei Vgi) — d(Ve, Vg2)) < d(Vg2, Vgi) 
d(Ve,i y  < d(Ve, Vgi) + d(Vgi,Vg2) =>
Consequently, since d(Vg,2, Vgj) =  d(Vgi,Vg2):
\(d(V: lz9i ) ~  d(Ve,Vg2))\ (3.2)
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So, the distance score of an automatically generated segmentation from the ground 
tru th  segmentation will not diverge more than the maximum distance of the set of valid 
ground tru th  decompositions, regardless of which ground tru th  is selected. Differential 
Edit Distance computes the number of shots tha t are assigned into scenes different 
of where they should be. In the case of smoothing a scene passage by interpolating 
a few shots tha t can be assigned into more than one scenes, the valid ground tru th  
decompositions differ only in this small number of shots (often even only 1 shot). As a 
result, the DED of an experimental decomposition from the ground tru th  decomposition 
will not diverge more than this number of shots, regardless of the specific ground tru th  
tha t will be selected. Thus, the use of DED as a scene segmentation measure yields 
substantial robustness against scene annotation strategy.
3 .3 .3  D E D  E stim a tio n  A lg o r ith m
The DED algorithm computes the minimum number of labels tha t need to change in 
order to transform one label sequence into another. As will be subsequently demon­
strated, this problem can be solved in less than cubic time by modeling it as a job 
assignment problem. The final resulting algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Let us suppose tha t the alphabet (i.e. the set of labels) of the experimentally estimated 
label sequence and the ground tru th  one is A e  and A q  respectively and th a t the number 
of labels in each alphabet is \Ae \ and \Ag \. Since DED is symmetric, the experimentally 
estimated label sequence and the ground tru th  one can switch places without changing 
the final DED outcome. Consequently, we can assume tha t \Ae \ is larger than \A q \ 
without loss of generality.
Each symbol nf, i 6 {1,2,..., |Ag|} of the ground tru th  label sequence is used to label 
the shots that belong to a ground tru th  scene (i.e., label af is the one assigned to 
the shots of ground tru th  scene vf; both labels and scenes are ordered according to 
the temporal order of the scenes in the video, so tha t af is the label of the first scene 
(vf), ag2 of the second one, etc.). The shots assigned to ag according to the ground 
tru th  label sequence are also assigned to labels nj, n j+1, ..., in the experimental 
label sequence. It is obvious tha t from all +  1 labels ...,n |+fc, at most one can be
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considered to correspond to ground tru th  label af. If this is a?,, we say tha t label aj, 
is a match to label af. Each symbol in the experimental sequence can match at most 
with one symbol of the ground tru th  sequence and vice versa (the exact way tha t this 
matching is performed is explained in the sequel).
A lgorithm  1 DED Algorithm Summary
1: If Be  and Bq  are the ordered sets (in ascending order) of experimentally estimated scene 
boundaries and ground truth scene boundaries respectively, ordered set B  =  {0, BsflBcf, A/"} 
is formed, where N  is the number of shots in the video. It should be noted that in sets Be, 
Bq, a scene boundary is represented by the index of the last video shot that is part of the 
first of the two scenes defining the boundary.
2: The video is decomposed into sub-videos 5V&, 6 = 1,2, ...#B —1, where # B  is the cardinality 
of B. Each sub-video starts at shot B(6) + 1 and lasts until the end of shot B(6 +  1). The 
way that this decomposition is performed is discussed in section 3.3.4.
3: Initialize: 6 = 1 , Nw  =  0.
4: For the sub-video 51 ,^, a co-occurrence matrix, CM^, is constructed. Each element
of the co-occurrence matrix is equal to the number of shots that belong to both ground truth 
scene vf and experimental scene vp 
5: Cost matrix CCb is computed as CCb{i,j) =  CM& — CMb(i,j), where CMb = 
m&x(CMb(i,j)).
1,3
6: The cost matrix is zero-padded in order to become square.
7: The Hungarian algorithm is used to estimate the element combination that leads to the
minimum cumulative cost when choosing only one element of each row and each column of
the cost matrix CCb. This combination determines the optimal matching Wb between ground
truth and experimentally estimated scenes of the sub-video SVb.
8: The number of shots Nwb =  CMb{i,j) that do not need to change scene label is
(v?,v?)ewb
estimated.
9: Nw Nw  +  Nwb-
10: If 6 = # B  — 1, DED =  ( N  — N w ) / N .  Else 6 =  6 + 1  and the algorithm continues from 
step 4.
Following the label matching, all shots tha t belong to a scene labeled af and whose 
experimentally assigned label belongs to set {aj, ...,a^+fc} — {aj,} need to change their 
label. In case there is no match for label af, all shots belonging to this ground tru th  
scene need to change their label. Consequently, for all i, if af is matched with a label
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belonging to the experimental label set, the number of shots tha t need to change label 
is equal or less than the respective number of shots tha t would need to change label if 
af had not been matched with any label from A e - As a result, in the minimum label 
modification case, all af are matched to exactly one label from A e -
Accordingly, we construct a co-occurrence matrix C M  of dimensions \Aq \ X \Ae \- El­
ement C M (i , j )  contains the number of shots tha t are assigned the i — th  label of 
alphabet A q in the ground tru th  label sequence and the j  — th  label of alphabet A e  
in the experimental label sequence. The value of each element of the co-occurrence 
matrix is therefore equal to the number of labels tha t would not require changing if the 
corresponding symbols af, a? were considered to match. Consequently, the minimiza­
tion of the number of transformations is equivalent to the selection of |Ag| matching 
pairs of symbols maximizing the number of labels tha t would not need to be changed. 
This selection is constrained by the fact tha t each symbol of the one alphabet can be 
matched at most to one symbol of the other.
Thus, DED estimation leads to the dual problem of job assignment. Let us recall tha t 
in the job assignment problem a number of employees need to be assigned to a number 
of jobs in order to minimize the total cost, with the constrain tha t each employee can 
be assigned to no more than one job and each job must be assigned to exactly one 
employee. The optimal job assignment can be estimated by the Hungarian algorithm 
[67]. This algorithm takes as input a cost m atrix with positive elements and dimension 
M  x N , M  < N  , which by zero padding is transformed into a square m atrix N  x  N .  
Next, the algorithm estimates with cubic complexity the minimum cumulative cost 
of N  matrix elements with the restriction th a t each of them belong to different row 
and different column. For a more detailed presentation and analysis of the Hungarian 
algorithm and its recent variations the reader is referred to [17]. In our case the co­
occurrence matrix is initially transformed into a cost m atrix by replacing all values
C M (i , j )  with C M  — C M (i, j ) ,  where C M  =  m ax(CM (i, j) )  (step 5 of Algorithm 1).
i,3
Then, the optimal set of symbol matchings is revealed by the element combination th a t 
achieves the minimum score according to [67], and is used to estimate the actual DED 
value from the co-occurrence matrix:
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D E D  =  N  ^  (3.3)
where N  is the total number of video shots and N w  is the number of video shots tha t 
are assigned labels which are matched correctly.
3 .3 .4  D E D  C o m p u ta tio n a l O p tim iza tio n
The job assignment problem solved by the Hungarian algorithm has cubic computa­
tional complexity, determined by the minimum number of actual and experimentally 
estimated scenes. Since the number of scenes is not expected to surpass the order 
of hundreds, the computational cost is usually not expected to reach extreme levels. 
However, there may be cases, e.g. when tuning the parameters of a scene segmenta­
tion system, tha t this computational complexity makes the use of DED troublesome. 
We have found tha t the DED computational cost can be significantly reduced if the 
block-diagonal structure of the co-occurrence matrix is exploited.
The co-occurrence matrix structure is induced by “splitting” shot boundaries, i.e. shot 
boundaries tha t both in the experimental and the ground tru th  segmentation are iden­
tified as scene boundaries (Fig. 3.3). It can be proven tha t all the labels on the left side 
of a “splitting” boundary do not co-occur with the labels on the right side of it, due 
to the scene convexity. Consequently, the video stream can be decomposed into sub­
videos. This is done by checking the sets of ground tru th  and experimentally estimated 
scene boundaries for common boundaries, i.e, we find the scene boundaries th a t belong 
to the intersection of these two sets. The latter scene boundaries are used as splitting 
points for decomposing the video into sub-videos: each such boundary marks the end of 
a sub-video. The resulting decomposition is illustrated for an example video in Figure 
3.3. It should be noted that this figure does not depict a co-occurrence matrix, since its 
axis indicate shot indices rather than scenes. The vertical and horizontal lines signify 
the shots tha t define the ground tru th  and experimentally estimated scene boundaries 
respectively. The video is decomposed in points where a vertical and a horizontal line 
intersect on the main diagonal. Each sub-video is drawn hatched.
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Reference Decom position (Ground Truth)
5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Figure 3.3: An example of a video stream  decomposition into sub-videos, using the 
common scene boundaries of ground tru th  and experimental segmentation.
Consequently, if the scene labels are sorted by their first appearance, the co-occurrence 
m atrix  C M  takes the following block-diagonal form, where SVb, 5 — 1,2, ...|B | — 1 is 
the 5—th  sub-video, [B| — 1 is the to ta l num ber of sub-videos (see steps 1 and 2 of 
Algorithm 1 for a definition of |B |) and each sub-video boundary is determ ined by a 
corresponding “splitting” boundary.
CM =
0 0 . . .  0
0 BFg 0 ... 0
0 0 0
In this case, the optim al job assignment can be estim ated by decomposing the co­
occurrence m atrix into the block-matrices found on its main diagonal, com puting the 
optim al solution for each SVb, 5 =  {1 ,2 ,...|B | — 1} m atrix, and summing all the  partial 
solutions.
It should be noted th a t the technique presented in this section is used for evaluating 
the segmentation similarity when the cost of a shot re-assignment is assumed identical 
and equal to 1. However, the same analysis stands if the shot re-assignm ent cost is
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determined by specific shot-related criteria, such as the shot duration in frames or 
seconds. In this case, only the co-occurrence m atrix calculation (step 5 of Algorithm 1) 
needs to be modified in order to represent these costs, counted in e.g. seconds rather 
than in number of shots.
3.4 Comparison of Scene Segmentation Evaluation M ea­
sures
When the performance is evaluated by two distinct measures, the inherent problem of 
combining them needs to be addressed. In both Precision-Recall and Coverage-Overflow 
based approaches, their harmonic mean has been proposed as a uni-dimensional mea­
sure combining the two. In the following sub-section, the DED is comparatively eval­
uated against the harmonic mean of Precision-Recall {Fp r ) and Coverage-Overflow 
(Fco)-
3 .4 .1  O th er  S cen e  S eg m en ta tio n  E v a lu a tio n  M easu res  
Precision-R ecall
Precision and Recall [142] are two widely used performance measures. They require 
a set of ground tru th  instances and a set of experimentally estimated instances. For 
scene segmentation purposes, we have chosen to relate the set of ground tru th  and 
experimentally estimated instances with the pairs of shots th a t belong to the same 
scene, since each video scene segmentation explicitly determines the shot pairs tha t 
belong to the same scene. We haven’t followed the relevant literature, which estimates 
Precision and Recall by counting false positives and false negatives in the experimentally 
retrieved set of scene boundaries, due to the aforementioned inability of theses measures 
to gauge scene segmentation performance (Section 3.1). By defining Precision and 
Recall with the help of pairs of shots tha t belong to the same scene, cases such as 
the above can be handled successfully. However, as will be discussed in the following 
subsection, even when using such a definition the harmonic mean of these two measures
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continues to present both theoretic and experimental shortcomings in comparison to 
the DED.
Coverage-Overflow
Vendrig et. al. [146] developed two novel measures tha t manage to express over­
segmentation and under-segmentation rates, referred to as Coverage and Overflow ratio. 
Coverage (C) measures to what extent frames belonging to the same scene are correctly 
grouped together, while Overflow (OV) evaluates the quantity of frames that, although 
not belonging to the same scene, are erroneously grouped together. More specifically, 
the Coverage and Overflow of a video is the average Coverage and Overflow ratios of 
its ground tru th  scenes. In order to estimate the Coverage and Overflow of a ground 
tru th  scene vf,  the experimentally estimated scenes vj, vj+1, ..., vj+fc tha t overlap with 
it are taken into account. Then, if operator ||.|| denotes the duration of a video segment 
(counted in shots), the Coverage C equals the maximum overlap divided by the total 
scene duration:
On the other hand, in order to compute the Overflow rate, the total overlap of vj, vj+1,
It should be noted tha t Coverage and Overflow optimal values are 100% and 0% re­
spectively. In order to account for 0 being the optimal Overflow value, in the E-score 
estimation formula the quantity 1 — O V  is used instead of OV.
3 .4 .2  E v a lu a tio n  s e tt in g
mmrQIvj n  vf||, ||vj+1 fl vf
(3.4)
..., vj+fc with the scenes neighboring to v f  (i.e. vf+ 1 and vf_x) is estimated and is divided 
by the duration of these scenes:
(3.5)
Assessing an evaluation method, such as the one proposed here, is by no means a 
straightforward process. In the relevant literature there are neither detailed qualitative
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explanations nor experimental results tha t would provide supporting evidence for the 
superiority of one or the other measure [146]. We have chosen to address this prob­
lem by following an evaluation setting tha t involves both qualitative and experimental 
comparison. The former is performed by identifying a number of qualitative properties 
tha t a good measure is intuitively expected to satisfy and checking whether they are 
exhibited by the proposed method (and the other methods in the literature), while the 
latter revolves around examining the processing time tha t is required for tuning the 
parameters of a scene segmentation system when one of the aforementioned measures is 
used for guiding the parameter selection process. A user study involving 6 non-expert 
users was also conducted.
In order to compare the three measures, we implemented four different scene segmenta­
tion techniques, and used them on three datasets. The scene segmentation techniques 
include the original STG technique [164], an STG variation tha t employs high-level au­
dio event descriptors instead of low-level visual descriptors, as described in [119], and 
two multi-modal scene segmentation techniques [98], [121]. The evaluation employs a 
subset of the five datasets tha t are used in this thesis. Each of the five included datasets 
consist of documentaries, films, news broadcasts, sitcoms, and Olympic games unedited 
material, respectively. A description of them is given in Appendix B. The subset tha t is 
employed for the current task consists of documentaries, films and news videos. More 
specifically, 15 documentaries (513 minutes in total), six films (643 minutes in total) 
and the entire news dataset, including 3 hour-long news videos, were used. These 
datasets include 3459, 6665 and 1763 automatically detected shots, and 525, 357 and 
57 manually identified ground tru th  scenes, respectively. It should be noted tha t in the 
news and film datasets the ground tru th  scenes usually include many more shots than 
in the documentary one. All experiments reported in the sequel were carried out on a 
PC with an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9300 CPU and 4GB of RAM.
3 .4 .3  A n a ly s is  o f  q u a lita tiv e  p ro p ertie s  o f  ev a lu a tio n  m easu res
In this subsection the comparison of DED, Fco  and Fp r  according to certain qualitative 
properties is conducted. It should be noted that since DED is a dissimilarity measure,
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while Fco  and Fp r  are similarity measures, 1 — D E D  is employed instead in the 
comparisons.
Sym m etry in scene boundary m isidentification errors
An example of a misidentification error is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. In this figure 
vertical bars denote scene boundaries; the dotted vertical bars represent erroneously 
detected ones. Quantities Si and S2 denote the shot indices of the last shot of the first 
and second scene, respectively. In this example the scene boundary tha t exists at the 
end of shot Si is misplaced by e shots, being detected either at the end of shot Si — e 
or at the end of shot Si +  e. It is reasonable to expect tha t a good evaluation measure 
does not discriminate between these two cases, i.e. th a t it generates identical results 
without taking into account whether the estimated scene boundary is found before or 
after the actual one. As a m atter of fact, there is no rationale tha t could support any 
differentiation of the two cases.
S 1 - e S \ Sj + e S 2
------►
Shot Index
Ground Truth | |
30
Method 1 ;
DED =0.97 
FPR =0.949 
F co = 0.7323
100 Shot Index
27
Method 2 !
DED =0.97 
F pR = 0.9468 
F co =0.4388
100 Shot Index 
----- ►
33 100 Shot Index
Figure 3.4: An example of a misidentification error evaluation with Fco: Fp r  and 
DED. While both scene segmentation methods 1 and 2 misidentify the scene boundary 
by 3 shots, only DED generates symmetric results.
It can be proven tha t if a scene boundary tha t exists at the end of shot Si is erroneously 
detected at the end of shot S\ — e, the harmonic mean of Coverage and Overflow,
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F co (v i ,v 2 ,e), is:
where ||u i|| and | |^ | |  is the duration, counted in shots, of the scene to the left and to the
right of the scene boundary, respectively. Based on the above equation, F c o (^2 , v i,e)  
gives the harmonic mean if the scene boundary is detected at the end of shot Si +  
e instead. Since this formula is not symmetric, Fco  generates different scores for 
equivalent errors, e.g. for the case of ||n i|| =  30, ||n^|| = 7 0  and e =  3, Fco(v i,V 2 ,e) = 
0.7323 and F c o f a ,  e) =  0.4388.
Symmetry in scene boundary misidentification errors is also not satisfied by measure 
Fpft. When a scene boundary tha t exists at the end of shot S% is erroneously detected 
at the end of shot Si — e, the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall, Fpp, is:
where Q(vi,V2 , e) =  | |n i ||2 +  ||y2 ||2 +  e2 —(2e +  l)||-ui|| — Ht^H+e. In the above equation 
F pr(v 2 , vi, e) gives the harmonic mean if the scene boundary is detected at the end of
Consequently, the Fpp  measure also generates different distance scores for equivalent 
errors.
On the other hand, DED by definition does not discriminate between these types of 
errors and produces in both cases a similarity value proportional to the error magnitude:
In order to quantify the expected asymmetry, for all videos belonging to the 3 employed 
datasets, pairs of synthetic segmentations were constructed by introducing symmetric 
misplacements of each ground tru th  scene boundary. Specifically, starting from the 
ground tru th  segmentation and considering one scene boundary at a time, this boundary 
was misplaced by e and —e shots, respectively, where e was selected randomly from 
the integer values tha t are smaller than the minimum distance of tha t particular scene
F p R ( v i , V 2 , e )  = (3.7)
shot Si +  e. Equation (3.7) is not symmetric, because quantity Q is not symmetric.
D E D (vi,V 2 , e) = D E D (v 2 i vi, e)
e
(3.8)(INI + INI)
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boundary from its two adjacent scene boundaries (so tha t the introduced misplacement 
would not lead to a violation of the scene convexity restriction). A single value of 
e was of course used for each pair of scene boundary misplacements, to ensure their 
symmetry. Then, D ED , F p r  and Fco  values were estimated (always in the range 
0 to 100%) by comparing each synthetic segmentation with the ground tru th  one, 
and subsequently the D ED , F r r  and Fco  differences were calculated for each pair 
of synthetic segmentations tha t present symmetric errors. The mean and standard 
deviation of these differences, post-processed so as to simulate the case where 25% 
of the true scene boundaries of each video are misplaced in this way, are reported 
separately for each video dataset in Table 3.2.
Dataset DED Diff. 
( p F c r )
F P r  Diff. 
( p ± c r )
Fco  Diff.
(/i±<j)
Documentary 0 ±  0 0.83% =L 1.62% 6.81% d= 7.92%
Film 0 ±  0 0.61% ±  1.17% 5.17% ±  5.4%
News 0 ±  0 0.34% ±  0.47% 2.78% ±  2.21%
Table 3.2: Experimentally estimated measure differences for segmentation pairs tha t 
present symmetric scene boundary misidentification errors.
Sym m etry o f errors located  at th e  beginning and th e  end o f a scene
This property is similar to the one discussed above. A scene segmentation technique 
should not be evaluated differently if it “crops” the beginning or the end of a specific 
scene. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.5. Again, in this figure vertical bars 
denote scene boundaries; the dotted vertical bars represent erroneously detected ones. 
Quantities Si, S 2 and S 3 denote the shot indices of the last shot of the first, second 
and third scene, respectively.
In order to quantify the expected asymmetry magnitude between errors taking place 
at the beginning and the end of a scene, an experimental strategy analogous to the 
previous subsection was followed, where symmetric errors were similarly introduced 
to each pair of adjacent scene boundaries. The mean and standard deviation of the
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S ! Si+e S2 -e S 2 s3
-------►
Shot Index
Ground Truth
1 1
100 250 300 Shot Index
Method 1 DED = 0.9167 
F pr — 0.8298 I 
F co = 0.7333 |
1
125 250 300 Shot Index
Method 2 DED = 0.9167 
I F pr = 0.8906
1 F co -  0.8575 1
100 225 300 Shot Index
Figure 3.5: An example of a misidentification error evaluation with Fco, F p r  and 
DED. While methods 1 and 2 misplaced by 25 shots the beginning and the end of the 
second scene respectively, the two methods are evaluated differently by Fco  and F p r .
resulting D ED , F p r  and Fco  differences, as in the previous experiment, are reported 
separately for each video dataset in Table 3.3.
As demonstrated by the results of Table 3.3 and also the example of Fig. 3.5, only 
DED satisfies this property. Employing Fco  or F r r  leads to different (non-symmetric) 
performance estimates, induced by the different lengths of the adjacent scenes.
Satisfaction  o f m etric property
In section 3.3.2 it was proven tha t the DED measure is a metric. On the contrary, Fco  
is not a metric, since it is not symmetric. For example, if a video stream consists of 
100 shots and one scene and the experimental segmentation identifies two equally-long 
scenes, then Fco — 0.667. In the opposite case, i.e. when a video stream includes two 
scenes of 50 shots each and a scene segmentation technique retrieves only one scene, 
then Fco =  0. So, generally
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Dataset DED Diff.
(/i±o-)
F p r  Diff. 
( p ± o )
Fco  Diff.
(/i ±  <t)
Documentary 0 ±  0 7.17% d= 8.39% 18.8% ±  14.36%
Film 0 ±  0 9.2% ±  12.87% 18.97% =b 16.33%
News 0 ±  0 2.94% =b 3.59% 9.92% ±  11.25%
Table 3.3: Experimentally estimated measure differences for segmentation pairs tha t 
present symmetric errors at the beginning and at the end of a scene.
(3.9)
where % and V2 are two segmentations of the same video stream.
On the other hand, measure Fp r  satisfies the symmetry property. This is proven by 
considering the definition of Recall and Precision as the ratio of the intersection of the 
sets of ground tru th  and experimental shot pairs belonging to the same scene over the 
ground tru th  Vq and the experimental set Vp, respectively:
R(Vg , Ve ) =  n v a ,  VE) = (3.10)
Fpp  is defined as the harmonic mean of Recall R  and Precision P:
FpR{VG, % )  =  T $ T  =  |Vb iS'n Vg \ (3'U)
F p r (Ve , Vq) estimates the similarity of the two segmentations. The corresponding 
distance D pr(Ve, Vq) is given by the following equation:
< > •“ >
It is straightforwardly understood tha t D pr(V g ,V e)  — D pr(V e ,V g)  and as a result 
the measure exhibits the symmetry property. However, the distance D p r  does not 
generally satisfy the triangular inequality. For example, let us suppose th a t a video 
stream consists of four shots, and three different segmentations Vi, % and Vs have been
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defined for it:
Vi =  { l ,2 } ,{ 3 } ,{ 4 }
V2 =  {1 ,2 } ,{3 ,4 }  
y3 =  { l} ,{ 2 } ,{ 3 ,4 }
In the above equations, the brackets denote scene boundaries. For segmentations Vi  and 
V3 , the intersection of shot pairs tha t belong to the same scene is void. Consequently 
D p r ( V i ,  V3 ) =  1. On the other hand [VinVfcl =  l^ n h s l  =  1 while IbiUV^I =  I^UVsl =  
2. As a result D p r ( V i ,  V2 ) =  D p r ( V 2 , Vs) =  1/3 and D p r ( V i ,  V2 ) +  D p r ( V 2 , Vs) < 
D p r ( V i ,  Vs).  So, the implicit solution spaces employed when using F r r ,  as well as 
Fco,  are non-metric spaces.
3 .4 .4  F u rth er ex p er im en ta l com p a riso n  o f  p erfo rm a n ce  m easu res  
C om putational com plexity
It can be deduced from the F p r  definition that the performance evaluation of a video 
segmentation involving N  shots requires 0 ( N 2) operations. Note tha t these operations 
can be no more complex than a summation and a logical AND. On the other hand, 
in order to compute either Fco  or DED, the construction of the co-occurrence matrix 
is required. This matrix is built by sequentially browsing all shots of the video and 
thus requiring O(N)  operations. The co-occurrence matrix has a size of \Aq\ x \Ap\, 
where \Aq\ and \Ap\ is the number of scenes in the ground tru th  and the experimental 
segmentation, respectively. After its estimation, Fco  computation involves all co­
occurrence matrix elements, but only linear combinations of them. So, the overall 
computational complexity of Fco  is O(N)  +  0 (\A c \  • |A e|).
Finally, DED also employs the co-occurrence matrix, which is decomposed into sub­
videos using splitting boundaries. Consequently, the overall complexity is of O (N)  +  
O(DED)  where O(DED)  is the complexity related to the total sub-video DED esti­
mation. The theoretical determination of this computational complexity is not a trivial 
task, since it depends on the number of splitting boundaries, as well as the number of
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ground tru th  and experimentally estimated scenes. More specifically, if the \Aq\ ground 
tru th  boundaries are experimentally estimated with a Recall rate R  and a Precision 
rate P, then the video will be divided into üb |Ag| +  1 sub-videos. These sub-videos will 
include, in total, (1 — i?) • \ Aq\ ground tru th  scene boundaries and (1 — P ) • \Ae \ exper­
imental scene boundaries tha t are not sub-video boundaries as well. Typical values of 
Recall and Precision, as those given in [109], are significantly over 50%. If this baseline 
performance is assumed and \Ae\ and \Aq\ are assumed both equal to 40, then each 
sub-video would contain on average less than 1 ground tru th  and less than 1 experi­
mentally estimated scene boundaries. So, in practical situations the DED algorithm 
computational complexity is expected not to be significantly higher than 0 (N ) .  But, 
it should be mentioned tha t the worse case complexity is higher than the one related 
to Fco, since the job assignment complexity is cubic.
An experimental evaluation of the computational complexity of DED, F p r  and Fco  
was carried out on the datasets of section 3.4.2, and the results (expressed as the ratio 
of F r r  or Fco  computation time over DEDs computation time) are given in Tables 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6. These tables demonstrate the higher efficiency of the DED measure. The 
observed differences between the three datasets are explained by the fact tha t in the 
news and the film datasets, the video streams comprise more shots, but are decomposed 
into fewer and longer ground tru th  scenes. Consequently, the Fp r  computational cost, 
which is fully determined by the number of shots, increases, while the computational 
cost associated with the browsing of the co-occurrence m atrix remains unaffected.
Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
F p r  /  DED 1.1959 1.1229 1.2156 1.0506
Fco  /  DED 9.6109 9.1970 6.9088 7.577
Table 3.4: Computational cost of Fp r  and Fco  over DED in the Documentary dataset.
Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
F p r  /  DED 5.133 3.1586 2.6934 2.8256
Fco  /  DED 4.0909 2.5779 3.2347 3.3698
Table 3.5: Computational cost of F p r  and Fco  over DED in the Film dataset.
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Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
Fp r  /  DED 8.6751 8.34 8.6081 8.9471
Fco  /  DED 2.9818 2.8892 2.557 2.6029
Table 3.6: Computational cost of Fp r  and Fco  over DED in the News dataset.
The efficiency of DED is to a great extent due to the decomposition of the video to 
sub-videos (according to the method of section 3.3.4). This can be demonstrated if 
DED’s computation time is contrasted with the computation time of a DED variant 
tha t does not decompose the video to sub-videos. The corresponding results are shown 
in Table 3.7. As will be discussed in the next subsection, the computational complexity 
tha t is associated with the evaluation of the measure plays a critical role in the overall 
computation time tha t the parameter tuning of a scene segmentation technique would 
require.
Dataset Documentary Film News
Non-optimized computation time /  
Optimized computation time 2.4964 11.9849 34.439
Table 3.7: Computation time without decomposing the video to sub-videos divided by 
computation time when decomposing the video to sub-videos according to section 3.3.4.
Param eter sam pling density
The parameters of a scene segmentation system, when no specific guidelines are avail­
able, are typically determined by search in the parameter space; this involves a uniform 
sampling of the parameter space [119]. This parameter tuning is conducted by varying 
a parameter value tha t generates an error signal, where the domain of the error signal 
is the parameter value space and the values of the error signal are the distances of the 
resulting segmentations from the ground tru th  one. The latter distance is calculated 
using a segmentation evaluation measure. The computation time required for this pro­
cess is affected not only by the computational complexity of the evaluation measures 
but also by the required parameter sampling density.
The minimum sampling density is determined by the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theo­
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rem as being proportional to the spectrum bandwidth of the error signal (i.e., assuming 
tha t it is a bandlimited signal, to its highest frequency). It should be noted tha t when a 
signal is multi-dimensional, i.e. more than one parameters are tuned at the same time, 
then the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is applied separately in each different di­
mension. In order to determine the highest frequency, a thresholding is required, since 
in theory the spectrum of any signal limited in time is not limited in frequency. Instead 
of employing a strict, arbitrarily chosen threshold, we selected 20 different thresholds, 
varying from 0.1% of the total spectrum power to  2%, and averaged the results.
Furthermore, when conducting the experimental analysis, it is not the analog error 
signal tha t is taken into account but inevitably a digital approximation of it, which 
is generated using a manually chosen sampling rate. In order to prevent error signal 
aliasing, the sampling rate used to generate it should exceed the Nyquist-Shannon rate. 
This can not be theoretically guaranteed, since it would require a priori knowledge of 
the signal spectrum under examination. However, this problem may be circumvented 
by relying on the fact tha t when sampling exceeds the Nyquist-Shannon rate then the 
bandlimited spectrum is identical and independent from the sampling frequency. So, 
the adopted strategy was to double the sampling points until the spectra of all three 
approximate error signals cpr , eco, £d e d  stabilized. This strategy is summarized in 
Algorithm 2. It should be noted tha t the number of samples doubles (Step 5) before 
the termination control (Step 6) in order to provide extra accuracy to the spectra 
estimation.
The experimental setup was identical to the one employed for computational complex­
ity, i.e. it included the four scene segmentation techniques and the three different 
datasets. The results (comparing the highest frequency of the error signal spectrum 
when using DED, F p r  and Fco)  are shown in Tables 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. These tables 
show tha t the F p r / D E D  or F c o /D E D  bandwidth ratio is not so much dependent 
on the dataset, but rather on the employed scene segmentation technique. However, 
it can be seen tha t in all experiments, only on two occasions the sampling rate of the 
DED error signal was required to be greater than tha t of Fco> while DED outperforms 
F p r  for all examined methods and datasets. Consequently, it can be concluded th a t by 
employing DED, the sampling required to tune the system parameters is more sparse
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A lg o rith m  2 Sampling Rate Estimation Summary
1: The error signals e m ,  e c o ,  c d e d  are estimated for the 3 different distance measures and 
for parameter values from 0 to a maximum value T. The sampling rate is fixed to T/Rq. 
Quantity Rq, which determines the initial sampling rate, is a constant.
2: Initialization: 5 = 1 ,  f p p  — F F T ( e p p ) : f c o  =  F  F T  ( e c o ) ,  Î d e d  =  F F T ( e D E D ) -  
3: A = T/(2S • R0)
4: The error signals are recomputed by estimating their values for the additional parameter 
values (T • i)/(2s - 1 ■ R0) + \ ,  i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 2s' -1 -Rq - I .
5: 5  =  5 + 1.
6: The FFTs of the error signals are re-estimated and compared to the corresponding f  vari­
ables. If all of them are similar to the corresponding /s , the algorithm terminates and the 
sampling is performed with rate T/(2S • Rq). Else, the estimated FFTs become the new /s  
and the algorithm continues from Step 3.
than if Fp r  or Fco  were employed. The total computational gain is estimated by 
multiplying the corresponding gain values from Tables 3.4 to 3.10. It can be seen tha t 
through the use of DED the scene segmentation tuning becomes much faster, with a 
speed up factor tha t reaches up to 10 — 15 times.
Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
F p r  /  DED 1.3511 1.1244 1.3173 1.5475
Fco  /  DED 1.023 1.6635 1.7217 2.0594
Table 3.8: Bandwidth of Fp r  and Fco  over DED in the Documentary dataset.
Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
F p r  /  DED 1.2605 1.0671 1.089 1.431
Fco  /  DED 0.923 1.7809 1.7685 1.7534
Table 3.9: Bandwidth of Fp r  and Fco  over DED in the Film dataset.
3 .4 .5  U se r  S tu d y
In addition to the above experiments, we conducted a user study involving 6 non-expert 
users in order to further assess how well the results of the proposed DED measure 
match the expectations of human evaluators. For the needs of this study we randomly
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Method [164] [119] [98] [121]
F p r / D E D 1.0582 1.0653 1.0608 1.109
Fc o /DED 0.8438 1.1794 1.2316 1.3993
Table 3.10: Bandwidth of Fp r  and Fco  over DED in the News dataset.
produced triplets of synthetic segmentations for a subset of the videos of our datasets, 
and then selected 20 of those triplets for which the three considered evaluation measures 
disagree in the ranking of each trip let’s segmentations (e.g. segmentation triplets for 
which D E D  suggests tha t the first segmentation is the most similar to the manually- 
created ground-truth one, while F r r  and Fco  suggest tha t the second and the third 
one are most similar to the ground tru th , respectively). The 20 triples were shown one 
by one to a set of 6 non-expert users, who independently viewed the (segmented) videos 
and ranked each of them, without having any knowledge of the corresponding D ED ,  
F p r  and Fco  values. The agreement of the user rankings with the rankings generated 
by each measure was evaluated using normalized inversion count [135] and the results 
are shown in Table 3.11. It can be seen tha t DED has significantly better (i.e., lower) 
scores than F r r  and Fco-
Segmentation Evaluation Measure DED Fp r Fco
Normalized Inversion Count 0.16 0.37 0.53
Table 3.11: Results of the conducted user study. Normalized inversion count expresses 
how well the output of each evaluation measure agrees with the results of human eval­
uators (lower scores indicate better agreement).
Finally, a few qualitative examples of scene segmentation evaluation are given in Fig. 
3.6, illustrating the values of the F p r , Fco  and DED measures in realistic scene seg­
mentation cases. In each of the five rows 10 key-frames, belonging to 10 adjacent video 
shots, are presented. The vertical lines represent the scene boundaries (either ground 
tru th  boundaries or automatically detected ones). In the first row the ground-truth 
segmentation of the video is shown. The video includes two scenes, comprising 6 and 4 
shots, respectively. In example result (a) the correct scene boundary and 3 additional 
false scene boundaries have been detected. Example result (b) only misplaces the scene
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boundary by 1 shot. Example result (c) misplaces the correct scene boundary by 1 shot 
and furtherm ore reports two false boundaries at the  end of the video. Example result 
(d) also misplaces the correct scene boundary by 1 shot, and reports only one false 
boundary at the  beginning of the video. It is expected th a t all evaluation measures 
would consider example result (b) as being better than  (a), and (d) being better than  
(c). However, the Fco  of (a) is higher than  th a t of (b) and the Fpp  of (c) is higher 
than  th a t of (d). On the other hand, DED manages to evaluate these results according 
to what is intuitively expected. These examples further emphasize the superiority of 
the DED m etric in producing evaluation results which are in be tter agreement with the 
hum an perception of segmentation goodness, compared to Fpp  and Fco-
Ground Truth Segmentation
(b) F Co =0.49, F PR =0.78, DED =0.9
(d) e F co =0.63, F pr =0.67, DED =0.8
Figure 3.6: An example of scene segmentation evaluation using Fpp, Fco  and DED.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have analyzed the inability of the literature measures to efficiently 
evaluate the scene segmentation results. This inability undermines the development of 
accurate scene segmentation techniques, since it hinders the extraction of clear conclu­
sions regarding the potential of novel ideas, techniques or directions. Furthermore, the 
inherent scene ambiguity along with the non-metricity of the existing measures makes 
the technique comparison dependent from the video annotation, which in many cases 
can be manipulated without generating “false” ground-truth segmentations. Thus, the 
evolution of scene segmentation domain would remain incidental, due to the lack of con­
firmed or abolished claims and assumptions. Consequently, the development of a novel 
measure tha t will address this issues is crucial for the enhancement of the automatic 
scene segmentation performance.
In this chapter we have presented such a scene segmentation evaluation measure and 
introduced an implementation tha t computes it with less than cubic complexity. Due to 
its metricity, it generates scene segmentation evaluation results tha t are robust to video 
annotation and less vulnerable to ground-truth manipulation. Moreover, as it became 
apparent by the user study and the qualitative evaluation of the new measure, it models 
efficiently the human performance rating. Finally, when used to tune the parameters 
of a scene segmentation system it requires less computational effort compared to two of 
the most prominent literature measures. These results demonstrate th a t the presented 
measure outperforms those currently employed in the literature and provides an efficient 
approach to comparing automatic scene segmentation techniques and to guiding the 
optimization of their parameters.
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Chapter 4
Global scene segm entation  
system s
In the first section of this chapter the difficulty to devise generally applicable scene 
segmentation techniques is identified as one of the key weaknesses of the current video 
scene segmentation technology status. Next, in the most part of the chapter we a t­
tem pt a first step towards the development of efficient and generally applicable scene 
segmentation systems, by unifying the way various video representations are employed 
and by introducing a novel probabilistic scheme tha t overcomes the parameter sensi­
tivity. In the subsequent analysis the scene transition graph (STG) [164] technique is 
employed as a case study, in order to produce a globally applicable scene segmentation 
variation of it. However, by applying similar strategies, generalized versions of other 
scene segmentation algorithms can also be constructed. This will be demonstrated 
in the subsection, where the global variation of shot similarity graph (SSG) [109] is 
introduced as a distinct generalization example.
4.1 Scene segm entation generalization inefficiency
As it became apparent in Chapter 2 a considerable fraction of the numerous scene 
segmentation techniques, which can be found in the literature, focus on a specific 
video category and do not take into account all other video classes (e.g. [69], [133],
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[138], [100], [106]). The extent of the ad-hoc scene segmentation approaches by itself 
reflects the difficulty of producing generally applicable scene segmentation techniques. 
Furthermore, the presented scene segmentation approaches are typically impossible to 
combine, so as to improve their performance.
However, the most prominent of the generalization concerns is the extreme parameter 
sensitivity tha t scene segmentation approaches exhibit. As a m atter of fact, for most 
of them it is highly problematic to tune their parameters so as to perform efficiently 
in large video corpora. On the other hand, the parameters tha t lead to optimized 
performance in one dataset may generate mediocre results in another and vice versa. 
The optimum parameter values in each case do not seem to follow any pattern tha t 
could be used to overcome this problem.
This is apparent in the examples shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and Figure 4.1. All 
of them are related to variations of the technique of Yeung et al. [164]. Note tha t 
these results are not expected to be circumstantial evidence, since the analysis of the 
techniques presented in [24] and [172] leads to analogous conclusions.
Parameters (T, V) - Performance (DED) DV201-1-5 DV201-6-10 F Y 2 O l.ll.l7 DV203
T  (3 Key-frames) 1680 1440 2520 2400
T  (2 Key-frames) 1800 2040 2400 2040
V  (3 Key-frames) 0.3828 0.6085 0.4279 0.3828
V  (2 Key-frames) 0.26 0.5036 0.26 0.4779
D E D  (3 Key-frames) 0.8148 0.8258 0.5911 0.7036
D E D  (2 Key-frames) 0.7901 0.7247 0.5783 0.7410
Table 4.1: Optimal parameters and performance in the Olympics dataset when decreas­
ing the number of extracted key-frames from three to two per shot.
As it will be further analyzed in the next section, the technique introduced in [164] 
employs two main parameters, a temporal threshold T  th a t constraints when two shots 
can belong to the same scene and a distance threshold V  th a t determines when two shots 
are similar enough to be grouped into the same cluster. The parameter sensitivity is 
explored by modifying secondary system specifications and examining T  and V  optimal
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- V ideo  1 V ideo 2 V ideo  3 V ideo  4 V ideo 5 V ideo  6 V ideo  7
T (Avg) 1680 960 1440 1320 1320 1080 1320
T (M in ) 1440 1320 1560 2400 1440 960 1680
V (A vg) 0.5 0.6938 0.7369 0.7692 0.8015 0.8015 0.6831
V (M in ) 0.5054 0.54 0.39 0.5631 0.39 0.5861 0.7131
BED  (A vg ) 0.628 0.7554 0.6966 0.6609 0.6844 0.7279 0.6997
DEB  (M in ) 0.6856 0.7888 0.7005 0.6943 0.7335 0.7587 0.6737
Table 4.2: Optimal parameters and performance in the Film dataset when using the 
average operator, instead of the minimum operator, to fuse key-frames distances.
- Ep. 1 Ep. 2 Ep. 3 Ep. 4 Ep. 5 Ep. 6 Ep. 7 Ep. 8
T (L2) 1440 1320 960 960 1560 840 1080 1440
T (LI) 1800 1080 960 960 1200 1080 1200 960
V (L2) 1.0628 0.55 0.7551 0.7808 0.55 0.8833 0.55 0.55
F  (LI) 0.27 0.3603 0.3941 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.4054
DED (L2) 0.68943 0.7178 0.7067 0.7082 0.7395 0.7 0.7346 0.6686
DED (LI) 0.7268 0.6626 0.7141 0.7492 0.7932 0.6544 0.7114 0.6377
Table 4.3: Optimal parameters and performance in the Sitcom dataset when using L2 
instead of L I  distance.
values, as well as the best performance tha t the systems achieve. In Table 4.1 the key­
frames tha t are extracted to represent each shot are decreased from three to two. The 
first two rows show the optimal value of T  in the two configurations while the third 
and the fourth the optimal V  value. The last two rows give the best performance 
that the two configurations achieved in each video. The results show tha t coherence 
in the best parameter values can not be found even inside the same dataset, i.e. in 
a set comprising resembling videos. Consequently, even when just the number of key­
frames is reduced, the system parameters need to be re-tuned. Finally, the performance 
comparison shows tha t not only the parameter values but also the overall segmentation 
accuracy is sensitive to such minor modifications.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Table 4.2 contains the best 
parameter values and optimal performance in the Film video set, when comparing a 
pair of configurations differing only in the way tha t they merge the key-frame distances.
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On the other hand, Table 4.3 shows the corresponding results in the Sitcom dataset, 
for two configurations th a t employ LI  and L2 distances respectively. Again, in both  
tables the first four rows show the optim al T  and V  values, while the last two rows give 
the best performance th a t the two configurations achieved in each video. In both  cases 
the optimized param eter values and the system performance seem to be considerably 
unstable. Finally, in Figure 4.1 the optimized T  and V  values are plotted for all 43 
videos of the 5 datasets of Appendix B, in each of the  eight configurations th a t can 
be generated by selecting between the aforementioned secondary system specifications. 
The noticeable variance asserts the scene segmentation system sensitivity.
3
2
1
8 0.4 0.6
Figure 4.1: A plot of T  and V  values th a t lead to  the  most accurate scene segm entation 
outcome for 43 videos and eight configurations.
4.2 The Scene Transition Graph
In [164] one of the most popular scene segmentation techniques was introduced, the  
Scene Transition G raph (STG). The Scene Transition Graph, as originally introduced, 
exploits the visual similarity between key-frames of video shots to construct a connected 
graph, whose cut-edges provide a set of scene boundaries. In th is work, shot sim ilarity 
was defined in term s of the LI distance of key-frame HSV histograms and their tem poral 
distance.
More specifically, the STG construction starts  with the generation of a segm entation S  
of the video to visual shots,
s  = { $ i} £ i where x, =  {fkYk'=bt (4.1)
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Shot X{ is defined as the set of frames between frame /&. and f ei.
Two video shots are considered similar (i.e. linked) if they are less than an empirical 
temporal threshold T  apart they contain at least one pair of similar frames:
D(xi, xj)  = min (-D'(/m, /„ )) < V  (4.2)
where bi < m  < ei and bj < n  < ej, V  is the similarity threshold and D ^fm , f n) is 
defined as the LI distance of frames / m, f n HSV histograms. Although the similarity of 
all frames of both shots needs to be evaluated according to this criterion, a set of selected 
key-frames is often used instead, for reducing computational complexity. Furthermore, 
it was shown in [164] tha t the selection of visual descriptors and visual similarity metric 
does not play a critical role in the performance of the scene segmentation system.
By this procedure shot links are estimated and used to form a directed graph, whose 
nodes are the evaluated clusters of shots and an edge is drawn between two nodes when 
at least a pair of adjacent shots belong to the related clusters. The ”cut-edges” of this 
graph denote the boundaries of the extracted scenes.
This technique was selected as our basis because it can be easily extended to include 
different features, or even modalities as it will be subsequently demonstrated. Moreover, 
it is associated with quadratic computational complexity, in contrast to many other 
techniques, such as some of the techniques based on normalized cuts, th a t demonstrate 
cubic computational cost. Finally, the STG is not focused on a certain video content 
category but it can be used in all video categories.
4.3 Unifying audio and visual m odalities
Scene transition graph, as well as most of the scene segmentation techniques, while 
originally proposed to be implemented in a specific way, generally has only two prereq­
uisites:
• A decomposition of the video stream into non-overlapping segments th a t cover 
the entire video.
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• A  similarity measure tha t defines where two segments are linked.
For example, in the classic STG algorithm [164] the video stream is initially decomposed 
into video shots while the similarity measure is the euclidean distance of the HSV 
histogram of the shot key-frames. In an analogous way one could produce alternative 
implementations using other features tha t may be extracted either from the visual or 
from the audio modality. In the STG case, the video temporal decomposition into 
audio-based segments could be used to generate an audio-based scene transition graph, 
which does not take into account the visual modality. However, when using audio 
segments instead of shots, the valid assumption tha t each visual shot belongs to only 
one scene is not generally met.
In order to provide an STG extension tha t can makes use of any video modality, while 
following the assumption tha t each visual shot belong to only one scene, a generalized 
scene transition graph (GSTG) algorithm has been constructed. The generalized scene 
transition graph employs two temporal decompositions of the video stream, one into 
shots and another which can be based in any modality and can be conducted employing 
different features. For example, in the literature there are many algorithms tha t propose 
the segmentation of a video into audio-based segments (e.g. in [28], [110], [177]) before 
audio-based features are extracted from each segment. The former segmentation of the 
video (into shots) is represented with So while the latter (into arbitrate segments) with 
Sq. The generalized scene transition graph is formed by employing segmentations So 
and Sq as inputs to the following algorithm:
• Adjacent segments of Sq are merged according to set Oi of similarity criteria, 
leading to video segmentation S[.
• The assumption tha t each segment belonging to S( belongs to exactly one se­
mantic segment is adopted. This leads to the merging of adjacent visual shots, 
by eliminating boundaries of So tha t do not belong to S(, resulting in video 
segmentation S%.
• A time-constrained clustering of the segments in Si is performed, as it is described 
in the original STG [164]. The segments of Si are linked according to a similarity
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criteria set, Og.
In the end of the third step a scene transition graph is formed, whose ” cut-edges” 
define the estimated scene boundaries. It should be noted that in the third step of 
the algorithm a temporal restriction is employed as a countermeasure to the common 
practice of repeating shots with almost identical low-level content in different scenes 
tha t are distant in time (e.g. a flashback in a movie).
The parameters tha t control the scene segmentation outcome are the similarity criteria 
sets Oi and Og. Additionally, the temporal co-occurrence of shot boundaries belonging 
to S q and S [  may not be precise, since for example a common video editing technique 
propose the audio signal of a scene to precede or follow the corresponding visual signal 
for a few frames. Consequently, a temporal tolerance constraint is also included in the 
algorithm parameters. The latter temporal constraint has been experimentally proven 
to be easily tuned and does not play a critical role in the overall system performance.
Finally, it is understandable tha t this unifying technique can be adopted in conjunction 
with most scene segmentation techniques, by applying in the third step of the above 
algorithm an appropriate specific technique instead of the scene transition graph. Thus, 
the descriptors tha t derive from audio modality can be processed by scene segmentation 
algorithms tha t were originally developed for use with visual descriptors, such as those 
tha t are proposed in [109], [51], [167], [24] etc.
4.4 Statistical analysis of video tem poral decom position
In this section the distribution of shot and scene durations will be examined. In the 
analysis, we will use the 43 videos of the 5 video sets tha t are employed in this thesis 
(Appendix B). These datasets contain more than 36 hours of various type of manually 
annotated media, both at the shot and scene level. During annotation 20375 shots and 
1625 scenes have been identified. The diversity of content and the size of the dataset 
defend the validity of the conclusions drawn in this section.
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4.4.1 S ta tistics  o f shot duration
The mean shot duration in each of the datasets, as well as in all 43 videos, is shown 
in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2. From these, it can be deduced th a t the mean shot du­
ration oscillates around 6 — 7 seconds, depending on the specific construction of the 
dataset. For example, in the Olympics dataset, in which raw video m aterial (i.e. prior 
to montage) is included, shots are larger. In contrast, in narrative videos (i.e. films and 
sitcoms) directors may employ sequences of successive brief video shots as an editing 
effect to control the speed at which a viewers attention is directed and to sustain the 
viewers interest [1], [29].
Dataset Documentary Film News Sitcom Olympics Total
Avg Shot Duration (sec) 8.545 6.418 6.44 3.809 9.122 6.446
Table 4.4: Average shot duration (counted in seconds) in the employed datasets.
Mean Shot DurationVideo Index
Figure 4.2: Average shot duration for each video in the employed datasets.
The same rationale can explain the presence of extremely brief and extremely long 
shots (Table 4.5) in each dataset. In narrative videos the use of shots lasting less th an  
2 seconds may reach 35.5%, while shots with duration more than  half a m inute are 
avoided in order to keep the viewer’s attention. On the other hand, in the Olympics 
dataset, which involves un-edited m aterial, and in the D ocum entary dataset, which 
includes a num ber of explanatory video passages and interview excerpts, very long 
shots are significantly more frequent, while the num ber of brief shots is more m oderate.
Dataset Documentary Film News Sitcom Olympics Total
Brief Shots (< 2sec) 20.36% 22.48% 16.75% 35.5% 16.27% 24.47%
Long Shots (> 30sec) 4.36% 2.01% 1.61% 0.119% 3.129% 2.159%
Table 4.5: Percentage of shots with unusually small or large duration.
Besides its mean value and some heuristic ratios, it would be interesting to  model the
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overall shot duration distribution. In the work of Vasconselos et al. [143], [144] along 
these lines, the shot duration has been shown to follow the Weibull distribution [152]. 
In this thesis, based on this conclusion, we tried to model the shot duration of our 
datasets employing the Weibull distribution, in order to roughly estimate some of the 
actual shot duration distribution parameters. It is possible tha t other distributions, 
e.g. Poisson distribution, could match to the shot duration distribution. However, 
it is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine which distribution type can model 
more accurately the shot duration. Instead, we select to examine only the Weibull 
distribution not only due to the evidence presented in [143], [144] but also because the 
Weibull distribution parameters can be easily estimated and used to lead conclusions 
about inherent shot duration characteristics.
We will start by recalling some of the basic properties of the Weibull distribution. 
Weibull distribution was first proposed by Wollodi Weibull in 1951 [152] and it is 
mainly used to model the distribution of lifetimes of objects [153]. The probability
density function of a random variable x  th a t follows Weibull distribution is given by
the following equation [153]:
P(%) =  (4.3)
and its cumulative distribution function is [153]:
F(x)  =  1 -
where k, à are the Weibull distribution parameters, 
distribution involves the gamma function [153]:
£(x) = A*r( l  +  l )  (4.5)
Gamma function is usually defined via an improper integral:
roo
z ) =  e-H * ” 1 dt (4.6)
Jo
(4.4)
The mean value of the Weibull
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An equivalent definition of Gamma function via a definite integral is [153]:
T (z )=  (4.7)
As already mentioned Weibull distribution is commonly related to the expected lifetime 
span. The failure rate, i.e. the danger of the object to fail is controlled by parameter k . 
If k < 1 then the failure is more possible to happen at the beginning of the lifetime of 
the object. At this point there is significant “infant mortality” , whereas the possibility 
of breaking down stabilizes after a period of time. If k >  1 then the danger of breaking 
down increases over time, i.e. there is a dominant “aging” process tha t controls the 
failure rate.
In order to visually examine if some data fits to Weibull distribution, the use of the 
Weibull plot has been proposed [96]. The Weibull plot is based on the exponentiality of 
the Weibull cumulative distribution function (Equation 4.4). So, in the Weibull plot the 
empirical cumulative distribution function F(x)  of data is estimated and subsequently, 
the quantity F'(x) = ln(— ln(l —E(%))) is plotted over X '  = ln(x). If the plotted curve 
is mostly linear then it is acceptable to consider tha t the data has been selected from a 
random variable th a t follows Weibull distribution. Moreover, if the best-fitting line of 
the Weibull plot is F'(x) = aX '  +  b then the parameters k , à  of the Weibull distribution 
can be extracted:
k = a (4.8)
A =  e~“ (4.9)
The Weibull plot of the shot duration is demonstrated in Figure 4.3, from which it
can be visually assessed that shot duration fits rather well to Weibull distribution.
Moreover, by estimating the line tha t minimizes the Least Square Error the estimated 
k  and A values are ac =  0.865 and A =  5.737.
The value of k confirms what is intuitively expected. The shot duration distribution 
is slightly biased towards an “infant mortality” tha t corresponds to passages of fast
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Figure 4.3: Weibull-plot of the  shot duration histogram. The linearity of the plotted 
data  dem onstrates th a t shot duration can be assumed to follow Weibull distribution.
tem po. Excluding this, the near-to-one k value indicates th a t the probability of ending 
a shot, i.e. the “shot failure ra te” stays almost constant over time.
The mean value th a t is computed via Equation 4.5 is 6.176. Com pared to  the exper­
imentally evaluated value, which is 6.446, (Table 4.4) the estim ation differs by a rate  
less th an  5%. Additional checks of the  closeness of the experimental and the estim ated 
values can be made using the cumulative distribution function (Equation 4.4). The 
results are dem onstrated in Table 4.6. It can be seen th a t the divergence is significant 
in lower values and it is minimized as the  duration increases.
Shot D uration (secs) <  2 <  4 <  8 <  12 <  30
Percentage (Experimental) 24.47% 55.79% 80.01% 88.63% 97.85%
Percentage (Estimated) 33.01% 51.8% 73.53% 84.85% 98.45 %
Table 4.6: Percentage of shots lasting less th an  a threshold, as it is com puted by the 
experimental da ta  and estim ated by the Weibull plot, respectively.
Overall, by employing Weibull distribution, a fair approxim ation can be achieved. Con­
sequently, by substitu ting the estim ated param eter values into Equation 4.4 we can get 
a rough estim ate of the cumulative distribution function of shot duration:
F(t )  = 1 -  e - 0'22' 0'865 (4.10)
where t is the time, counted in seconds. Equation 4.10 can be used to  align scene 
segmentation techniques th a t count scene duration in seconds (e.g. [164]) and shots 
(e.g. [51]), respectively.
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Figure 4.4: The duration histogram  of shots in all datasets.
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Figure 4.5: The duration histogram  of shots in each dataset separately.
Finally, the shot duration histogram  for all 5 datasets and for each dataset is shown in 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5. It can be seen from these figures th a t the shot duration distribution 
may differ significantly from one dataset to another. Consequently, if an application 
is going to handle videos from a specific genre it is not recommended to employ the 
param eters th a t were estim ated in this section. Instead, it would be preferable to  take 
into account the inherent genre characteristics. For example, as it can be seen in Figure 
4.5 the shots of unedited m aterial, as this in Olympics dataset, tend to be significantly 
larger than  the shots of videos th a t have been edited. On the contrary, if an application 
is built to handle multi-genre videos, then the previous analysis can be used to  generate 
a rough estim ation of the expected shot duration distribution.
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4 .4 .2  S ta tis t ic s  o f  scen e  d u ra tio n
Scene duration analysis is conducted in a way similar to tha t of the previous sub­
section. However, certain specifications of the scene as a temporal segment need to be 
taken into account. The most im portant one is that, due to the fact tha t each shot 
belongs to exactly one scene, scene duration can be counted by the number of shots 
it contains, instead of the number of seconds it lasts. Accordingly, Table 4.7 of mean 
scene duration in the employed datasets reports two lines, one for each of the possible 
measures.
Dataset Documentary Film News Sitcom Olympics Total
Avg Scene Duration (sht) 6.989 15.964 29.439 17.167 15.403 12.538
Avg Scene Duration (sec) 59.73 102.46 189.596 65.392 140.506 80.826
Table 4.7: Average scene duration, counted in shots and seconds, in the employed 
datasets.
Scene duration seems to be mostly case-specific rather than following a constant pat­
tern. Documentary and Sitcom scenes are brief, something tha t can be explained by 
the fact tha t they are television programs. It is widely known th a t television time is 
expensive. Hence, television programs are expected to explore the semantic meaning 
of the scene as fast as possible. On the other hand, in Films and in un-edited material 
like the one in the Olympics dataset, there is no such requirement. Finally, as already 
mentioned, news videos employ stories instead of scenes. The story is a semantic ele­
ment tha t lasts longer because it usually includes the introduction from an anchorman, 
the main body of the story and maybe even some concluding remarks.
The mean scene duration counted in the number of shots is determined by the time 
duration of shots (as given in Table 4.4) and the time duration of scenes. Also in this 
case, the mean scene duration seems to be rather ad-hoc.
As in the shot duration case, there is also a mechanism tha t favors scenes with limited 
duration. More specifically, this is the smooth passing from one scene to another, using 
as connections shots tha t can belong to either of the two adjacent scenes. In order to 
examine them, we annotated those shots as distinct scenes containing a single shot.
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The extent of this strategy can be estimated from Table 4.8.
In a news broadcast a clear distinction of one story from another is demanded. Con­
sequently, in News videos such links are avoided. Additionally, in raw material videos, 
such as those in Olympics dataset, there is no need for formatting the video material 
in a way to be more viewer friendly. In this case the scenes formed by only one shot 
are constituted by long unedited interviews with athletes. Similar scenes are observed 
also in Documentary dataset. However, in this dataset, as well as in Film and Sitcom 
datasets, the smooth transition from one scene to another is mostly responsible for the 
majority of the “uni-shot” scenes.
Dataset Documentary Film News Sitcom Olympics Total
Scenes with one shot 21.96% 10.16% 0.00% 12.42% 18.18% 16%
Table 4.8: Percentage of scenes that include exactly one shot.
As in the shot case, the scene duration distribution is examined. The scene duration 
histogram for all the scenes in the datasets, counted both in shots and secs, is shown 
in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Furthermore, the Weibull-plot of the two duration distributions 
is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
From the comparison of figures tha t correspond to scene duration counted in shots 
(Figures 4.6 and 4.8) and figures tha t correspond to scene duration counted in sec­
onds (Figures 4.7 and 4.9) we can deduce tha t the Weibull distribution models more 
accurately the former than the latter case. As a m atter of fact, if the scene dura­
tion is counted in shots then the histogram curve seems to look similar to a Weibull 
distribution, while the Weibull plot is mostly linear. On the other hand, when the 
scene duration is counted in seconds then the histogram curve is not similar to Weibull 
distribution, while it is not clear whether the Weibull plot is linear or it eventually 
gets asymptotic. Consequently, the conclusions tha t are made for scene duration are 
stronger in the case tha t scene duration is counted in shots than if scene duration is 
counted in seconds.
The ac and A values values for the scene duration counted in seconds are /c =  0.882 and 
A =  69.98, while counted in shots ac =  0.836 and A =  10.59.
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Figure 4.6: A duration histogram  of scenes in all datasets counted in shots.
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Figure 4.7: A duration histogram  of scenes in all datasets counted in seconds.
Consequently, the scene duration is also slightly biased towards brief scenes, a char­
acteristic th a t becomes more evident when the duration is counted in the num ber of 
shots. The mean duration values th a t are estim ated by Equation 4.4 are 11.638 shots 
and 76.007 seconds, instead of 12.538 shots and 80.826 seconds, respectively, which are 
the experimentally computed mean durations.
Unlike in section 4.4.1, due to the extremely ad-hoc behavior of scene duration, we 
will not propose to estim ate the scene duration cumulative distribution in th is section. 
Instead, the analysis will continue by examining the relation between the num ber of 
shots and num ber of scenes existing in a video. This would be very useful, since m any 
techniques (e.g.[133], [24], [102]) require the prior knowledge of the  exact num ber of
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Figure 4.8: Weibull-plot of the scene duration histogram  if the  duration is counted in 
shots.
Figure 4.9: W eibull-plot of the scene duration histogram  if the  duration is counted in 
seconds.
scenes.
The log-log plot of scene num ber versus shot num ber for all 43 videos of the  employed 
datasets is shown in Figure 4.10. The plotted points are all concentrated in an area th a t 
is limited by two lines, corresponding to different exponential equations. Consequently, 
when the num ber of shots 5% is already known (as it is the case in all scene segmentation 
techniques th a t are performed through shot grouping) the num ber of scenes Sc lies 
between S'/,0'4 and Sh°'75-
sh0A < sc0.75 (4.11)
Furthermore, the line best fitting the plotted d a ta  of Figure 4.10 estim ates Sc as:
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Figure 4.10: Log-log plot of the  num ber of scenes in relation to the  num ber of shots. 
It can be deduced th a t the num ber of scenes is exponentially related to the  num ber of 
shots, w ith the exponent varying from 0.4 to  0.75.
Sc =  2.69S/,043 (4.12)
For small 5%, the formula 4.12 gives unlikely (or even prohibitively) large values. For 
example, if a video contains only 20 shots then  the proposed num ber of scenes is 10. 
Even worse, for a video of 4 shots the  estim ated num ber of scenes is 5. Consequently, 
the equation 4.12 may be used to estim ate the actual num ber of scenes only for videos 
formed by a sufficient num ber of shots.
Finally, we examined the presence of shot duration patterns in the  scene stream  of a 
video. If this holds, then  the a priori knowledge of the scene duration could be used 
to influence the estim ation of the next scene durations. To study the scene memory, 
a co-occurrence m atrix  M  was generated by taking into account all the  scenes in the 
43 available videos. Value equals the num ber of times a scene of i shots is
immediately followed by a scene of j  shots, normalized by the to ta l num ber of scenes 
with i shots. The co-occurrence m atrix  M  is dem onstrated as a gray-scale image in 
Figure 4.11. W hite pixel values stand for larger values and black values stand  for small 
values. In order to render the figure more easily comprehensible, the  to ta lly  white 
values are set to correspond to pixel values larger than  0.25, and not equal to 1. The 
random ness of the co-occurrence m atrix  indicates th a t there is no significant pa tte rn  
in scene sequences.
So, video scenes do not seem to have memory, since the duration of a scene is not
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Figure 4.11: Scene patterns in the employed video datasets. The normalized co­
occurrence num ber of scenes formed by j  shots adjacent to  scenes formed by i shots is 
shown in pixel (f, j ) .  W hite color stands for >  25% and black for 0%.
biased by the duration of the previous one. Consequently, if the detection of a scene 
boundary of a video is ascertained, then  the scene segmentation of the video can be 
decomposed into a m utually independent segmentation of the two sub-videos th a t are 
separated with the boundary. This property could be used to  reduce the com putational 
cost of approaches th a t have com putational complexity worse than  linear.
4.5 P rob ab ilistic  Scene S egm en tation  V ariations
4.5.1 G eneralized Scene Transition Graph
The difficulties of tuning system param eters were dem onstrated in Section 4.1. It seems 
th a t the scene boundaries estim ated using an instantiation of a scene segmentation 
technique depend significantly on the values of its construction param eters. In order 
to reduce the dependence on param eters, we propose a probabilistic technique th a t 
involves the creation of multiple STG instantiations using different param eter values 
each time. In particular, following the creation of m ultiple STGs, the fraction pi of 
STGs where the boundary between shots Si and s^+i was identified as a scene boundary 
over the to ta l num ber of generated STGs is calculated and used as a measure of our 
confidence in this shot boundary also being a scene boundary, pi receive values in the
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range [0,1]. Finally, all shot boundaries for which pi exceeds a threshold form the set 
of the estimated scene boundaries.
This probabilistic variation of scene transition graph, tha t is named Generalized Scene 
Transition Graph (GSTG) [119], allows a straightforward combination of scene seg­
mentation results tha t are based on different modalities, representations, descriptors 
etc. In [121] we have fused scene segmentation results tha t derive from visual and au­
dio analysis, by linearly combining the confidence scores of the corresponding GSTGs. 
In [87] low-level and high-level visual descriptor results were linearly combined, while 
in [119] four types of STGs, each corresponding to different descriptor types were em­
ployed in a GSTG-based scheme. Finally, GSTG was also examined in [14], where three 
STGs based on HSV histogram, speaker diarizaton and automatic speech recognition 
transcripts respectively were used.
All of the above publications have come to the same conclusions, regarding the per­
formance robustness to parameter selection. Figure 4.12 depicts some experimental 
evidence of this robustness. In this figure the scene segmentation related to the thresh­
old value is plotted, using the technique tha t is introduced in [87] and tested in two 
subsets of the datasets tha t are described in Appendix B, which include 7 documentary 
films and 3 films respectively. It is apparent tha t in both datasets there is a rather 
wide threshold range tha t leads to performance tha t is near to the optimal one. Fur­
thermore, the threshold parameter can be tuned to a single value to handle both videos 
of documentary and film genre.
The GSTG approach can be considered as a random walk in the parameter space tha t 
averages the scene boundary output to generate the final scene segmentation results. 
It is expected tha t the optimal accuracy tha t is reached from the “visited points” in 
the parameter space individually, would outperform their average performance, which 
is estimated by GSTG. This assumption will be analytically examined in section 4.6.
4 .5 .2  G lob a l S cen e  T ra n sition  G raph
Generalized scene transition graph overcomes the parameter sensitivity tha t the original 
scene transition graph exhibits. However, the similarity threshold range still needs
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Figure 4.12: Im pact of param eter T  on the scene segmentation performance of the 
technique th a t is proposed in [87].
tuning, since the shot distances can take arbitrarily  determ ined values and they may or 
may not be normalized. We have developed a technique th a t autom atically selects the 
similarity threshold range, by processing the video shot distances in order to increase the 
agreement of scene segmentation outcome with the video statistics th a t were discussed 
in 4.4.2. The resulting Global Scene Transition Graph (USTG) can be straightforw ardly 
applied to  any video genres without requiring any tuning, regardless of the  descriptor, 
the representation, the similarity measure or other system features.
Equation 4.11 restricts the num ber of scenes between SX°'4 and Sh°'75, where SX is 
the num ber of video shots. This assum ption can be applied in the construction of the 
probabilistic STG in two ways:
• By tuning the param eter ranges in order to decompose video into a num ber of 
scenes th a t satisfy the restriction.
• By post-processing the scene segmentation results, discarding those STG instan­
tiations th a t generated a video decomposition into a num ber of scenes th a t is out 
of the range imposed by equation 4.11.
The above specifications can be easily satisfied in algorithms where the num ber of scenes 
can be predeterm ined, such as [109] and [24]. However, in scene transition  graph the
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number of the estimated scenes is not known a priori. Thus, we have developed an 
algorithm tha t estimates the expected number of scenes from the distances of adjacent 
shots.
The rationale behind this strategy is tha t if the temporal threshold used to link shots 
was set to zero, then only adjacent shots could be linked. In this case, each linked 
shot would eliminate exactly one possible scene boundary. Consequently, the number 
of extracted scenes can be fixed by sorting the adjacent shots distances and selecting 
the values tha t corresponds to the Sh° ' 4  and Sh0 '75 positions as the upper and lower 
boundary respectively.
When the temporal threshold distance is not equal to zero, as it is in actual STG, 
the adjacent shot distance boundaries need to become stricter (i.e. to allow more 
similar shots to be linked), since linking of non-adjacent shots, due to the convexity 
principle, lead to elimination of more than one possible scene boundaries. Following 
the experimental setup of Table 4.9, we have sorted the distance vector and by selecting 
random temporal thresholds we estimated the mean positions th a t lead to Sh0 '4  and 
Sh0 '75 video scenes, respectively.
Furthermore, the final results of the STG instantiation are checked. If the number 
of estimated scene boundaries is not between Sh0 '4  and Sh0 '75 then the instantiation 
is declared not valid. The instantiation count is not augmented and another random 
parameter set is selected. The USTG construction is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Global STG justifies its name by the fact tha t it is independent from the video genre, the 
shot representation, the employed descriptors or other video summarization parameters. 
It only requires a distance matrix and a temporal distance m atrix as inputs to generate 
an automatically detected set of scene boundaries.
4 .5 .3  G loba l S h ot S im ila r ity  G raph
Global variations are not characteristic of the scene transition graph method but can 
be similarly built for most video scene segmentation techniques. In this subsection 
we introduce an additional global variation, which corresponds to the shot similarity
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A lg o rith m  3 USTG algorithm
1: Initialization: Sh is the number of shots in the video, The  the global threshold, D the
distance matrix between each pair of shot, STGjd =  1, p* =  0 for all i.
2: The superdiagonal of D is sorted. The distances that correspond to SX0'31 and SX,0'55 are
extracted as the lower and the upper limit in the similarity threshold range.
3: A similarity threshold Ths  is randomly selected, from a uniform distribution between the 
lower and the upper limit values. A temporal threshold TH t  is randomly selected, from a 
uniform distribution between 0 and Tm seconds, where Tm is a non-critical value that simply 
needs to be higher than than most scene duration (e.g. 500 seconds).
4: STG algorithm is executed according to [164].
5: The number of extracted scenes Sc is compared to SX°'4 and SX°'75. If Sc < Sh°A or 
Sc > SX°'75, the instantiation is declared not valid and the algorithm continues from Step 3. 
6: If Sh0A < Sc < Sh0 ' 75 then STG id = STGjd +  1, p; =  p; +  1 for all shot boundaries i that 
were found to be also scene boundaries.
7: If STGid > 1000, all i for which p, > The  form the set of estimated scene boundaries, 
else the algorithm continues from Step 3. Alternatively, the vector p* can be retrieved and 
combined with other USTG-generated confidence scores before the estimation of the actual 
scene boundaries.
graph (SSG) method tha t was presented in [109] and enhanced in [172], and examine 
whether the deductions of the previous subsections are algorithm-specific or express 
more general scene segmentation features.
The SSG outcome depends on four tunable parameters. The first is the temporal 
decreasing factor, which determines the filtering of shot similarities according to their 
temporal distance. The second and the third are associated with the post-processing 
of the distance matrix in order to avoid over-segmentation, by assigning the similarity 
values of shots tha t are both temporally close and their similarity exceeds a fixed 
threshold into their neighborhood. Finally, the fourth parameter is the number of the 
returned scene boundaries.
The generalized version of SSG is constructed similarly to STG, i.e. through a random 
walk into parameter space and counting the fraction pi of SSGs where the boundary 
between shots and Sj+i was identified as a scene boundary over the total number 
of generated SSGs. This fraction is used as a measure of our confidence in this shot
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boundary also being a scene boundary. The global variation merely requires the selec­
tion of the scene number (which are predetermined in SSG) to be in the range that 
equation 4.11 defines.
4.6 Experimental Results
4 .6 .1  G en era lized  an d  G lob a l S h o t S im ila r ity  G raph
The experimental evaluation of generalized and global STG variations, in contrast to 
the accuracy of STG was examined on a testset tha t comprises 7 distinct STGs that 
vary in five levels, i.e. the number of key-frames tha t represent each shot, the employed 
descriptor, the distance measure used to estimate key-frame similarity, the function tha t 
operates over the key-frame similarities to evaluate the corresponding shot similarities, 
and the choice of counting temporal distance (based on shots or seconds) (Table 4.9). 
It should be noted tha t in Table 4.9 HSV stands for HSV histogram, Macbeth for 
Macbeth palette histogram [85], Lab for Lab histogram, HI for histogram intersection, 
Sec for temporal distance counted in seconds and Sht for temporal distance counted in 
shots. The evaluation was performed in the 43 videos tha t are included in the available 
video datasets (Appendix B).
Index Key-frame Num Descriptor Distance Operator Temporal Distance
1 3 HSV LI Min Sec
2 3 Macbeth HI Avg Sht
3 9 Lab LI Avg Sec
4 9 HSV HI Min Sht
5 5 HSV L2 Min Sec
6 5 Macbeth HI Avg Sec
7 1 HSV HI Min Sec
Table 4.9: The construction parameters of the seven STGs tha t were used to compare 
GSTG with non-probabilistic STG.
Initially, we have examined the dependence of the scene segmentation performance on 
the number of STG runs in each GSTG. In this analysis, the configuration of Table
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4.9 was used, but the performance tha t correspond to each one of the seven employed 
instances are not shown separately but averaged into a single value. In the STG varia­
tion, the parameters were selected in order to maximize the average STG performance. 
Table 4.10 demonstrates the mean performance difference of GSTG versus STG, when 
GSTG is estimated as the average of a fixed number of STGs. It can be deduced tha t 
GSTG performance gradually increases, until it reaches a maximum level. Any further 
STG addition would not lead to any improvement, since the performance randomly 
fluctuates around the maximum level. The optimized GSTG seems to require less than 
1000 STG instantiations. Thus, in all experimental GSTG implementations we have 
selected to create 1000 STG instantiations, in order to ensure tha t the full GSTG scene 
segmentation potential is exploited.
No o f STGs 1 5 10 30 50 100 300 500 1000 3000 10000
D E D g s t g  — D E D  s t g 0 -0.15 0.48 2.5 3.14 3.44 3.6 3.79 3.61 3.81 3.64
Table 4.10: GSTG performance over the number of STGs tha t are created. When the 
number of STG is 1, the parameter selection is not random but optimal. The GSTG 
performance reaches a maximum level when more than 100 — 500 STGs are created.
Next, in order to examine the GSTG performance, 1000 STGs with different, randomly 
selected, parameter values were used to estimate the actual scene boundaries of each 
one of the 43 available videos. The maximum performance tha t is achieved by the STG 
was contrasted to the GSTG performance. The performance was evaluated with DED. 
Table 4.11 summarizes the mean performance difference as well as the percentage of 
videos for which GSTG outperforms the optimum STG.
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
M cix( D E D s t g ) — D E D g st g 2.07 2.03 1.52 2.22 1.89 0.82 1.8
M clx( D E D s t g ) — D E D g s t g  <  0 34.88 25.58 41.86 25.58 32.56 51.16 34.88
M a x ( D E D s T G  — D E D g s t g ) -4.05 -3.94 -4.17 -3.13 -3.41 -3.91 -4.03
Table 4.11: The GSTG performance, compared to the maximum performance tha t can 
be achieved by STG. It should be noted tha t the maximum STG performance in each 
video corresponds to significantly different parameter values (Figure 4.1).
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The comparison indicates tha t GSTG performance is not significantly worse than the 
optimal performance the STG can achieve. As a m atter of fact, it is not rare to 
generate scene segmentation results through GSTG tha t are more accurate than those 
tha t can be extracted from any, single, parameter tuning. In practice, any tuned 
scene segmentation system would employ global parameter values, in which case STG 
performance would become 3 — 4% worse than GSTGs. Thus, it can be concluded that 
if the selection of global parameter values decreases the accuracy by 5 — 6% compared 
to the maximum STG segmentation potential, the use of the GSTG scheme trims the 
accuracy loss to 1.5 — 2%.
Finally, the accuracy of the USTG outcome is examined and contrasted to the GSTG. 
For this task, the experimental setup of Table 4.9 has been implemented for four versions 
tha t vary in the way tha t they use equation 4.11 to tune probabilistic STG parame­
ters. The first is the original GSTG with manual, intuitive parameter tuning. Next, 
two intermediate versions tha t employ either only the (prior) tuning of the similarity 
threshold range or only the (posterior) discard of results tha t do not fit the followed 
assumption are examined. Finally, the proposed USTG is also included in the testset. 
All available 43 videos of the included video datasets were used in the evaluation.
The mean DED performance of the examined variations are given in Table 4.12.
Variation GSTG Prior Posterior USTG
Accuracy (DED) 65.047% 65.603% 66.137% 66.879%
Table 4.12: USTG compared to GSTG performance. The proposed scheme further 
enhances the overall probabilistic STG performance, while not requiring any manual 
tuning.
The mean USTG gain compared to GSTG is 1.83%, which surpasses the accuracy loss, 
compared to the maximum STG performance, tha t is associated to the use of a proba­
bilistic STG variation. Thus, USTG fully exploits the scene segmentation potential of 
STG technique, while being robust to video types and specific parameters.
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4 .6 .2  G lob a l S h ot S im ila r ity  G raph
The experimental analysis of GSSG was conducted in the same dataset with GSTG and 
led to similar conclusions for those reached for the scene transition graph. Global SSG is 
both more accurate and less case-sensitive than the original SSG version. On the other 
hand, the most interesting deviation from the STG case is related to the number of SSG 
instantiations tha t are required to reach the optimal SSG decomposition results. Table 
4.13 shows tha t the maximum accuracy is gained only if more than a few thousands of 
SSGs are created. This increased number of instantiations, compared to STG, can be 
attributed to the parameter space tha t in SSG is 4-dimensional, while STG has only 
two dimensions. Thus, the random walk in parameter space requires more SSG samples 
to optimize the probabilistic algorithm.
No o f SSGs 1 5 10 30 50 100 300 500 1000 3000 10000
D E D u s s g  — DED s s g 0 -0.67 -0.06 1.37 3.09 3.50 4.4 4.95 5.19 5.52 5.59
Table 4.13: USSG performance over the number of SSGs tha t are created. When the 
number of SSG is 1, the parameter selection is not random but optimized according to 
the parameter tuning of [172].
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we examined techniques to overcome the ad-hoc character of the current 
scene segmentation approaches. This feature was useful in the early years of scene 
segmentation, since it allowed the scrutiny of numerous techniques and descriptors 
tha t demonstrated a scene discrimination potential, but currently it mainly obstructs 
the transition of the domain into a new, more elaborate stage. Another goal of this 
chapter was to carry forward the fusion between the plethora of developed techniques 
and shot descriptors for video scene segmentation.
Based on the above, we introduced an algorithm tha t aim to extend scene segmentation 
techniques tha t originally use the visual modality, so as to exploit non-visual input. 
Moreover, we proposed a probabilistic generalization process, which can be applied to
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most scene segmentation techniques and achieves the overcoming of apparent parameter 
sensitivity without compromising its accuracy. Its independence from the employed 
descriptors and its totally automatic nature support the concept of using a layer of such 
modules in a meta-segmentation scheme tha t combines multiple descriptors, modalities 
or even techniques. A first approach towards this direction will be presented in the 
following chapter.
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Chapter 5
High-level scene segm entation  
descriptors
In this chapter a novel approach to video temporal decomposition into scenes is pre­
sented. Initially we conduct an analysis of how shots are linked into a common scene, 
which underlines the necessity of employing high-level audiovisual features for an accu­
rate scene segmentation technique. Next, in contrast to previous temporal segmentation 
approaches tha t employ mostly low-level visual or audio-visual features, we introduce a 
technique tha t jointly exploits low-level and high-level features automatically extracted 
from the visual and the auditory channel. This technique is built upon the aforemen­
tioned method of the Scene Transition Graph (STG), first by introducing a new STG 
approximation tha t features reduced computational cost, and then by applying the ex­
tension of STG tha t was described in Section 4.3. The latter exploits, among others, the 
results of a large number of trained visual concept detectors and audio event detectors, 
together with a probabilistic merging process tha t combines multiple individual STGs 
as it was analyzed in the previous chapter. The proposed approach is evaluated on three 
test datasets, comprising documentaries, films, and news-related videos, respectively. 
The experimental results demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed ap­
proach in comparison to other uni-modal and multi-modal techniques of the relevant 
literature and highlight the contribution of high-level audiovisual features towards im­
proved video segmentation to scenes. It should be noted th a t while the evaluation is
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conducted by Coverage and Overflow, the superior outcome of the experiments is so 
clear tha t it would extend to other criteria such as DED.
5.1 Assigning shots into the same scene
The majority of the techniques tha t deal with shot segmentation mostly employ low- 
level visual features. These features may reach an accuracy tha t is close to perfect 
in determining the shot boundaries. They can even handle video editing effects as 
cuts and fades. This can be explained by the strict shot definition, since the camera 
switching is generally related to a significant modification of the video visual content. 
So, shot boundary detection becomes a m atter of identifying successive frames with 
different visual content, which can be considered as a special case of content-based 
image retrieval (CBIR) [125]. As a result, the numerous CBIR approaches can be 
adapted to handle video shot boundary identification. In this way, the accuracy of shot 
segmentation systems got advantage of any development in CBIR domain.
This is not the case when dealing with scene segmentation. The differentiation of two 
adjacent scenes is not based in the modification of some signal characteristics but in 
the actual meaning of the specific video content. Low-level visual or audio features, 
which are the feature types mainly used for scene segmentation, could achieve only 
limited performance, since they can only partially assess scene boundaries. No low- 
level descriptor is unable to handle the extensive variety of scene boundary detection 
cases.
Some typical examples of the multi-modality and complexity of the scene structure are 
given in the following figures. These are related to real data, extracted from the video 
sets tha t are used in this thesis, and demonstrated in the system tha t was presented 
in [120]. More specifically, each line refers to a different, mutually un-correlated, video 
segment, in which, shots are shown in temporal order, represented by one characteristic 
key-frame. The black vertical bars indicate the manually annotated scene boundaries.
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Figure 5.1: Two example cases of visually linked scenes. In both  rows the depicted 
scene can be identified by the use of low-level visual descriptors.
Figure 5.1 dem onstrates two examples of scenes th a t can be identified by low-level 
visual descriptors. In the first one a scientist explains a geological process. The shot 
depicting him is repeated, while images related to the subject are occasionally inserted 
between then. The almost identical visual content of the scientist shots render the 
scene easily detectable by most low-level visual descriptors. In this case, since the same 
speaker is present in the whole scene, audio descriptors could also be used to get the 
same result. This is not true in the latter, where the first and final shot of it to tally  
lack audio content. However, if the visual similarity of these shots is used, then  due to 
the scene convexity (Section 2.1) all six shots are grouped successfully into the same 
scene.
In addition to  low-level visual content, audio m odality shows also a significant scene 
detection potential. Figure 5.2 contains two scenes th a t can be correctly identified 
only by audio descriptors. In the first row, a common narrator, present in all nine 
shots, speaks about earth  formation, while examples of various geological phenom ena 
are visually dem onstrated. It can be easily assumed th a t in th is case, it is the  auditory 
m odality th a t determines the scene structure. In the second row, another scene th a t 
corresponds to a common speaker is presented. Here, the subject is student exams, 
and shots of children writing are interleaved with shots of a sociologist th a t analyzes 
the results. In this case the end of the scene is included, which is related to a frequent 
scene configuration. While a repeated visually similar shot can identify correctly most 
part of the scene, shots a t the beginning or the  end of the scene can be “cropped” , if
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they are visually irrelevant and lie before the first or after the last occurrence of the 
visually similar shot. In the depicted example, the last three shots can be correctly 
assigned to  the same scene only if the audio content is analyzed.
Figure 5.2: Two audio-based scene boundary detection examples. Both scenes are 
formed by several shots of different visual content which share a common narrator. An 
accurate speaker identification would group all shots into the same scene.
Low-level visual and audio descriptors can only partially perform efficient scene segmen­
tation. It is not expected th a t the semantic content, which by definition is apparent 
into scenes, could be sufficiently modeled by e.g. color histograms. Only high-level 
descriptors have the potential to gauge the semantic content of scenes. We strongly 
believe th a t, as shot segmentation was bound to  CBIR, an analogous connection of 
scene segmentation to  semantic indexing [127], [39] would boost the scene segmenta­
tion performance.
It can be m anifested th a t all aforementioned examples could be successfully handled 
by high-level visual features. On the other hand, one can find scenes th a t are discrim­
inated only by their common high-level visual content. For example, the upper row of 
Figure 5.3 represents an introductory scene, in which a certain city neighborhood is 
presented by successive stationary shots of building facades. The shots do not demon­
stra te  any common low-level visual characteristic and can be classed into one scene 
only if a relevant visual concept (e.g. “building” or “building outside” or “building 
frontal view” , is correctly detected. In the second row the represented shots are even 
more un-correlated in term s of low-level similarity. The scene is about a m an th a t is 
packing, which is presented by a series of shots th a t show books being placed inside a
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suitcase. Only a high-level, semantic indexing, can identify the common subject th a t 
characterizes the entire scene.
Figure 5.3: Scenes th a t are correlated in term s of identical high-level visual concepts. 
Both the buildings in the first and the books in the last scene do not share similar low- 
level visual content, bu t can be detected only by virtue of high-level visual analysis.
Figure 5.4: Scenes th a t are correlated in term s of identical high-level audio events. 
In both  rows, apart from high-level audio descriptors, other descriptor types would 
decompose the actual scenes into more than  one parts.
Finally, we have found th a t the scene content is occasionally expressed through the 
presence of the same auditory high-level features, called audio events [119]. Figure 
5.4 represents two such segments. The upper row is a scene part w ith heterogeneous 
visual content and inconsistent audio, except from the fact th a t it is related to  volcano 
eruption. Only the detection of the high-level audio type could be used to join all shots 
into one scene. On the other hand, the second example is about a scene inside a bus. 
W hile most parts can be detected by other descriptor types, in the  three last shots no
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speaker is present, while camera zooms on some passengers not visible in the  rest of 
the scene. These three shots are associated w ith the rest of the scene only in term s of 
high-level audio content.
Figure 5.5: Scenes th a t can be identified only after the detection of their specific content. 
In the first segment two adjacent scenes are perplexed, while in the second the shots of 
a single scene are characterized only by their common topic.
It has become clear th a t the use of high-level audiovisual concepts would improve the 
scene segmentation performance. However, there are scene segmentation instances th a t 
their handling requires no less than  the perfect understanding of the video content. Two 
such samples are given in Figure 5.5. The first video segment contains the boundary 
of two scenes, th a t has been covered by an editing effect. A shot of the second scene 
is copied before the end of the first. In order to confront this editing, the detection of 
the scene topic would be required. On the other hand, the la tte r segment is exclusively 
from one scene, in which a num ber of scientists add one after another their concluding 
remarks. These shots have different audio and visual content, while sharing the same 
topic. The shots would be assigned to different scenes,unless the  common subject is 
identified.
5.2 Fast ST G  C on stru ction  A lgorith m
STG as well as many other m ethods reviewed earlier perform shot grouping into scenes 
by examining whether a link exists between two shots, where different criteria are 
used in each work for identifying potential pairs of shots (e.g., all shots lying w ithin a
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temporal window) and for evaluating the presence or not of such links (e.g. the shots’ 
HSV histogram similarity lying below a threshold). In this section, we use properties 
related to shot linking, such as shot linking transitivity and the fact the scenes are by 
definition convex sets of shots, to present an algorithm that limits the number of shot 
pairs whose possible linking needs to be evaluated, thus allowing a faster construction 
of an STG.
5 .2 .1  D efin itio n s
Let us recall tha t in a totally ordered space, a set of points is convex if for every pair 
of points tha t belong to it, all points in between (according to the total order < G of 
the space) also belong to it. It is already stated tha t the shots of a video can be seen 
as defining a totally ordered one-dimensional space in time, and scenes are indeed non­
overlapping convex sets in this space: if two shots a%, Xj belong to a single scene, then 
every shot æm, < 0 x  < 0 Xj  also belongs to the same scene. The implication of this 
is that, having established a link between shots a%, Xj, it is redundant to look for links 
between any shots xm, x n if < c æm < 0 x n < 0 Xj ,  because of the convexity of the set 
tha t links shots a%, Xj.
Considering the transitivity of shot linking, strictly speaking, shot linking is not a 
transitive relation. This can be seen with an example: assuming shots < G x m < Q Xj ,  
D (. , .) being a shot similarity measure (e.g. HSV histogram difference) and D ( . , .) < a 
being the shot linking criterion, D ( x i , x m ) < a and D ( x m , X j )  < a do not necessarily 
mean tha t D(xi,Xj) < a also holds. However, viewing scene segmentation as the 
clustering of shots into non-overlapping convex sets, D(xi,Xm) <  cl and D { x m , X j )  < a 
is equivalent to establishing a shot link for the pair (a%, Xj ) .  For this, we will treat shot 
linking as a transitive relation in the sequel.
Based on the above considerations and assuming tha t a set £  of iF in number linked 
pairs of shots, (xSl, x ei) , ..., (xSK, x eK), has been identified for a video V  according to 
some linking criteria, we proceed with the following definitions:
D efin ition  2 A link between shots and Xj is called a trivial link i f  there exists a 
(xSk, x ek) G C such that x Sk < 0 a% and x ek > 0 Xj.
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D efin ition  3 Three shots Xi,xm,Xj are said to determine a trivial double link if  both 
(xi^Xm) and (xm,Xj) belong to L.
D efin ition  4 The set C is named primary i f  both no trivial links and no trivial double 
links exist in it.
By introducing an algorithm tha t directly produces a primary set of links, i.e. avoids 
examining the existence of links that, given those already identified, would be trivial, 
we can reduce the computational cost associated with the detection of scene boundaries.
5 .2 .2  S h ot lin k in g  b y  p rim ary  se t e s t im a tio n
Given the input video B  tha t contains shots æi,æ2 , a primary set of shot links 
can be directly estimated according to Algorithm 4.
It is evident tha t following this algorithm, no pair of shots is examined for the presence 
of a shot link more than once; also, as soon as a shot link is found (step 3), shot 
pairs potentially defining related trivial links are immediately excluded from further 
consideration. Related double trivial links are then looked for (steps 4-6) and, if found, 
are eliminated, further increasing the number of shot pairs tha t are excluded from 
subsequent processing. The resulting primary set of links C essentially defines a scene 
transition graph, with the convex sets of shots defined by the links in C serving as 
the nodes of the graph. W ith respect to the maximum allowed temporal distance T  
of linked shots, which is a parameter of the original STG, this can be integrated in 
Algorithm 4 simply by limiting the number of shot pairs th a t are marked as valid pairs 
in the first step of it accordingly.
Set C is parsed for detecting the scene boundaries as follows: All shot pairs tha t belong 
to it are ordered in tabular form, as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). Then, starting from the top 
left cell:
1. If the current cell (Fig. 5.6(a)) belongs to the left column, we just move to the 
one of the two neighboring cells (Fig. 5.6(b)) tha t corresponds to the shot tha t
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appears before the other in B  (according to the total order < G); e.g. in Fig. 
5.6(b) we will move to the x ei cell if x ei < oxS2 , otherwise we will move to the 
x S2 cell).
2. If the current cell belongs to the right column (Fig. 5.6(c)), we move to the cell on 
the left column tha t is one row below the current one (Fig. 5.6(d)) and shots 
of B  th a t lie in between the two cells considered in this step (i.e., in the example 
of Fig. 5.6(c), shots for which eli < s2) are added to the scene boundary list.
A lg o rith m  4 Primary Set Estimation
1: In it ia lly , a ll pa irs o f shots (x ^ ,Xj), z* < 0 Xj and i , j  G [1 ,N], are m arked as valid pairs; 
any p a ir th a t is exam ined in  subsequent steps and is no t iden tified  as linked  is a u to m a tica lly  
m arked as an invalid pair, d is set to  AT — 1 and i is set to  1.
2: dz, d" are set to  zero.
3: I f  (xi,Xi+d) is a va lid  pa ir, the  presence o f a l in k  between these tw o  shots is exam ined. I f  i t  
is an in va lid  p a ir o r no l in k  is found: if i + d < N,  th is  step is repeated a fte r se tting  i = i +  l ,  
otherw ise i t  is repeated a fte r se tting  d = d — 1 and i = 1. T h is  continues u n t i l  a shot l in k  is 
found  or d becomes zero.
4: I f  p a ir (xi,Xi+d) has been iden tified  as linked, then  s ta rtin g  from  d' = d and descending by  
step o f 1, a ll va lid  pairs (xi+d,Xi+d+d') are exam ined sequentia lly  fo r shot links , u n t i l  a shot 
l in k  is found o r d' becomes zero.
5: I f  p a ir (x f+d , Xi+d+d' ) has been iden tified  as linked, then  s ta r tin g  fro m  d" = d and descending 
b y  step o f 1 a ll va lid  pa irs (xi+d+d', Xi+d+d'+d" ) are exam ined sequentia lly  fo r shot lin ks , u n t i l  
a shot l in k  is found or d'1 becomes zero.
6: I f  p a ir (xi+d+d' , Xi+d+d'+d" ) has been iden tified  as linked , d' is set equal to  d' +  d" and Step 
5 is repeated (w ith o u t checking again i f  the  co n d ition  o f Step 5 is satisfied); the  a lg o rith m  
oscillates between Steps 5 and 6 u n til no fu r th e r l in k  can be found by  these tw o  steps.
7: I f  d 0, (x i,  X i+d+d '+d") is added to  the  shot pa irs  th a t belong to  the  p r im a ry  set o f links ; 
a ll pa irs o f shots (x,y) ,Xi  < 0 x , y  < 0 Xi+d+d'+d" are m arked as inva lid  pa irs; i is set equal to  
i d' +  d" +  1 and the  a lg o rith m  re tu rns to  step 2. I f  d =  0, the  a lg o rith m  te rm ina tes.
When the bottom-right cell is reached, the scene boundary list contains the last shot 
of each scene, i.e. the scene boundaries.
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Figure 5.6: Prim ary set of link £  in tabular form, and example of browsing it so as to 
fill-in the list of scene boundaries.
5.2.3 C om pu tational C om plexity  A nalysis
The main processing steps of the  STG m ethod for detecting scene boundaries and the 
corresponding steps of the proposed approxim ation of it are summarized in Table 5.1. 
This table indicates th a t the proposed approxim ation is expected to deliver significant 
gains in com putational complexity, since in it each m ain step of the STG is either 
simplified or becomes obsolete.
Steps STG Fast STG approximation
Pairwise shot 
similarity esti­
mation
For every pair of shots that do not exceed 
a specified temporal distance (T) their visual 
similarity D ( .,.) is calculated.
Shot linking properties are used 
to limit the number of shot pairs 
for which D (.,.) needs to be cal­
culated.
Shot clustering Shot clustering requires sorting the shot pairs 
according to £)(.,.), and comparing the dis­
tances between all involved shot pairs for 
merging two clusters.
No further clustering, on top of 
linking shots into primary links 
is required.
Shot cluster 
parsing
The resulting graph (STG) is parsed to iden­
tify cut-edges.
A much simpler structure (a ta ­
ble, as in Fig. 5.6) is parsed that 
requires significantly less time.
Table 5.1: Comparison of main processing steps of STG and of the proposed fast 
approxim ation of it.
Specifically, w ith respect to the calculation of visual sim ilarity values D ( . , .), the  algo­
rithm  of the previous section refrains from checking a num ber of shot pairs for possible
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links after establishing a non-trivial link for shot pair (xSk, x ek). Assuming shots lie 
between shots x Sk and x ek, this means tha t shot similarity measure D ( ., .) does not need 
to be computed for (*ifc+2)hXfc+1) _  1 pairs of shots. For all K  primary links in £ , the 
number of shot pairs for which £>(.,.) is not computed rises to Y^k=i( ^ fc+2^ fc+1^  — 1), 
out of the possible pairs of shots in B  (assuming that T  —> oo). Consequently,
the proportional computational complexity gain G from the use of the algorithm of 
section 5.2.2 is:
N ( N  -  1) ( j
This quantity is minimized when £ [1, K], thus a lower bound for gain G is
given by:
_  fi(fi +  S)K . .
mm N ( N  - 1) [ }
Assuming, for example, tha t out of — possible pairs of shots in B, non-trivial 
links are established for 5% of them (i.e. K  =  0 .0 5 ^ ^ —^ -) and /i =  4, the lower 
bound for gain G is 70%. This gain persists when additional limitations to the number 
of examined shot pairs are introduced (e.g. by T  < oo), providing th a t the non­
trivial links continue to represent a reasonable portion of all the shot pairs th a t would 
otherwise be examined. Experiments indicate tha t 70% is indeed a typical value for G; 
this alone represents a speedup by a factor of 3.
Considering the clustering of the shots, this step becomes obsolete in the proposed 
algorithm, whereas in the STG method this step involves, among others, the sorting 
of values jD(., .) tha t have been calculated for each possible pair of shots. The latter 
process alone has average computational cost proportional to LlogL, where L  denotes 
the number of shot pairs (when T  —» oo, L =  Finally, the parsing of the
table of primary links, which is the last main step of the proposed algorithm, has very 
low computational cost (proportional to AT, K  being the number of primary links in 
C). Although a direct theoretic comparison with the computational cost of algorithms 
for graph parsing is difficult, due to the different parameters affecting the latter (i.e.
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the number of nodes and edges of the graph, rather than K),  the proposed parsing 
algorithm is intuitively expected to contribute to the overall speed-up of scene boundary 
detection.
5.3 Temporal video segm entation to scenes using high- 
level audiovisual features
The STG method for scene segmentation, regardless of whether the original algorithm of 
[164] or the fast approximation of the previous section are used, is a method exploiting 
only low-level visual information for both the initial decomposition of the video stream 
to elementary video segments (shots) and for the similarity-based linking of them. In 
section 5.1 we demonstrated tha t in many cases high-level descriptors gauge scene 
structure more accurately than low-level descriptors. Furthermore, we believe that, 
as the connection of shot segmentation with CBIR allowed the use of CBIR tools 
and mechanisms for the enhancement of shot segmentation accuracy, the connection 
of scene segmentation with semantic indexing, which is achieved by employing high- 
level descriptors, may lead to an analogous optimization. Following this rationale, we 
have developed two novel high-level descriptors, based on visual and audio modality 
respectively.
Additionally, in section 4.3 we introduced an extension tha t in place of the typically 
employed low-level visual features allows the use of descriptors of alternative modality 
or type. In this section we exploit this extension and propose a GSTG-based meta­
algorithm tha t uses both low-level and high-level descriptors, as a state-of-the-art scene 
segmentation technique.
This technique involves the independent creation of multiple STGs of each type, where 
a “type” means here an STG that uses a specific set of features (e.g. just low-level 
visual ones). Specifically, following the creation of a GSTG for each type y, the number 
pj  of STGs tha t have identified the boundary between these shots as a scene boundary 
divided by the total number of generated STGs of this type is calculated and used as a 
measure of our confidence in this shot boundary also being a scene boundary, based on
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Figure 5.7: Block diagram illustrating the GSTG-based m ethod, for the different types 
of features /  GSTGs used in this thesis.
the features th a t STG type y employs. The same procedure is followed for all different 
types of STGs, i.e. for all different features. Subsequently, these confidence values are 
linearly combined to result in a cumulative confidence value pi,
Pi = ^ 2 wy -Pr  (5 -3)
y
where wy are global param eters th a t control the relative weight of each type of STGs, 
i.e. of each type of features ( Y l wy — !)• Finally, all shot boundaries (a^a^+i) for which 
Pi exceeds a threshold T,
r  =  {(%;,x i+1 )\pi > T}  (5.4)
form the set F of scene boundaries estim ated by the proposed approach. The advantage 
of this approach is th a t instead of introducing some feature combination weights in 
£>(.,.), which would tu rn  these into difficult to optimize STG construction param eters,
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weights wy tha t combine the results of already constructed GSTGs are introduced; 
these weights are easy to optimize using Least Squares Estimation. An illustration of 
the resulting method, using the four different sets of features tha t will be subsequently 
introduced, is given in Figure 5.7. The audiovisual stream is decomposed into shots 
and audio segments, and different visual and audio features are extracted and used to 
generate 4 different types of STGs, whose results are subsequently merged according 
to equation 5.3.
5.4 Audio-visual features for video scene segm entation
Four different sets of features are combined and evaluated as part of the GSTG method. 
Some of them have been previously used for video segmentation to scenes, while others 
are novel ones, at least with respect to their use in such a task. Overall, the em­
ployed feature sets are i) typically used low-level visual features (HSV histograms), ii) 
model vectors constructed from the responses of a number of visual concept detectors, 
iii) typically used audio features and audio-based recognition descriptors (background 
conditions classification results, speaker histogram), and iv) model vectors constructed 
from the responses of a number of audio event detectors. For the above four feature 
sets, index y (Eq. 5.3), which denotes the type of constructed GSTGs according to the 
features used for their construction, takes values V, VC, A  and AE,  respectively. It 
should be noted tha t the typically used audio descriptors as well as the audio event 
detectors results were extracted from INESC-ID Lisbon1 and provided to us for the 
needs of FP6-045547 VIDI-Video project.
5 .4 .1  T y p ica l v isu a l fea tu res
The HSV histograms of a few key-frames of each shot, or very similar representations, 
have been extensively used in the relevant literature (e.g. in [164]) and are also used, 
together with the LI distance as a shot similarity measure £>(.,.).
1h ttp ://w w w .inesc-id .p t/
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5 .4 .2  V isu a l co n cep t-b a sed  m o d e l v ec to r s  
Hard versus soft sem antics
Semantics can be captured and represented in a variety of ways, depending on several 
factors such as the content in question (e.g. text, images/videos, medical data), the 
target use of them (e.g. information integration, content retrieval), and the specific 
techniques employed for their extraction from the content (e.g. crisp clustering, sta­
tistical learning). In [117], with the Semantic Web in mind, three different forms of 
semantics are identified, namely “implicit” , “formal” , and “powerful” (or “soft”), and 
the importance of powerful semantics is advocated. In the context of audiovisual con­
tent analysis, on the other hand, one can easily identify two broad classes of semantic 
information: tha t representing binary relations between content and concepts, which 
we term “hard semantic information” or “hard semantics” for short (e.g. “image x 
depicts B. Clinton”), and tha t encompassing uncertainty about the content-concept 
relation, which we term “soft semantics” (e.g. “image x depicts B. Clinton with 0.7 
confidence”). The latter closely relates to the powerful semantics of [117], in th a t the 
notion of uncertainty is central to both definitions. Following the discussion in the 
aforementioned work on the importance of powerful semantics, as well as considering 
the particular limitations in state-of-the-art semantic information extraction from vi­
sual content, we concentrate in this thesis on examining the use of uncertain semantic 
information coming from the visual modality ( “visual soft semantics”) in video tempo­
ral decomposition.
Sem antic inform ation extraction  from visual content
The automatic association of visual content with semantic concepts is based on a rel­
atively simple (baseline) approach, which revolves around treating each concept sep­
arately from all others, and using late fusion for combining concept detection results 
attained for a single concept with the use of different sets of visual descriptors.
Starting with the semantic concepts tha t are used, these are the 101 concepts defined 
for the TRECVID 2005 dataset as part of the Mediamill challenge [128]; their full list
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is presented in Table 5.4.2. For training detectors for these concepts, the TRECVID 
2005 training dataset and the corresponding Mediamill ground tru th  annotations are 
employed.
Using the aforementioned concepts and annotated dataset, a concept detector is trained 
for each concept separately. For this, a set of MPEG-7 features (color structure, color 
layout, edge histogram, homogeneous texture and scalable color) [84] are initially ex­
tracted from the key-frames of the video dataset (one key-frame per shot) and are 
concatenated to form a single MPEG-7 feature vector of the key-frame. In parallel 
to this, a Bag-of-Words (BoW) feature vector is also calculated for each key-frame, 
following the extraction of SIFT descriptors and the construction of a small vocabulary 
of 100 visual words [34]. Subsequently, a two stage classification process is realized 
by training for each concept two Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers (one using 
the MPEG-7 feature vector and the other using the BoW one) and using their output 
for training a third SVM classifier that realizes late fusion. The output of each of 
the aforementioned SVMs is a number in the continuous range [0,1], expressing the 
Degree of Confidence (DoC) tha t the key-frame relates to the corresponding concept. 
The two-stage trained concept detectors are evaluated in the “testing” part of the 
TRECVID 2005 dataset and suitable performance measures (Average Precision (AP), 
Delta-Average Precision (AAP) [161]) are calculated for each. The employed concept 
detection technique was shown in our TRECVID 2008 experiments [91] to rank close 
to the median, thus it generates moderately accurate concept detectors compared to 
the current state-of-the-art.
The trained concept detectors resulting from the above described process can subse­
quently be used on any dataset, following feature extraction, for estimating a DoC 
value in the [0,1] range for every given keyframe-concept pair.
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Table 5.2: List of visual concepts
Aircraft A. Allawi Anchor Animal
Y. Arafat Baseball Basketball Beach
Bicycle Bird T. Blair Boat
Building Bus J. Bush Jr. J. Bush Sr.
Candle Car Cartoon Chair
Charts B. Clinton Cloud Corporate Leader
Court Crowd Cycling Desert
Dog Drawing Drawing & Cartoon Duo-Anchor
Entertainment Explosion Face Female
Fire Weapon Fish Flag USA Flag
Food Football Golf Government Building
Government Leader Graphics Grass Horse
Horse Racing House Indoor H. Jintao
J. Kerry E. Lahoud Male Map
Meeting Military Monologue Motorbike
Mountain H. Nasrallah Natural Disaster Newspaper
Night fire Office Outdoor Overlaid Text
People People Marching People Walking Police /  Security
C. Powell Prisoner Racing Religious Leader
River Road Screen A. Sharon
Sky Smoke Snow Soccer
Split Screen Sports Studio Swimming Pool
Table Tank Tennis Tower
Tree Truck Urban Vegetation
Vehicle Violence Waterfall Waterscape
Weather
Shot representation  and sim ilarity evaluation
Application of J  different trained visual concept detectors on a key-frame /  results in 
J  DoC values, which can be expressed as a vector c(f)
(5.5)
This vector essentially represents key-frame /  in the semantic space defined by the J
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concepts. Subsequently, in order to take into account the results of concept detection 
in more than one key-frames per shot, the shot representation vector c(s) is defined as:
c(s) =  [ci(s),c2(s)...cj(s)] (5.6)
CjW =m ax{cj-(/)} (5.7)
/es
The rationale behind this choice is that, for the purpose of scene segmentation, it is 
most useful to know which concepts are more likely to be visible in at least part of the 
shot.
The calculation of c(s) is followed by a normalization step. Different visual concepts 
may have different frequency of appearance in a given video (i.e. some concepts are more 
rare than others). Because of this and also of the specifics of each trained detector, the 
detectors may consistently produce lower- or higher-than-average DoC values. This 
lack of homogeneity can affect the evaluation and comparison of differences in the 
semantic space tha t the detectors define, e.g. by minimizing the impact of detectors 
tha t consistently produce low DoC values. To alleviate this, the normalization of values 
cj(s) is proposed, and in this thesis a very simple normalization approach is adopted. 
Specifically, the elements of the normalized shot representation vector c(s) are estimated 
as:
Sj(s) - ZLf (5-8)
where maxcj  is the maximum value of the j - th  concept detector in all shots of the 
examined video.
Following normalization, the definition of a shot similarity measure is based on the 
requirement tha t not only the difference of values Cj (s )  between two shots, but also the 
absolute values Cj(si) and Cj(sk) themselves, should affect shot similarity. The rationale 
behind this is that, for the j- th  detector, two shots receiving similarly high confidence 
values is a strong indication of their semantic similarity (i.e. they are both likely
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to depict the j- th  concept). On the contrary, the same shots receiving similarly low 
confidence values is an indication neither in favor nor against their semantic similarity;it 
merely suggests tha t the j- th  concept (out of a large number J  of concepts) is not 
depicted in either of the two shots. The commonly used Minkowski distance does not 
satisfy the above requirement, since it depends only on the difference of the confidence 
values. Instead of it, a variation of the Chi-test distance is employed. Thus, the distance 
D  of c(si) and c(s&) is defined as:
£ > ( c ( S i ) , c ( S A ; ) )  =
\
{ c j ( s i) — Cj (s k ) ) 2 
Cj(Si)  +  Cj ( sk )
(5.9)
This similarity measure is used in the temporal segmentation algorithm.
5 .4 .3  T y p ica l au d io  fea tu res  and  a u d io -b a sed  r ec o g n itio n  d escr ip to rs
Audio features typically employed for video segmentation to scenes include low-level 
features (e.g. short-time energy, zero crossing rate) and somewhat higher-level ones 
(e.g. the results of audio segmentation, background conditions classification, speaker 
clustering etc.).
In this thesis, we use audio and audio-based recognition features the were extracted by 
performing audio segmentation, classification according to background conditions, and 
speaker diarization [2], [86]. Background classification considers three classes: noise, 
silence and music. Speaker diarization identifies speaker homogeneous segments in the 
audio stream and further assigns a speaker identity to each, after clustering them. The 
result of this process is the partitioning of the audiovisual stream into audio segments, 
each of which carries a background class label and, in case it also includes speech, a 
speaker ID as well.
For exploiting these features, criteria set Oi (section 4.3) is defined as two adjacent 
audio segments sharing the same background conditions and speaker ID labels; the 
feature used for describing each segment of segmentation 5 j (an intermediate result of 
the algorithm of section 4.3) is a speaker identity distribution, defined as:
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H x =  H q (x )\ (5.10)
where x  denotes in this equation a temporal segment of segmentation S\  rather than 
an original shot in S  and 0  is the total number of speakers in the video as per the 
speaker diarization results. H q(x ) is defined as the fraction of time tha t speaker 6 is 
active in video segment x  over the total duration of the same segment. Similarly to the 
HSV histograms, the LI distance is used as a segment similarity measure D ( ., .).
5 .4 .4  A u d io  ev en t-b a sed  m o d e l v ec to r s
An audio event is defined, for the purpose of scene segmentation, as a semantically 
elementary piece of information tha t can be found in the audio stream of a video. 
Telephone ringing, dog barking, music, child voice, traffic noise, explosions are only a 
few of a wide range of possible audio events. As can be deduced from the audio event 
definition, more than one audio events may coexist in one temporal segment and may 
even temporally overlap each other. For example, in a shot where a person stands by a 
street and talks, several speech- and traffic-related audio events are expected to coexist.
It is intuitionally expected tha t taking into account audio event detection results may 
contribute to improved video scene segmentation. This is based on the reasonable 
assumption tha t the presence of the same audio event in more than one adjacent or 
neighboring audio segments may be a good indication of their common scene member­
ship. On the contrary, the presence of completely different audio events in adjacent 
temporal segments may be a good indication of their different scene membership, which 
reveals the presence of a scene boundary.
The first step in testing the validity of the above assumptions is the definition of a 
number of meaningful audio events and of appropriate methods for their detection. 75 
audio events are defined and used; their full list is presented in Table 5.4.4. Different 
methodologies are used for their detection, depending on the event in question. The 
outcome of event detection is the estimation of a “Degree of Confidence” score in 
the range [0,1] for each possible temporal segment - audio event pair, expressing our
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confidence in the specific event being present in the given temporal segment. More 
specifically,
• Classification using Support Vector Machines as described in [15] is used for the 
detection of 61 audio events (Dog Barking, Siren, Crowd Applause, Explosion, 
etc.).
• Classification using Multi-layer Perceptrons or Gaussian Mixture Models as de­
scribed in [136] is used for audio diarization tha t leads to the detection of 14 
additional audio events (Male Voice, Voice W ith Background Noise, Music, etc.).
Table 5.3: List of audio events
Airplane Engine Jet Car Animal Hiss
Baby Whining or Crying Bear Bell Electric
Bell Mechanic Big Cat Crowd Applause
Bite Chew Eat Bus Buzzer
Airplane Engine Propeller Cat Meowing Donkey
Child Voice Cow Child Laughing
Clean Background Birds Wind
Digital Beep Dog Barking Dolphin
Chicken Clucking Female Voice Drink
Elephant or Trumpet Electricity Explosion
Door Open or Close Fire Fireworks
Music Background Glass Gun Shot Heavy
Gun Shot Light Hammering Helicopter
Horn Vehicle Pig Insect Buzz
Moose or Elk or Deer Saw Manual Male Voice
Wolf or Coyote or Dog Howling Insect Chirp Morse Code
Telephone Ringing Digital Frog Music
Non Vocal Music Speech Vocal Music
Noise Background Paper People Talking
Voice With Background Noise Rattlesnake Saw Electric
Telephone Ringing Bell Sheep Sirens
Telephone Band Whistle Motorcycle
Voice With Background Music Traffic Train
Walk or Run or Climb Stairs (Soft) Thunder Horse Walking
Walk or Run or Climb Stairs (Soft) Typing Water
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Similarly to how the results of visual concept detectors are used, the responses of the 
audio event detectors ( “Degree of Confidence” values for the presence of a specific audio 
event in a given audio segment) are used to build audio event-based model vectors,
i/>(x) = [ ^ ( x ^ fa C z ) ,  (5.11)
where x  denotes again a temporal segment of segmentation Si, produced using the same 
criteria O as in the previous subsection. For the reasons discussed in section 5.4.2 the 
variation of the Chi-test distance introduced in Eq. 5.9 is also used here for comparing 
audio segments according to their audio event-based model vectors. Finally, it should 
be noted that, similarly to the visual concept detectors, the audio event detectors were 
trained on an annotated audio event corpus ([15], [136]) completely unrelated to the 
test datasets used for experimentation.
5.5 Experimental Results
5 .5 .1  D a ta se ts  an d  ev a lu a tio n  m easu res
For experimentation, two datasets were used in all experiments, while a third one was 
additionally used in a few experiments for showing the applicability of the proposed 
approach to a certain type of news videos. The three employed datasets belong to the 
datasets tha t are described in Appendix B. The first one is made of 15 documentary 
films (513 minutes in total), the second one is made of six films (643 minutes in total), 
while the third consists from three hour-long news videos. Application of the shot 
segmentation algorithms of [25], [139] (for abrupt and gradual transition detection, re­
spectively) to these datasets resulted in 3459, 6665 and 1763 shots; manual grouping of 
them to scenes resulted in 525, 357 and 57 ground tru th  scenes, respectively. For each 
of the two first datasets, one additional video of the same genre (one documentary, one 
film) was processed in the same way (shot segmentation, manual grouping of the shots 
to scenes) and was used for automatically adjusting the parameters of the algorithm 
(weights wy and threshold T  in equations 5.3, 5.4) as well as optimal number of em­
ployed visual concept and audio event detectors) in the relevant reported experiments.
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While the additional videos are part of the datasets described in Appendix B, in order 
to discriminate them from the dataset of this specific experimental setup, we refer to 
them in the rest of the chapter as “out-of-testset” videos. Finally, for evaluating the 
results of the scene segmentation experiments, the Coverage (C), Overflow (O) and 
F-Score (F) measures were employed.
5 .5 .2  E x p er im en ta l u p p er  b o u n d s o f  p erform an ce
A first series of experiments was carried out with the GSTG-based method, using those 
parameter values tha t were determined by exhaustive search as being the ones tha t 
maximize the F-Score attained for each test dataset. This was done by experimentally 
estimating an upper bound for the performance of GSTG when different audiovisual 
features or combinations of them are used. It is recalled tha t parameters of this method 
are the weights wy and threshold T  in equations 5.3, 5.4; the number of the visual 
concept and audio event detectors employed, assuming tha t we consider the possibility 
of using just a subset of those previously defined, is also treated as a parameter in this 
series of experiments. In this and all subsequent series of experiments, in any case where 
the use of key-frames was required, three key-frames per shot were used. The number 
of STGs of each type tha t were constructed using randomly selected parameters was 
set to 1000. Random selection was implemented with the use of simple random number 
generators.
The results of GSTG are shown in Tables 5.4, 5.5. The first column ( “Index y”) indi­
cates the types of STGs tha t contribute in each experiment. The Coverage, Overflow 
and F-Score columns report the results when the algorithm of [164] is used for individ­
ual STG construction while the F-Score values in parentheses correspond to the case 
where the fast approximation of section 5.2 is used instead. In the first experiment, 
for example, y G {V}  indicates tha t only the typical visual features of section 5.4.1 are 
employed; thus, the resulting method essentially resembles the original STG method of 
[164], integrating however the probabilistic technique introduced in section 4.5.1 tha t 
alleviates the need for experimentally setting STG construction parameters. In subse­
quent experiments of this series, STGs constructed with the use of visual concept-based
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model vectors (VC),  typical audio features (A) and audio event-based model vectors 
(AE),  as well as combinations of them, contribute to the scene segmentation system. It 
can be seen from this tables that, among individual features (first four rows of them), 
the use of the typical visual features results in the highest F-Score. Considering the 
cases where two or more types of STGs are combined, however, its is clear tha t the 
{V ,VC }  combination performs better than {%/} and the { A , A E }  combination per­
forms better than {A}. Further, combining visual and audio features (y G {V,VC,  A} 
and y G {V,VC,  A, AE})  leads to additional gains; the F-Score attained by the scene 
segmentation system when all audiovisual features of section 5.4 are employed is about 
10 points higher tha t tha t of ?/ G {y}. The conclusion here is that, providing tha t good 
parameter values can be determined, the technique can effectively use any single one of 
the considered audiovisual features towards improved performance, and the observed 
performance improvements are significant in both examined datasets. Furthermore, 
the use of the fast approximation of section 5.2 instead of [164], as part of GSTG, 
results in only small F-Score degradation (in most cases, F-Score differences of < 1%) 
in return for major computational efficiency gains, as it will be subsequently demon­
strated. These F-Score differences translate to an increase of the number of true scene 
boundaries tha t are not detected by less than 1%.
Index y Coverage (%) Overflow(%) F-score (%)
{V} 74.49 24.11 75.18 (74.21)
{VC} 65.78 17.73 73.11 (71.63)
{A} 62.33 45.51 58.15 (57.40)
{AE} 60.28 37.21 61.51 (61.42)
{V, VC} 71.96 8.51 80.56 (80.32)
{A, AE} 66.16 32.78 66.69 (66.12)
{V, VC, A} 81.89 15.60 83.13 (83.47)
Y 89.27 17.02 86.01 (85.55)
Table 5.4: System performance in film dataset using parameter values tha t were deter­
mined by exhaustive search as being the ones that maximize the attained F-score.
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Index y Coverage(%) Overflow(%) F-score (%)
{V} 78.33 19.06 79.61 (78.17)
{VC} 75.66 31.19 72.07 (71.21)
{A} 68.58 27.59 70.44 (70.63)
{AE} 72.24 34.78 68.55 (68.75)
{V, VC} 80.60 14.71 82.91 (81.57)
{A, AE} 70.10 15.46 76.65 (75.97)
{V, VC, A} 85.48 12.28 86.59 (86.42)
Y 87.35 9.37 88.96 (88.34)
Table 5.5: System performance in the documentary dataset, using parameter values 
tha t were determined by exhaustive search as being the ones tha t maximize the attained 
F-score.
5 .5 .3  Im p a ct o f  p a ra m eters  on  p erfo rm a n ce
Having examined the performance of GSTG when using “good” parameter values, we 
then examined the impact of each of these parameters separately. Starting with the 
number J  of visual concept detectors tha t are taken into account, experiments were 
carried out with it varying from 10 to 90 with a step of 10; the use of all 101 vi­
sual concept detectors was also examined. Assuming that, when selecting a subset 
of the available detectors, it makes sense to select the best J  detectors out of all the 
available ones, two different “goodness” criteria were used for the detectors: Average 
Precision (AP) and Delta Average Precision (AAP)  [161]. Both AP and A A P  for the 
trained concept detectors were those calculated on the test portion of the TRECVID 
2005 dataset. The results presented in Figure 5.8. More specifically, Figure 5.8(a) 
demonstrates the F-score performance in documentary database when the concepts 
are selected following Average Precision (AP)  criterion and the parameters are tuned 
by exhaustive search, Figure 5.8(b) the F-score performance in documentary database 
when the concepts are selected following Delta Average Precision (AAP)  criterion and 
the parameters are tuned by exhaustive search, Figure 5.8(c) F-score performance in 
film database when the concepts are selected following Average Precision (AP)  crite­
rion and the parameters are tuned by exhaustive search and Figure 5.8(d) the F-score
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performance in film database when the concepts are selected following Delta Average 
Precision (AAP) criterion and the parameters are tuned by exhaustive search.
The demonstrated results indicate tha t when y  G {VC},  higher J  values generally 
lead to higher F-Score. When considering combinations of features, though, J  values 
between 40 and 80 lead to the best results; using additional concept detectors leads 
to a slight performance decrease. A possible explanation of this is tha t even poorly- 
performing concept detectors tend to produce similar responses for “similar” key-frames 
(if not semantically similar, at least visually similar). Thus, in the absence of other 
features, such concept detectors provide some useful information to the scene bound­
ary detection algorithm, besides introducing noise due to their poor performance in 
detecting specific concepts. When used in combination with other features, though 
(specifically, low-level visual features), visual similarity can be reliably estimated from 
the latter features, and the poorly-performing concept detectors seem to only intro­
duce additional noise to the representation of the shots. This noise is responsible for 
the slight decline of the F-score when increasing the value of J  beyond an optimal 
one. In the above cases, selecting the detectors according to A A P  is advantageous 
compared to using AP, although the differences between the two are generally small 
(< 1% in F-Score). W hat is most interesting though is tha t regardless of the value of 
J, y E {V, V C }  consistently performs better than the baseline y € {V}.  Furthermore, 
when additional features are introduced (y G {V, VC, A},  y G {V, VC, A, AE}),  the 
F-Score curves as a function of J  tend to become more flat, i.e. although {V C }  in­
troduces significant performance improvement (particularly for the Film dataset), the 
overall system is rather insensitive to the number of employed visual concept detectors.
A similar study of the number Ja of employed audio event detectors was also carried 
out, with Ja ranging from 20 to 60 with a step of 10; using all 75 audio events of 
Table 5.4.4 was also examined. The F-Score of each individual audio event detector, 
calculated on the test portion of the audio event corpus, was used as a detector goodness 
criterion. The results, shown in Figure 5.9, are similar to those for the visual concept 
detectors tha t were discussed above.
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Finally, regarding the impact of the weights wy and the threshold T  when y G {V, VC, 
A, AE},  results from varying each of w ye ,  WA, wae  and T  separately are shown in 
Figure 5.10. In varying the weights, w y  was set equal to 1 — w y c  — wa — wae', thus, in 
Figure 5.10(a) w y c  varies from 0 to 100% of its maximum allowed value, the latter being 
the one tha t would make wy  equal to 0 for the given (constant) values of wa  and wae', 
similarly for wa  and wae  in Figures 5.10(b) and 5.10(c), respectively. The results 
indicate tha t the proposed system is not very sensitive to the values of weights wy, 
since in all cases there is a relatively large range of weight values tha t result in close-to- 
maximum F-Score, and no abrupt changes in F-Score for small changes in a weight value 
are observed. Threshold T  (Figure 5.10(d)) is shown to have a more significant impact 
on F-Score, which was however expected, considering tha t its minimum and maximum 
values practically mean tha t all and no potential scene boundaries, respectively, are 
accepted as scene boundaries. Even for T  though there is a relatively large range of 
values tha t result in close-to-maximum F-Score.
5 .5 .4  R e su lts  u sin g  a u to m a tic a lly  d e term in e d  p a ra m eters  and  co m ­
p arison  w ith  litera tu re  w orks
An advantage of the proposed approach is tha t weights wy are not hard-to-optimize 
STG construction parameters; on the contrary, they can be easily optimized using 
Least Squares Estimation (LSE). In this section, we repeat the series of experiments 
of section 5.5.2 using however the single out-of-testset video for each dataset tha t was 
mentioned in section 5.5.1 in order to automatically select the values of weights wy as 
well as all other parameters (T, J , Ja). For weights wy, LSE estimation is employed. 
Specifically, a value of 1 is assigned to each shot boundary of the out-of-testset ground- 
truth-segmented video tha t is also a scene boundary, according to the ground-truth 
segmentation, and a value of 0 to each other shot boundary. LSE estimates the weights 
wy tha t minimize the sum of differences between the aforementioned values and pi 
(equation 5.3) for this video. Threshold T  is then set to the value tha t maximizes 
the F-Score attained for the same out-of-testset video, given the estimated weights; 
this value is determined by simple exhaustive search. Finally, the above optimization 
process is repeated for different selected values of J  and Ja (the same few values used
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for plotting Figures 5.8 and 5.9), and the set of param eters th a t leads to  the  m ax­
imum F-Score for the out-of-testset video is chosen. Although this may not be the 
m ost elegant optim ization process possible, it is a simple one th a t requires the  use 
of ju st one out-of-testset ground-truth-segm ented video for autom atically estim ating 
all the required param eters. The results of using the estim ated param eters on the test 
datasets are reported in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. Again, the Coverage, Overflow and F -8core 
columns report the results when the algorithm of [164] is used for individual STG con­
struction, while the F-Score values in parentheses correspond to the case where the 
fast approxim ation of section 5.2 is used instead. It can be seen th a t, in comparison 
to  the results of Tables 5.4, 5.5 the F-Score in almost all experiments has only been 
slightly reduced (F-Score differences of approx. 1%). The F-Score a tta ined  by when
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Index y Coverage (%) Overflow(%) F-score(%)
{V} 73.55 26.11 73.72 (72.81)
{VC} 71.20 25.68 72.73 (71.36)
{A} 59.64 44.79 57.34 (57.31)
{AE} 62.14 40.97 60.55 (60.68)
{V, VC} 80.62 20.93 79.84 (80.30)
{A, AE} 66.49 34.42 66.03 (65.18)
{V, VC, A} 84.77 19.32 82.67 (81.70)
Y 87.91 17.89 84.91 (84.64)
Table 5.6: System performance in film dataset, using parameter values tha t were au­
tomatically estimated with the use of an out-of-testset ground-truth-segmented video.
Index y Coverage(%) Overflow(%) F-score(%)
{V} 76.96 20.80 78.06 (77.10)
{VC} 76.37 35.37 70.01 (70.53)
{A} 68.52 28.44 70.01 (68.50)
{AE} 63.81 28.47 67.45 (67.47)
{V, VC} 83.29 18.42 82.43 (81.32)
{A, AE} 70.96 21.18 74.68 (74.41)
{V, VC, A} 85.44 16.77 84.32 (84.71)
Y 86.30 10.91 87.67 (87.40)
Table 5.7: System performance in documentary dataset, using parameter values tha t 
were automatically estimated with the use of an out-of-testset ground-truth-segmented 
video.
all proposed audiovisual features are employed continues to be about 10 points higher 
tha t tha t of 7/ € {V}, and every one of the 4 examined types of features is shown to 
have a non-negligible contribution. The conclusion here is tha t automatic parameter 
selection using a simple procedure and a single out-of-testset video of the same genre is 
sufficient for getting very close to the upper performance bounds identified in section 
5.5.2.
For the purpose of comparing the proposed method with additional methods of the 
literature, besides the STG [164], three additional methods are tested and their results 
are reported in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. These are the very recent unimodal method of
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Method Coverage(%) Overflow(%) F-score(%)
GSTG-based 87.91 17.89 84.91 (84.64)
Method of [24] 76.43 16.15 79.97
Method of [98] 75.12 24.29 75.41
Method of [156] 79.50 21.17 79.16
Table 5.8: Performance comparison of the proposed method with other literature meth­
ods on the film dataset.
Method Coverage(%) Overflow(%) F-score(%)
GSTG-based 86.30 10.91 87.67 (87.40)
Method of [24] 70.90 24.13 73.30
Method of [98] 77.59 17.31 80.06
Method of [156] 78.22 16.73 80.67
Table 5.9: Performance comparison of the proposed method with other literature meth­
ods on the documentary dataset.
[24], which is based on an elaborate sequence alignment technique, and the multi­
modal methods of [98] and [156], which similarly to our method combine visual and 
audio features. The latter method ([156]) is based on a discriminative classifier (SVM) 
tha t realizes early fusion of the audio-visual features. For ensuring a fair comparison, 
the same key-frames, audio segmentation results and high-level audio features (where 
applicable) tha t are used by the proposed approach were also used when experimenting 
with these three methods. It can be seen from the reported results tha t the proposed 
method significantly outperforms [24], [98] and [156]. These performance differences 
are caused by the use of a wealth of low- and high-level audiovisual features in the 
proposed approach, as opposed to just low-level features being used in [24], [98]. The 
proposed probabilistic merging process tha t effectively combines these features also 
contributes to improved performance, in comparison to simpler heuristics used in [98] 
for an audiovisual feature combination, and also in comparison to  early fusion of low- 
and high-level audiovisual features used in [156].
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5 .5 .5  A p p lic a b ility  o f  G S T G  to  N e w s  v id eo s
In order to discuss the applicability of the GSTG approach to  different video genres, 
most notably news-related videos, we first need to make the distinction between two 
broad types of video content: loosely-structured content and tightly-structured one. 
We use the term “tightly-structured content” here to denote content tha t is known to 
follow a very specific structure. Examples of such video are the news bulletins of a single 
broadcaster: they tend to follow a structure tha t is characteristic of the broadcaster, 
e.g. each scene starts with one anchor-person shot and is followed by external reporting 
shots. In contrast, video genres such as documentaries, films, unedited news-related 
video etc., do not observe such strict structuring rules, and consequently fall under 
the category of loosely-structured content. In the case of tightly-structured content, 
it is evidently advantageous to develop dedicated methods th a t exploit the knowledge 
about the content’s structure (thus focusing, for example, on detecting the anchor- 
person shots tha t may signify a scene change). The GSTG approach, on the other 
hand, is a generic approach tha t does not make any restrictive assumptions about the 
structure of the video, thus is mostly suited for processing loosely-structured content.
For examining how the GSTG performs on news-related content falling under the latter 
category, we used the third dataset, which simulates unedited news video content. The 
application of the GSTG-based approach to this dataset (with the fast STG approxi­
mation of section 5.2 being used as part of GSTG; y 6 {V, VC,  A, AE}), and looking 
for the experimental upper bounds of performance resulted in F-Score equal to 78.76%; 
automatically determining the system parameters resulted in F-Scores equal to 77.91% 
and 77.83%, when a documentary and a film were used for cross-genre parameter se­
lection, respectively. In comparison, the F-Scores for state-of-the-art algorithms in 
literature [24], [98] and [156] were 75.97%, 75.09% and 75.19%, respectively.
5 .5 .6  C o m p u ta tio n a l effic ien cy
Concerning the computational efficiency of the proposed approach, this is experi­
mentally shown to be high. Specifically, excluding the preprocessing of the audio­
visual stream (e.g. shot segmentation) and feature extraction, the approach is faster
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than real-time (approximately 60 frames per second) on an 3.0GHz PC, considering 
y 6 {V,VC,  A, A E }  and employing the method of [164] for individual STG construc­
tion. When, instead of the latter, the fast STG approximation introduced in this thesis 
is used as part of GSTG, the frame processing rate rises to over 1200 frames per sec­
ond, representing a speed-up by a factor of 20. As a result, the processing time for 
a 90-minute film (featuring 25 frames per second) is reduced from about 40 minutes 
to less than 2. The preprocessing and feature extraction processes excluded from the 
aforementioned time measurements clearly introduce some additional computational 
overhead; nevertheless, i) some of these processes (e.g. shot segmentation) are com­
mon to all scene segmentation methods, ii) other processes (e.g. concept detection) 
are typically performed on the video as part of its semantic analysis, and re-using their 
results also for the purpose of scene segmentation does not introduce additional compu­
tational cost, iii) real-time or near-real time implementations for all of them generally 
exist (even for concept detection, e.g. [141]).
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed about the development of shot descriptors th a t would 
efficiently express the common semantic content of a video scene. We have demon­
strated tha t low-level visual or audio descriptors are unable to estimate accurately the 
scene boundaries and manifested the need for a high-level shot representation for this 
task. The introduced, based on Degree of Confidence scores, high-level features fulfill 
this requirement and also provide a straightforward but not naive interpretation of the 
video semantic content. Their demonstrated scene segmentation potential gives strong 
evidence about the accuracy enhancement tha t can be achieved through the combined 
use of low-level and high-level video descriptors.
Based on this assumption and following the conclusions of previous chapter, we have 
also introduced a state-of-the-art scene segmentation technique th a t is combining 4 
distinct GSTG modules, based on different descriptor type. Whereas the computational 
complexity tha t is associated with the brute-force optimization of this approach is an 
issue, this can be resolve either by the replacement of STG with the introduced fast
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STG approximation or by the use of Least Squares Estimation to estimate the employed 
weights and threshold. The thorough experimental evaluation revealed the merit of the 
developed meta-algorithm and once again documented the significance of introducing 
high-level audiovisual features in the scene segmentation task.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work - 
Towards an efficient autom atic  
scene segm entation machine
In this thesis we examined the temporal decomposition of video streams into elementary 
semantic segments, called scenes. We have tackled the general scene segmentation case, 
in which the video scene segmentation is not based on heuristic features of specific video 
genres but is exclusively conducted through the content analysis of the video stream.
Four major challenges posed by the construction of accurate, generally applicable, video 
scene segmentation systems have been identified. These challenges constitute a seman­
tic gap, between high-level scene segmentation and low-level shot descriptors, the as­
sociated difficulty to generalize scene segmentation approaches, the lack of an efficient 
scene segmentation evaluation measure and the ambiguity in the scene definition. In 
this thesis, measures to alleviate all these deficiencies were introduced. First a novel 
metric, Differential Edit Distance, was proposed. This metric satisfies a number of 
qualitative prerequisites tha t previous measures do not, among them being the limi­
tation of the performance uncertainty that the scene definition ambiguity may cause. 
Subsequently, ad-hoc orientation of scene segmentation was confronted by introducing a 
technique that unifies the way various video representations are employed and by intro­
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ducing a novel probabilistic scheme tha t overcomes the parameter sensitivity. Finally, 
the lack of semantically meaningful shot representations to be used for scene segmen­
tation was dealt by the development of two novel high-level shot descriptors tha t aim 
to communicate the semantic content of shots and connect video scene segmentation 
with semantic indexing.
The use of multiple sets of parameters instead of employing a parameter tuning was 
proven to generalize the scene segmentation systems, so tha t they could handle larger 
video corpora that may include videos from different genres with accuracy tha t is 
analogous to the best achieved. Moreover, the combination of high-level and low-level 
descriptor from multiple modalities in a generalized STG scheme enhanced the relative 
performance by over 10%, compared to the generalized technique tha t uses exclusively 
low-level visual features. After combining multiple parameters and descriptors, the 
next step would be to try  to combine multiple scene segmentation techniques in meta­
segmentation schemes tha t merge their partial results.
We conducted some preliminary experiments towards this direction, by combining 
USTG and USSG variations, tha t employed low-level visual descriptors. In this setup 
we did used only low-level visual descriptors, since we tried to avoid the concurrent en­
hancement tha t would be achieved by multiple descriptors and techniques and focused 
on the examination of the scene segmentation potential of combined algorithms. For 
similar reasons we did employed a linear SVM scheme and resigned from the analysis 
of more elaborate merging techniques. Finally, the training used cross-validation in 
dataset level (i.e. for each dataset the corresponding SVM was trained in the other 4 
datasets) in order to generate the most demanding configuration, which is contrary to 
the assumption tha t video scene segmentation is an ad-hoc task th a t mainly depends 
from the video genre. In this setup 80 USTGs and 80 USSGs were constructed by 
modifying the number of key-frames per shot, the type of descriptor, the distance tha t 
measures the key-frame similarity, the operator tha t estimates the shot similarity from 
all the key-frames similarities and the counting of temporal distance by shots or by 
seconds. Subsequently, the 160 results were combined through a linear SVM scheme.
The scheme performance, compared to the best USTG and the best USSG performance
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Technique Documentary Film News Sitcom Olympics
STG 0.68522 0.69569 0.66031 0.68218 0.67013
SSG 0.6597 0.67521 0.60727 0.6571 0.62833
STG & SSG 0.71016 0.71405 0.66687 0.74998 0.70707
Table 6.1: The performance of a preliminary fusion scheme. In contrast to the simple, 
linear, SVM fusion scheme tha t was adopted, the performance enhancement is apparent.
is given in the above table, in which the enhancement by using meta-segmentation 
schemes tha t merge results from different scene segmentation algorithms is manifested. 
As a m atter of fact, apart from the news genre which is marginally benefited, for 
all other video genres even such a simple merging scheme increase significantly their 
performance. This improvement reveals tha t it is well-founded to try  to analyze the 
properties of such meta-algorithms, tha t would use generalized versions of the state 
of the art techniques combined with a plethora of high-level and low-level descriptors, 
extracted from multiple modalities, in an attem pt to optimize the achieved scene seg­
mentation performance. This is among the work tha t we plan to conduct in the future.
Another future aspect is related to the confirmation that the enhancement of scene 
segmentation performance tha t Degree of Confidence high-level descriptors achieve is 
related to the concept classification accuracy. In this thesis we have given some evidence 
tha t below a certain accuracy the concept classifiers can not contribute to the overall 
system optimization. However, more experiments are required, mainly in the direction 
of comparing classifiers of the same concepts and different accuracy levels regarding the 
effect tha t these accuracy levels have in the achieved scene segmentation performance. 
Furthermore, the included in this thesis visual concepts are mainly static concepts. We 
plan to study the potential of dynamic concepts, e.g. actions or events, for the same 
task, as well as to compare them with the static concepts and to find ways to combine 
them for a more efficient segmentation outcome.
Finally, whereas the scene definition ambiguity have been alleviated with the use of 
DED it is still an im portant issue tha t undermines the development of efficient scene 
segmentation techniques. In the future we plan to conduct extensive user studies in 
order to model the user response when automatically annotating video content, thus
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reducing furthermore the ambiguity impact in the evaluation process.
At the end of this thesis, based on the reported experimental results we could risk an 
approximate estimation of the limit of the state-of-the-art video scene segmentation 
accuracy. During our extensive experiments tha t examined a number of state of the art 
approaches ([164], [172], [24], [98], [156]) we formed a rough impression th a t the state- 
of-the-art performance is between 60% and 70%. The use of multiple high-level and 
low-level audiovisual descriptors resulted in a performance gain of 10%. Moreover, we 
believe tha t the exploit of meta-algorithms could additionally enhance the performance 
by another 10%. Consequently, the accuracy could reach 80-85%. Such a DED accuracy 
would mean tha t 1 out of 5 — 7 shots (1/(1 — 0.8) — 5, 1/(1 — 0.85) «  7) should change 
scene to align the experimental and the ground tru th  segmentation. While this is 
substantially better th a t the state-of-the-art error rate, which is almost equal to 1 out 
of 3 shots, it is still far enough from what an efficient practical video scene segmentation 
scheme would require. However, the connection of scene segmentation with semantic 
indexing tha t we proposed in this thesis is expected to gradually optimize the scene 
segmentation performance, as the semantic indexing field evolves.
A ppendix A
A ppendix A - Cited Works
A list of the 91 cited scene segmentation techniques. The first three columns refer 
to the publication, the year that it was published and the first author. The last six 
columns convey characteristic features of the proposed work. More specifically, the 
fourth column is related to the elementary unit tha t a technique groups to form scenes, 
while the fifth describes the video genres tha t the technique can handle. The term 
“General” is used for the work that does not focus on a specific video type but can 
be used to extract video scenes from more than one video types. The column labeled 
as “Approach” characterizes the employed scene detection scheme while the next three 
columns are about the employed modality, descriptor and evaluation measure, respec­
tively. In the modality column, the symbols V, A, T  correspond to visual, audio and 
textual modality. Moreover, the operator “-” connects modalities th a t are employed 
equivalently, while the operator “> ” is used to denote tha t the second modality is 
only used as complementary. The abbreviations tha t represent types of descriptors are 
L L V  for low-level visual, L L A  for low-level audio, M t and Rc for Motion-based and 
Recognition-based, T x  for text, H L A  for high-level audio, H L V  for high-level video 
and Ot for other type of descriptor. Finally, the evaluation measures are represented 
as follows: Recall-Precision with R P , Coverage-Overflow with CO, False Positive-False 
Negative with F P  — F N , Purity with Pu, no evaluation with N o  and all other types of 
evaluation with Oth. The works tha t were published as part of this thesis are excluded 
from the list.
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R ef. Y ear A u th o r U n it T y p e A p p roach M o d a lity D escr ip to rs M easu re
[57] 1998 J.Huang General Serial V-A LLV-LLA-Mt FP-FN
[164] 1998 M.Yeung Shot General Graph V LLV Oth
[62] 1998 J. Render Shot General Serial V LLV No
[53] 1998 A. Hauptmann Heuristic News Other V-A-T LLV-Rc-Tx-Ot FP-FN
[74] 1999 R.Lienhart Shot General Align V-A LLV-L1A-Rc FP-FN
[51] 1999 A.Hanjalic Shot General Link V LLV Oth
[113] 1999 Y.Rui Shot General Link V LLV FP-FN
[130] 2000 H.Sundaram Shot General Align V-A LLV-LLA Oth
[75] 2000 T.Lin Shot General Serial V Mt FP-FN
[4] 2000 Y.Kwon Shot General Link V LLV-Mt Oth
[76] 2001 T.Lin Shot General Serial V LLV FP-FN
[171] 2001 L.Zhao Shot General Serial V LLV-Ot RP
[140] 2001 S.Tsekeridou Shot General Serial A >  V LLA-Rc FP-FN
[28] 2002 S. Chen Shot General Serial A > V LLA RP
[1] 2002 B.Adams Shot Film Other V Mt-Ot FP-FN
[131] 2002 H.Sundaram Shot Film Align V >  A LLV-LLA-HLA RP
[173] 2002 J.Zhou Shot Film Link V LLV RP
[81] 2002 X.Lu Shot General Serial V-A LLV-HLA-Mt-Ot-Tx RP
[145] 2003 A.Velivelli Shot Documentary Fusion V-A LLV-HLA RP
[177] 2003 Y.Zhu Shot General Serial A >  V LLA-HLA RP
[20] 2003 Y.Cao Shot Film Serial V  >  A LLV-LLA RP
[138] 2003 B.Truong Shot Film Serial V LLV RP
[21] 2003 L.Chaisorn Shot News Statistic V-A LLV-HLA-Rc-Mt-Ot-Tx RP
[22] 2003 L.Chaisorn Shot News Statistic V-A LLV-HLA-Rc-Mt-Ot-Tx RP
[100] 2003 J.Odobez Shot Amateur Graph V LLV Oth
[108] 2003 Z.Rasheed Shot General Serial V LLV-Mt-Ot RP
[155] 2003 C.Wengang Shot General Link V LLV FP-FN
[162] 2003 Y.Yasaroglu Shot General Statistic V-A LLV-Mt-Rc-LLA RP
[45] 2003 D.Gatica-Perez Shot Amateur Statistic V LLV Oth
[110] 2004 S.Rho Shot General Serial A >  V LLA RP
[133] 2004 W.Tavanapong Shot Film Link V LLV Oth
[54] 2004 W.Hsu Heuristic Statistic V-A LLA-Rc-HLA-Tx RP
[101] 2004 N .O ’Hare Shot Other V LLV-Rc-Mt RP
[36] 2005 B.Delezoide Shot Film Align V-A LLV-R No
[102] 2005 V.Parshin Shot General Fusion V-A LLV-LLA RP
[98] 2005 N.Nitanda Shot General Align A >  V HLA RP
[109] 2005 Z.Rasheed Shot General Graph V LLV RP
[U] 2005 S.Benin! Shot General Graph V LLV CO
[97] 2005 C.Ngo Shot General Graph V LLV-Mt RP
[46] 2005 Y.Geng Shot Film Serial V-A LLV-LLA-HLA-Ot FP-FN
[58] 2005 J.Huang Heuristic General Statistic V-A LLV-LLA-Mt Oth
[80] 2005 S. Lu Shot General Graph V LLV No
[168] 2005 Y.Zhai Shot News Other V  >  A LLV-Mt-Rc-Tx RP
[166] 2005 Y.Zhai Shot Amateur Statistic V LLV RP
[123] 2005 J.Baek Shot General Other V-A LLV-LLA RP
[167] 2006 Y.Zhai Shot General Statistic V LLV RP
[44] 2006 C.Fu Shot General Serial V LLV-Tx RP
[69] 2007 M.Kyperountas Shot Serial A >  V LLA RP
[47] 2007 N.Goela Shot General Statistic V-A LL A-HLA-Ot Oth
[172] 2007 Y.Zhao Shot General Graph V LLV RP
[5] 2007 Z.Gu Shot General Statistic V LLV RP
[147] 2007 A.Vinciarelli Heuristics News Statistic A Rc Pu
[150] 2007 X.Wang Shot General Link V LLV-Mt RP
[19] 2007 J.Cao Shot Documentary Link V LLV-HLV RP
[149] 2008 J.Wang Shot Program Fusion V-A-T LLV-LLA-Tx RP
[148] 2008 J.Wang Shot General Serial V LLV RP
[30] 2008 A.Chianese Shot General Serial A >  V LLA RP
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[6] 2008 S.Arifin Shot Film Graph V-A Ot Oth
[26] 2008 L.Chen Shot Film Serial V Mt RP
[29] 2008 W .Cheng Shot Film Serial V Mt-Ot FP-FN
[99] 2008 F.Niu Heuristics General Serial A LLA RP
[114] 2008 U.Sakarya Shot General Graph V LLV-Mt-Ot RP
[170] 2008 Z. Zhang Shot General Graph V LLV RP
[24] 2009 V.Chasanis Shot General Serial V LLV RP
[23] 2009 V.Chasanis Shot General Serial V LLV RP
[121] 2009 P.Sidiropoulos Shot General Fusion V-A LLV-HLA-Rc CO
[156] 2009 K.Wilson Shot General Statistic V-A LLV-LLA-HLA-Ot Oth
[73] 2009 C.Liang Shot Film Statistic V-T Rc Pu
[154] 2009 C.Weng Film Serial V Rc Pu
[175] 2009 S.Zhu Shot General Link V LLV RP
[174] 2009 S.Zhu Shot General Link V LLV RP
[105] 2009 C.Petersohn Shot Film Other Other Ot RP
[160] 2009 M. Yamamoto Shot General Fusion V-A LLV-HLA RP
[169] 2009 X. Zhang Shot General Serial V LLV-Mt RP
[31] 2009 W.Chu Shot Amateur Align V-Time LLV-Ot Pu
[55] 2009 C.Huang Shot General Link V LLV-Mt RP
[41] 2010 M.Ellouze Shot Film Statistic V  >  A LLV-LLA-Mt-Ot RP
[35] 2010 M. del Fabro Frame General Link V Mt RP
[89] 2010 D.Mitrovic Shot General Link V LLV RP
[116] 2010 J.Sang Shot Film Statistic V-T Rc-Tx No
[90] 2010 P.Mohanta Shot General Link V LLV RP
[129] 2010 Y.Song Shot General Statistic V LLV Oth
[132] 2011 R.Tapu Shot General Serial V LLV RP
[42] 2011 P.Ercolessi Shot General Align V-A LLV-Rc RP
[50] 2011 B.Han Shot General Statistic V LLV RP-C0
[79] 2011 H.Lu Shot General Link V LLV No
[32] 2011 W.Chu Shot Amateur Align V-Time LLV-Ot Pu
[106] 2011 G.Poulisse Shot Olympics Fusion V-T LLV-Rc RP
[7] 2011 J.Baber Shot General Link V LLV RP
[115] 2012 U.Sakarya Shot General Graph V LLV-Mt-Ot RP
[14] 2012 H.Bredin Shot General Fusion V-A LLV-Rc-Tx RP
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A ppendix B
Appendix B - Video D atasets
B .l  Docum entary Set
T ype: Documentary Films and Educational TV Broadcasts
Source: Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision (http://instituut.beeldengeluid.nl/) 
A n n o ta tio n : ITI-CERTH
C om m ents: Used as part of the TRECVID dataset in the last few years 
T o ta l D u ra tio n : 12 hours
Video Id Duration Shot Num Scene Num. Video Id Duration Shot Num Scene Num
BG-2401 1534 241 34 BG-8887 5087 525 87
BG-15174 3118 382 44 BG-34681 1436 193 27
BG-34690 1591 172 24 BG-34802 1398 184 17
BG-34872 1441 149 12 BG-34945 1435 142 32
BG-34980 1469 227 31 BG-34981 1459 122 22
BG-34985 1431 108 27 BG-34992 1499 287 38
BG-35040 1512 127 25 BG-35042 1498 182 30
BG-35051 1503 258 36 BG-35058 1485 157 31
BG-35106 1523 109 24 BG-35120 1496 266 20
BG-35195 1373 164 28 BG-36601 2813 339 45
BG-36616 3111 340 47 BG-36619 3023 247 16
BG-37797 2090 265 45 - - - -
Table B .l: Documentary Dataset
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B.2 Film Set
Type: Cinema Films 
Source: Personal Collection 
A nnotation: ITI-CERTH
Com m ents: The selection was made so as to span different genres, production styles 
and eras.
Total Duration: 12 hours
Film Name Director Year Duration (sec) Shot Num Scene Num
12 Monkeys Terry Gilliam 1995 7446 1441 71
A History of Violence David Cronenberg 2005 5504 1198 46
House of Games David Mamet 1987 6060 768 43
Network Sidney Lumet 1976 6987 870 80
The Hand Oliver Stone 1981 6007 1017 59
The Ice Storm Ang Lee 1997 6555 779 87
Zabriskie Point Michelangelo Antonioni 1970 6831 999 57
Table B.2: Film Dataset
B.3 News Broadcast Set
Type: News Broadcast Stories 
Source: Youtube 
A nnotation: ITI-CERTH
Com m ents: The stories were edited in 3 hour-long videos by ITI-CERTH. 
Total Duration: 3 hours
Video Id Duration (sec) Shot Num Scene Num
News-1 3605 556 19
News _2 3627 607 19
News.3 3591 515 19
Table B.3: News Dataset
B.4. Sitcom Set 145
B.4 Sitcom  Set
T ype: Sitcom
Source: One Season of “Ally McBeal” TV Sitcom
A n n o ta tio n : Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse (IRIT)
C om m ents: Thanks to Philippe Ercolessi in IRIT for the dataset.
T o ta l D u ra tio n : 6 hours
Video Id Duration (sec) Shot Num Scene Num
Episode 0101 2455 615 54
Episode 0102 2450 652 41
Episode 0103 2513 808 30
Episode 0104 2494 610 35
Episode 0105 2492 561 40
Episode 0106 2482 680 30
Episode 0107 2518 648 40
Episode 0108 2606 679 36
Table B.4: Sitcom Dataset
B.5 Olympics Set
T ype: Olympic Games Unedited Videos 
Source: Barcelona 1992 BBC Unedited Material 
A n n o ta tio n : ITI-CERTH 
C om m ents: Thanks to BBC for the Material 
T o ta l D u ra tio n : 3 hours
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Video Id Duration (sec) Shot Num Scene Num
DV201JL5 1500 81 16
DV201-6-10 1500 178 11
DV201-11-17 2100 313 23
DV203 5719 614 27
Table B.5: Olympics Dataset
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This thesis has been partially published in the following papers:
• Journals
1. P. Sidiropoulos, V. Mezaris, I. Kompatsiaris, J.Kittler, “Differential Edit 
Distance: A metric for scene segmentation evaluation” , IEEE Transactions 
on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, vol. 22, no. 6, pp. 904-914, 
2012 .
2. P. Sidiropoulos, V. Mezaris, I. Kompatsiaris, H. Meinedo, M. Bugalho, I. 
Trancoso, “Temporal video segmentation to scenes using high-level audiovi­
sual features” , IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Tech­
nology, vol. 21, no. 8, pp. 1163-1177, 2011.
• Conferences
1. P. Sidiropoulos, V. Mezaris, I. Kompatsiaris, “Differential Edit Distance As 
A Countermeasure To Video Scene Ambiguity” , 2012 IEEE International 
Workshop on Machine Learning for Signal Processing (MLSP 2012), Septem­
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• D em os
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change detection in TV dramas” , Journal of the Korean Institute of Infor­
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no. 4. pp. 341-345, 2012.
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